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The MDt Programming Environment· 1 

INTRODUCTION 

111e MDt language is described in 'The MDt Progr'.lmming Lang~lage' [3], but in addition to the language 

itself, there is a rich and varied collection of software written in the language which facilitates the writing of 

programs and systems of programs in MDL. '1l1e infonnation describing this programming environment has 

been contained in various documents, some out of print or out of date. and in supplemental disk files 

describing changes and additions. Some of the packages of functions used to deal with M DI. code have never 

been formally documented. This manual brings together some of that scattered documentation. 

The document's purpose is to tlesh out the description of the language contained in 'The MDL 

Programming 1.~lJlguage,' giving a fuller description of the program writing and debugging aids available to 

M DL users, to describe the methods for producing code usable hy others, to descrihe the M DI compiler and 

" the lllanyother techniques for producing and speeding lip MDL ohject code. 

'1l1e imagined reader of this document is someone who has read 'The MDIJ Programming I.anguage: "and 

now proposes to write programs in Mol., possibly even very large programs. MDL packages that he would 

find useful in the process of doing so are documented here: editors, debuggers, etc. Packages that he might 

wish to usc withill his program are nut included: data-management systems, command interpreters, etc. 

This document is of necessity highly self-referent, as many of the components of the MDI. programming 

environment refer to each other and adhere to the same conventions. Additionally, this document assumes 

that the reader is familiar with the language itself (at least to some degree) and with the ITS. TENEX, or 

TOPS-20 operating systems. 

INTRODUCflON 
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NOTATION 

Anything which is written in the MDl.language or which is typed on a computer console appears herein in 

a typewriter font, as in P PR I NT. . A metasyntactic variable -- something to be replaced in actual use by 

something else -- appears as channel, in an italic font. Where a meta-syntactic variable is being used to denote 

a required argument to some function, it appears as before, but underlined, as channel, 

In the argument templates of MDI. functions, the individual arglilTIents are often given in the form 

argumellt:type, where argument is a 'descriptive' name for the argument, and /)lJe is its M DI. type (or range of 

types), In such cases, the 'type' boo/eall indicates an argument that is only examined for truth or falsity, and 

not for any of its other qualities. Such arguments in MDI. are often declared '(OR ATOM FALSE>', 

Fiilally, me names are given as though for the ITS operating system: 

del'ice: slIame ;flllll I fnm2 

'111e analogous specification fhr TENEX or TOPS-20 would be 

del'ice: < slla",e > jilll,l • jilm2 

Note that in the TENEXrrOPS-20 version of MDt, the fllm2 (which may include the generation numbert 

protee/ion and aec(·mt fields) is by default "MU~" as opposed to ">" for the ITS version. 

NOTATION 
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The M Ill. Programming Environment . 

1. Overview of the MOL Programming 
Envi ronment 

7 

The parts of the MDt. programming environment described in this document are primarily those dealing 

with the writing, debugging, sharing, and maintenance of code and programs written in MDt.. Most of the 

packages described herein are written in Mol. themselves; some are assembly language programs useful to 

M DI. programmers. 

The document is divided into chapters dealing with the major issues facing the ilOvice (or even the 

experienced) MDI. programmer. 

- 'The Package System' introduces the standard mechanism for lexical blocking and therefore, 
sharing of MDt code. Understanding its use is fundamental to writing MDI, programs. 

- 'Program Writing and Debugging Aids' is the largest chapter. It covers mechanisms for loading, 
dumping, editing, and debugging MDL code, whether interpreted or compiled. in a development 
or a production environment. 

- 'The Library System' discusses the usage of libraries of MDI. programs. 

- 'The Compiler' includes the specifics of interaction with the MDI, compiler, as wen as an overview 
of the theory behind itc; operation. 

- 'Making It Run Faster' covers the various methods for speeding up 'production' MDL code by 
removing mediated calls and compacting data stnlctures. 

- 'The Assembler' documents the MDt assembler and some methods of debugging binary code. 

- 'Informational Aids' discusses a few programs, most written in assembly language rather than 
MDt, which are useful to the MOL programmer. 

1.0 
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2. The Pacl<age System 
The portion of the MDt environment which ,provides a uniform facility for lexical blocking is known as the 

Package System. In one sense it is the most- basic part of the environment, since it enables many programmers 

to lise each other's code without identifier conflicts. 

In addition, the Package System is interfaced to a library faL'1ity (see sl'Ction 4) by which MDL code may 

be stored and later loaded as needed. 

The Package System. is so basic to use of the M DL environment that (with a few exceptions) every 

subsystem or family of MDI. functions described in this document is a 'package'. 

2.1. The Theory of Lexical Blocl<ing in MOL 

Lexica. blocking is implemented in MDI. by means of OBLISTs and LISTs of OBLISTs. Changes of 

lexical context arc performed using the SUBRs BLOCK and ENDBLOCK. rille Package System provides a 

high-level interface to these low-level constructs. 

rIlle primary goal of a lexical blocking scheme is the prevention of identifier conflicts. Specifically, when 

your program references the variable X, it should be your X lInd not that of some other program. At the same 

time, it should not be necessary for a programmer to search every program previously written to verify that an 

identifier he wishes to use is not ,1Iready 'taken'. 

It should be clear that the simplest solution, a single OB LIS T, will not satisfy either of these goals. With 

only one OBL 1ST there would necessarily be identifier conflicts. necessitating exhaustive searching for unique 

identifiers. 

Obviously, programmers could put their program's identifiers on an OBLIST unique to that program. 

Unfortunately, such a solution addresses only half the problem. What happens when some other programmer 

wishes to use some oflhis code? Be could insert the unique OBLIST for that program into the OBLIST path 

filr his program; but the moment that is done he gets aU the identifiers' for that program: including local 

variables, internal data structures, and so on. 

Consequently, we move to a situation where each progral1~ uses two OBlISTs: one for the identitiers that 

are local to the program, and one for the identifiers that are to be used by other programs. In the I>ackage 

System, these are known as the 'internal' OBl 1ST and the 'entry' OBl 1ST. 

Most of the identifiers in a program are local to it, and want to be placed on the internal OBL 1ST. 

2.0 
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Therefore, in terms of an ar~ument to the BLOCK SUBR. when a program is being loaded into MDL, the 

OBlIST path wants to be: 

i III e rllal-obiisl 
en I ry-oblisl 
(ROOT> ) 

With this OBlIST path. most ATOMs (identifiers) will be on dle internal OBlIST (as READ puts unknown 

identifiers on (I .OBlIST». but the ATOMs for the entries and the ATOMs for the usual SUBRs will be 

available. 

rnle only issue yet to be addressed is that of using an entry of a different program in your program. This is 

accomplished by adding the entry OBl I STs of any such programs to the path an~r ROOT: 

( inlernal-ohlisl 
elilry-oblisl 
(ROOT> 
othe,.-program-elliry-oblist 
)'el-allolher-program-elllry-oblist 

) 

As only the entry OBlIST. and not the internal OBlIST. (lfthe program being used is added to the path, 

the chance of identifier conflict is lessened. 

All that remains is to introduce the functions by which these variolls operations are perfonned. 

2.2. Package System Overview 

lbe functions which make up the Package System are: 

- PACKAGE. This indicates the start of a package of functions. 

- ENDP~CKAGE. This indicates the end of the package of functions. 

- ENTRY. This indicates an ATOM which is to be made available outside the definition of this 
package of functions. An other ATOMs wiJ1 not be directly available outside the package. 

- USE. This indicates a reference by name to another package of functions. 

- USE -DATUM. This indicates a reference by name to a dc1ta seL 

- DROP and l-UNUSE. rlbcsc undo thc effects of USE and USE -DATUM. 

These functions are themselves part of a package namcd "PKG", which is preloaded into MoL. 

rille rlbcory of I.cxical Blocking in MDL 2.1 
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2.2.1. Sample PACKAGE 

A sample MDI. PACKAGE is given with commentc;; in order to demonstrate the usage of these functions. 

<PACKAGE "HOUR-STRING") 

;"PACKAGE begins the. package called HOUR-STRING." 

<ENTRY TIME-STRING) 

;"The atom TIME-STRING is an entry to this package; 
it may be referenced by other packages by 
USEing HOUR-STRING." 

<USE "DATIME") 

;"Indicate that the package DATIME is 
used within the current package." 

<DEFINE TIME-STRING () 
<STRING <UNPARSE <HOURS» " o'clock"» 

;"Define this little function which returns a string 
telling the last hour in a strange format." 

<DEFINE HOURS () <1 <RTIME») 

;"Define an internal function which is available 
only within the HOUR-STRING package, since its 
name is not in any ENTRY statement. 
Note that this function refers to RTIME, 
which is an ENTRY in the DATIME package." 

<ENDPACKAGE) 

;"The end of this little demonstration package." 

2.3. PACKAGE 

11 

'nlis ftmc~ion delimits the beginning ofa package of functions. It takes one required argument., a STRING, 

which is the name of the package. This STRING uniquely identifies the package within Cllibrary ofpackagcs 

(see section 4). 

In a PACKAGE those ATOMs which are specified as entries live in a separate OBl I ST of their own, called 

the entry OBlIST.The ATOM naming this OBlIST is on the PACKAGE OBlIST and has the same name as 

the PACKAGE itself. Thus, an entry, 'X' of a PACKAGE 'Y' would have as itc;; 'full-trailer' J~ame: 

X!-Y!-PACKAGEI- . 

PACKAGE blocks (sets up) the current OBlIST path so that the ATOMs which are internal to the PACKAGE 

2.2 Package System Overview 
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filll into an OBLIST which is not otherwise used. The ATOM naming this OBlIST is on the entry OBlIST of 

the PACKAGE, and is by default given a name created by putting the character "I' at the beginning of the 

. PACKAGE's name. An internal ATOM 'z' in the PACKAGE ,yo previously mentioned would have as its 

"full-trailer' name: Z 1- IY! - Y I-PACKAGE 1- . 

PACKAGE also keeps track of the fact that the particular PACKA~E named has been defined in this MOL 

process, by putting its name on the PACKAGE OBlIST. 

(PACKAGE lIame:st,illg 
iIlGme:st';Ilg 
size:jix . 
is;ze:jix> 

PACKAGE takes three optional arguments in addition to the. required one (the optional arguments arc 

ignored if IIl1l11t' is already a PACKAGE): 

illtlm£' is the name of the internal OBL 1ST of the PACKAGE: by default it is the name of the PACKAGE with 
the letter" I' prefixed. 

size is the numher of buckets in the entry ohlist; by default 19. 

,:.,;ze is the number of buckets in the internal oblist: by default 23. 

In addition to PACKAGE, there exists the obsolete function RPACKAGE. documented here only because 

some programs still usc it. '111e difference between them is that the entry OBLIST for an RPACKAGE is the 

ROOT OBLIST. The implication of inserting an entry into the ROOT is that this requires that the name of the 

entry be unique ovcr all PACKAGEs, because the entry is. in effect, being promoted to the status of a SUBR. It 

is (in rare cases) useful to do this, but the correct way is with the fullction. RENTRY (see section 2.3.1). 

2.3.1. ENTRY 

'1l1C ENTRY function applied to one or more ATOMs declares that these ATOMs arc to be put into the 

OBlIST reserved for entries in this particular PACKAGE. Only ATOMs declared in this way will be accessible 

(in the nonnal course of events) to functions outside this PACKAGE. 

It is possible to place some entries of a PACKAGE on the ROOT OBlIST using the function RENTRY. It is 

recommended that inslead of lIsing RPACKAGE in those rare cases where entries must go on the ROOT. 

RENTRY be used instead. 

All ENTRY statements should appear immediately after the PACKAGE or. RPACKAG£'statement Note: 

never put a USE statement before the ENTRY statements; if you do. you may get the ERROR message 

PACKAGE 2.3 
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ALREADY -USED-E LSEWHE RE, meaning that the name of an entry is conflicting with an ENTRY in one of the 

PACKAGEs you USEd. ENTRY will also give an ERROR ifit is used outside the body ofa PACKAGE. 

2.3.2. USE 

'Illis function takes as argumentc; one or more STRINGs which are the names (as gi\'en to PACKAGE) of 

other PACKAGEs. EXTERNAL is a synonym of USE. USE causes the entry OBL ISTs of the PACKAGEs named 

to be spliced into the current OBL 1ST path. Thus. references to entries of those PACKAGEs may be made 

after the USE, until the next ENDPACKAGE (or the next DROP or L-UNUSE if USE is being invoked outside a 

PACKAGE to load a file). 

USE is consequently the mechanism for sharing code. If the PACKAGE being used is already loaded, its 

entr.ies arc made available; if not. the PACKAGE is loaded first (sec section 4.1 for details on how this is 

. accomplished). 

2.3.3. USE-DATUM 

USE -DATUM requires one STRING argument, the name of a data set. If the data set is not loaded, 

USE -DATUM loads it and creates an ATOM of the same name, on the USE -DATUM OBLIST, whose GVAl is the 

dal(l set. USE -DATUM always EVALs to the data set named, regardless of whether it had to be loaded or not 

2.3.4. DROP and L-UNUSE 

"1l1cse functions take the same arguments as USE and USE -DATUM and undo their effects. 

DROP simply splices the named PACKAGEs out of the current OBL 1ST path. A USE of a DROPped 

PACKAGE will not reload the PACKAGE but simply splice it back into the OBLIST path. 

L -UNUSE splices the PACKAGE out and removes its name from the PACKAGE OBL 1ST, which will cause 

the entire PACKAGE to be reloaded if it is USEd again. L -UNUSE of a da~ set ~i11 remove its ATOM from the 

USE-DATUM ORLIST. 

2.3.5. ENDPACKAGE 

'111e ENDPACKAGE function of no arguments terminates the definition of the current PACKAGE and 

undoes the lexical blocking done by the PACKAGE function. The ENDPACKAGE statement should be the ,last 

one in the file. 

2.3 PACKAGE 
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2.3.6. PACKAGE Restrictions 

There are some restrictions on what the user may do inside a PACKAGE. 'lbese are enforced by the Library 

System when the user attempts to submit ~ PACKAGE to a library. 

A PACKAGE should not FlOAD or LOAD any me to obtain parts of itself. An such environment setup 

should be done with USE and USE -DATUM. 

A PACKAGE may not reference any ATOM whose OBLIST path goes through the INITIAL OBLIST. AU 

of a PACKAGE's non-entry ATOMs should fall naturally into the PACKAGE's internal OBL 1ST. 

As mentioned befhre. the RENTRYs ofa PACKAGE have the same OBLIST status as SUBRs, i.e., they must 

be unique among both "n SUBRs and all PACKAGE entries. 

2.3."7. ENTRY Name Conflicts 

It is possible to have two or more PACKAGEs (not RPACKAGEs) which have entries (not RENTRYs) with the 

same PNAME. If the user needs both PACKAGEs at the same time, he may USE them both and refer to the 

ambiguous entries by their 'full trailer' names. All of the non-ambiguous entries in both PACKAGEs may still 

be referenced by PNAMF only. 

PACKAGE 2.3 
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3. Program Writing and Debugging Aids 
'111is chapter concentrates on editing and debugging aids for MDI. programming. The basis for editing and 

debugging in MDt is twofold: First, MDL is an interp"reter. which permits interactive testing and debugging 

of software. Secondly, MDI. programs (even compiled MDt programs) arc structures and therefore may be 

manipulated by other MDI. programs. 

Packages useful in editing and debugging range from EO I T and PPR I NT. which are preloaded. and which 

form the core of most editing or debugging systems. to more sophisticated aids such as OEBUGR and TRACE, 

which are more powerful. and uscful for more complicated debugging. 

It should be noted that, in addition to the editors discussed below. RrvloDF [5] and E!\1AC'S [2], TEeo based 

texl editors, understand much of the syntax and many oflhe conventions ofMDI. programs. 

3.1. Pretty·Printing 

The purpose of pretty printing is to clarify the structure of MDt. objects by printing them in a more 

human-readable format than that provided by the SUIJRs PR I NT, PR IN I, etc. Objects ar~ pretty-printed 

through the judicious insel1ion of spaces. tabs. and new-lines between tokens. Pretty-printed objects are 

readable by the MDL Reader. Pretty printing is an aid to understanding and debugging MDt. FUNCTIONs or 

other objects. You will probably find pretty printing to be extremely helpful. especially if you are working 

without a listing or with an old listing. In fact. pretty-printing is one way to make a new pretty listing aftcr 

editing. PPR I NT is pre-loaded in most initial MilLS. The name of the package cont4lining PPR I NT is "PP" . 

(PPRINT fl!lJ! challnel> 

pretty-prints allY on challllel. l11C second argument is optional, by default. OUTCHAN . If allY is an ATOM, 

PPRINT will enclose it in an application of DEF INE, DEFMAC, SETG, or SET, as seems appropriate. 

COMMENTs found inside allY are right-justified. PPRINT cannot output an RSUBR without F IXUPs (that is, 

one that was READ in while KEEP-FIXUPS (scc section 3.4) had no LVAL or had a FALSE LVAL); it will 

give the ERROR mcssage CAN-NOT -BE -DUMPED. PPRINT returns, NULL, which is an ATOM whose PNAME 

is a single rubout. invisible Oil normal consolcs. 

(PPR INF ill:slrillg-or-alom-or-iisl outfile:strillg 
wid/h:fix e,'al?:boolean> 

pretty-prinl4i all the contenlc; of ill into outfile. 

If ill is an ATOM or a LIST of ATOMs. its VALUE(s) are the objects to be PPRINTed. In this casc, outjile is 

by default a file whose first name is produced by taking the PHAME of ill (or ill's first clement, if ill is a LIST). 

3.0 
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Jf ill is a STRING. if specifics a file containing objects to PPRINT. In this case, uulfile is by default 

"TPL:". 

wid,It is the maximum width of output lines (although output lines arc prevented from being extremely 

long); it is optional. by dcfault"< 13 ,OUTCHAN>. 

eval?tells PPRINF whcther or not to EVAL everything in the file; it is optional, by default a FALSE (don't 

EVAL). el'al?is meaningless if ill is not a STRING. 

PPRINF returns either" DONE" or 4\ FALSE if it couldn't open illfile or oulfile. PPR I NF inserts page 

boundaries in (Julfile, bctwccn objccts, every 60 lines or fewcr: you may want to move thesc afterward to more 

logical places. PPRINF binds KEEP-FIXUPS and REDEFINE to T, and QUICKPRINT (see below) to a 

FALSE. 

3.1.1. PPRINT Control Switches 

PPRINT's output is affected by the local values of several ATOMs. Each value is examined only for truth . 

. QUICKPRINT 

If this ATOM's lVAL is a FALSE, you are in slow mode: otherwise (including the case of no LVAl), you are in 

fast mode. The behavioral difference is this: in fast mode, there may be COMMENTs fn the pretty-printed 

object(s) which PPRINT misses. Also, fast mode is indeed faster than slow mode. Fast mode is the default, 

that is, QUICKPRINT is initially true. rnle modes arc rcally distinguished by the depth of recursion to which 

PPRINT resorts. In slow mode, it recurscs all the way down to every monad in the thing pretty-printed; in 

fast mode, it goes down only far enough to find something that will fit on a line • 

. LOOKAHEAD 

PPRINT uses full recursive lookahead to avoid packing things against the right margin and, as a result, not 

being able to fit things within the right margin. The look ahead results in very good thrmatting of 
- . 

deeply-nested MAPFed and FUNCTIONs; all but the most bizarre cases should be very legible. However, it 

can result in noticeable 'pauses' in the printing operation and, in some cases, a net speed slightly less than with 

limited look ahead. Since this can be a disadvantage when using PPRINT interactively on a heavily-loaded 

system, the lookahead can be disablcd: if the LVAL of LOOKAHEAD is a FALSE, no look ahead will be 

performed; otherwise it happens. LOOKAHEAD is initially true, that is. lookahead happens by defaulL 

.VERTICAL 

If LOOKAHEAD is a FALSE. the fonnatting can cause too many objects to be squeezed ag4linst the right 

margin. So that particular cases can be made Icgible. the format when lookahcad is not in usc can be 

manually set: if the LVAL of VERTICAL is non-FALS~. PPRINT will indent very little whenever indenting is 
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called for. (VERTICAL being true means a 'more vertical' format.) VERTICAL is initially FALSE. The value 

of VERT ICAl is ignored when LOOKAHEAD is true; the lookahead effectively chooses different values for 
r 

VE RT I CAL for different parts of the object pretty-printed. 

3.1.2. Lower-level Pretty Printing 

It is sometimes desirable to usc some of the functions that PPRINT lIses, but in a different way. For 

example, a specialized pretty-printer for Program Abstracts would want to insert indented field names into 

the output and pretty-print field values with the same indenmtion. The names of lower-level pretty-print 

functions are included in the ROOT OBLIST for such purposes. 

< E PR I NT alll' lefl-margin:fix> 

pretty-prints all)' on .OUTCHAN to the right of left-margin. The second argument is optional, by defilUlt 

<VALUE LE FT -MARG IN> (see below). 

< E PR I N t anl' lefl-margill:fix> 

EPRINt is to EPRINT as PRINt is to PRINT • 

• LEFT-MARGIN 

This is the ATOM that EPRINT binds to its second argument. You can SET it outside calls to EPRINT in order 

to make a permanent left margin. Its initial LVAL is O. 

<INDENT-TO COllll1lll:fix challnel> 

outputs tabs and/or spaces to advance the Olltput column « 14 challllel» to columll, if it is not already past. 

(COLPP il1Ll! 
chanllel 
left-margin:jix 
righ l-marg;Il:jix > 

pretty-prints allY on challnel (by default .OUTCIiAN) between the margins left-margill (by default 

(14 c:hallllel>, the current column) and righI-mar gill (by default < 13 challllel>, the ~ightmost column). All 

arguments but the first are optional. COLPP returns , NULL. For example, 

<COlPP allY .OUTCHAN 10 70> would leave a IO-character margin at left and right on an 80-column 

OUTCUAN. Also, 

<PROG () <PRINT AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA> <COlPP ,FOO» 

would result in output like _ 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA NFUNCTION ((X GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG) , 
(+ X 1» , 

EPRINT, EPRIN1, and COlPP are affected by the truth of .QUICKPRINT, • LOOKAHEAD, and 

.VERTICAl. 

3.1 Pretty-Printing 
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3.1.3. Ampersand Printing 

• Ampersand printing' consists of printing any object on a single line by using thc character & (ampersand) 

to mean 'Therc's more stuff here: (This t~hnique is borrowed from the InterLisp editor.) 

'ntere are two ways in whicb & is uscd by this printer as an abbreviation: 

I. An & appearing between some variety of brackets indicatc~ 'that there is a big object of the 
indicated TYPE there. 

2. 'Ine characters •. & or & •• on the left Of right of a structure mean th,lt there are more objects to 
the left or right which have not been printed. 

Examples: 

NFUNCTION ({A BCD) <&» 

This is a FUNCTION with rour arguments in its argument LIST, and the FUNCTION body contains one FORM 

which was tou big to print in the remainder of the linc. 

(PROG () (KRK <+ .A 5» <PRINC .Q> <SET BAR <ORG» <&> & •. > 

This is a largc FORM, namely, a PROG. In addition to the clemcnt~ printed. thcrc arc more clcments to the 

right, and therc is onc FORM which was too big to fit 

Ampcrsand printing is effccted by two pure RSUBRs: &, analogous to PRINT, and &1, analogous to 

PRINt. A rclatcd RSUBR, &LIS, can be applied to no arguments to put you into an endlcss READ-EVAL-& 

loop, instead urthe normal READ-EVAL-PRINT loop. 

3.1.4. Examining the Stack 

(FRM &> 

returns thefixth FRAME down from thc top application of ERROR or LISTEN. 

< FRAMES how-mally:fix start:jix> 

pretty-prin~ how-mallY FRAMEs (by printing thc FRAME number (suitablc as an argumcnt to FRM). FUNCT, 

and ARGS of the FRAME), starting with < F RM slarl>. Both argumcnl~ are optional; start defaults to 0, and 

how-mollY dcfaults to a large intcger. A FRAME whose FUNCT is an ATOM whose VALUE is an FSUBR is not 

printed, if the same infomlation is found in the next lowcr FRAME. 

< F R& how-moIlY:./ix slarl:jix> 

is like FRAMES but uses ampers<md printing inste"d of pretty printing. tt. is h(}ndy for summarizing FUNCTs 

and ARGS that are large or unprintable (like RSUBRs with no fixups). 
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< F RA TM llOw-mally:fix Slarl:jix) 

is 1ike FRAMES but gives an abbreviated view of the stack. It prints FUNCTs only, and only for FRAMEs 
r 

connected with named FUNCTIONs, RSU~Rs, and RSUBR-ENTRYs. It is handy when a FRAME contains a 

non-LEGAL? objcct 

<FRlVAL atom 
llOw-many:fix 
slarl:fix) 

prints out the stacked bindings of atom, going through how-mallY FRAMEs, starting with < F RM start>. 'Ille 

two numeric arguments are optional; how-mallY defaults to a large integer, and start defaults to o. 'Ille 

fonnat of the printillg is two columns: the first column is the number of the FRAME in which atom has a 

binding: the second column is the value bound, or a message proclaiming the lack of a value. 

<FR&VAL alom 
llOlv-mally:fix 
slarl:jix) 

is precisely the same as FRLVAl, except that the values are ampersand printed instead of PRINTed. 

Finally, the "F RMSP" PACKAGE contains analogues of many of the preceding functions, but each takes as 

its first argument a PROCESS, by default <ME>. These are all named by adding a 'P' to the end of the usual 

name. For example, 

<FR&P <MAIN» 

does a <FR&> in the PROCESS MAIN. 

There is one additional function of interest in "FRMSP". 

<FRTYPE IIOw-many:jix slarl:jix> 

is like FRAMES, but gives only the TYPEs of the arguments to each. This is useful in those situations when the 

stack shows illegal FRAMEs or other unprintable objccts. 

3.2. The MOL Editor 

EDIT allows a MDI. user to make incremental changes in MDt structured objects, without leaving MDL 

and with the ability to save the results in a file, and to set or clear conditional breakpoints of various sorts in 

objects that will be evaluated, such as FUNCT IONs. 

ED IT is an editor/debugger written in, written for, and running under MoL. It comprises the package 

"EDIT" and several smaller packages which wi11 be mentioned later in this section. EDIT is preloaded in 

most initial MDLS. 

To start editing, apply EDIT to no arguments or to the name of the object you wish to edit: <EDIT) 
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causcs entry into EDIT and opens the last object edited; (EDIT object> causes entry into EDIT and opens 

object for editing. Permissible objects include: , 

- ATOMs. 'Inc GVAL (preferably) or-the LVAL of the ATOM is opened. If it has no value. EDIT 
returns a FALSE. 

- A PRIMTYPE LIST. The PRIMTYPE LIST is opened. 

- A FIX. 'Inc stack frame with th(lt number is opened (Le .• (ARGS (FRM fix»). 

Part of EDIT's efficiency comes from forbidding it to delve into objects that arc not of PRIM TYPE LIST, 

that is, not LISTs, FORMs. FUNCTIONs, etc. Attempts to edit objects of other PRIMTYPEs will result in error 

messages. These objects can, however. be treated as units when inserting. searching, etc.; or they can be 

changed into lIS Ts, edited, and then changed back to their original types. 

3.2.1. The Edit 'LISTEN Loop' 

3.2.1.1. The Reader 

When in EDIT. you arc typing at a special, non-standard, input function: The EDIT Reader. 

The Reader allows you to type EDIT commands and have them executed, and also to evaluate MDL 

expressions normally. It4) characteristics are as follows: 

- As in the normal MilL Reader, nothing is done until you type ESC. DEL. tL, to, tG, and tS also 
work normally. 

- All EDIT commands arc terminated when an ESC is encountered in the input stream. (n 
addition. most commands will terminate whenever the maximum number of argulllents required 
has been input or whenever an argument of the wrong type is encountered. In the former case the 
next object is taken as a new command; in the latter case the object of the wrong type is taken as a 
new command. EDIT commands may be typed in either upper or lowercase. 

- If you type something that EDIT does not recognize as a command. normal MDt evaluation and 
printing arc performed on that something. This evaluation will have no efTect on your position in 
the object you are editing. 

- While editing a function which is part of a PACKAGE (determined from an examination of the 
OBlIST con((Iining the ATOM whose value is the function). EDIT caUSL'S the OBLIST path to be 
set up to what it was in the environment ofthal PACKAGE. '1l1is has the advantage of reducing the 
number of trailers printed. and causcs newly entered ATOMs to fall Oil the correct OBL I ST (the 
internal OBLIST of the PACKAGE). It has the slight disadvantage that it disables the dynamic 
loader (which depends 011 unbound variable~ falling on the INITlAL OBLIST). If the GVAL of 
E-PKG is a FALSE, this feature is disabled, and the normal OBlIST path is in effect during 
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editing. 

Examples: 

R 5$ 

Causes exccution of ED IT command R~ with argument S. 

<R 5>$ 

Causes application of the function R to S. 

3.2.1.2. The Ampersand Printer 

2L 

Your current position' is displayed by ·ampersand printing' (sec section 3.1.3). This consists of printing any 

ohject on a single line hy using the character & (ampersand) to mean 'There's more stu ff here.' 

The ampers<md printer used in ED I T is much like the standard one, with the addition that your current 

. position (sec below) is displayed by the glyph I. 

When you initially enter ED IT, you arc in a mode called ·non-\"erbose: in which ampersand printing is not 

automatically done following execution of E 0 I T commands. rnle V command is used to toggle you in and out 

of verbose mode (sec below). 

Examples: 

NFUNCTION ( I (A BCD) <&» 

Indicates tJlat your position is just to the left of a FUNCT ION's argument list. and the FUNCT ION body 

contains one FORM which was too big to print. 

< •. & <KRK <+ .A 5» I <SET BAR <ORG» <&> & •• > 

Indicates that you are in the middle of a large FORM (e.g., a RE PEAT or a PROG), positioned just to the left of 

the <SET BAR (ORG) >. In addition to the objects printed, there arc m~re objects to both the left and the 

right, and there is one FORM which was too large to fit on the line. 

3.2.2. Edit Commands 

3.2.2.1. General 

A sequence of EDIT commands is executed as soon as you type ESC. If one command fails, subsequent 

commands up to the ESC arc ignored, and EDIT types Ollt' an appropriate error mesS(lge. A failing EDIT 

command general1y has no effect whatsoever; but see individual descriptions. 

Note that all arguments to EDIT functions must be legal MDL objects. In particular, you can't search for 
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<SET ,since the <> 's arenl balanced. N(lr can you insert it. (Rut you can, for instance, search for and insert 

<SET THING 1>.) 

. . 
If a command expects an argument and doesn't get OI~e. an error message will be printed. 

Many EDIT commands take FIXes as arguments. Those that do interpret the ATOM • as an argument to 

mcan 'as many as possible'. 

Whcnever you arc in EDIT, you have a wcll-dcfined 'position'. A position is a 'place' inside a MDL 

structure: this 'place' is either between two elemenL'i of the structure, or betweell an clement and either end of 

the structure, or inside an empty structure. All editing, movcment, and printing commands operate relative to 

your current position. rlllC tcnn 'cursor' is used in the following descriptions to refer to an embodiment of a 

position .. 

The fonnat lIsed in each ofthc following command descriptions is: 

Command as Typed 

Description 

3.2.2.2. General Commands 

1 

English Name 

duh? 

Causes a short summary of all EDIT commands to be typcd out. The same summary appears later in this 

chapter. 

11 huh? 

Similar to the above, but the summary is even shorter, and shoul~ fit entirely on the screen of an Imlac 

tenninal. 

Q Quit 

Leave EDIT and return to MDL. (Causes EDIT to return the ATOM T.) 

QR fix Quit and Retry 

Quit from EDIT and then rctry the frame specified, or by default, the one originally given to an open 

command or, if none was given, the frame beneath the last ERROR or L 1ST EN frame. 

tF Control-F 

'Inis is not really an EDIT command; rather, it is a character, obtained from the input stream at interrupt 
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level, which is uscd to return you to the ,ED I T Reader from some higher levcl of application, e.g., an ERROR's 

LISTEN. It is the EDIT equivalentofERRET with no arguments . 
• r 

tF (or tS) typed during execution ofah EDIT command is similar to normal MDL tS but returns to the 

EDIT Reader instead of the MDL LISTEN loop. 

o object Op e n 

Equivalent to Q followcd by (EDIT object>. Positions the cursor just to the left of the first clement of the 

entirc object specified. 

OT Open This 

If tJle object to tJlC right of thc cursor is an ATOM, or a rORM whose first clcment is an ATOM, and the 

ATOM's value is opcnilble, thcn it is opcncd. This command is lIseful when tracing a calling scquence through 

several functions. 

3.2.2.3. Movement Commands 

UT 

Places the curso: at thc position it had following an O. 

R fix 

Up to the Top 

Right 

Movcs the cursor fix objects to the right, by default onc. If fix is too large, i.c., therc arc not that many 

positions to the right of the currcnt position, ED IT prints an crror comment and thc cursor stays where it is. 

B Back 

Moves the cursor as far to the right as possible. 

L fix Left 

Moves tJlC cursor fix positions to the lcft, by default one. Iffix is too large, EDIT prints an error message. 

F Front 

Moves the cursor as far to thc left as possible. 

OL Down Left 

Positions the cursor just to the right of the rightmost elcment within the object to the Icft of the cursor, if 

that object is of P R I MT Y PEL 1ST. Visually, thc cursor movcs lcft over one 'close bracket'. 
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DR Down Right 

Positions the cursor just to the left of,the leftmost clement within the object to the right of the cursor, if 

that object is of PRIM TYPE LIST. Visually. the curSor moves right over one 'open bracket'. If the cursor is 

to the left of an clement that is. not of PR IMTYPE LIST. ED IT prints an error message. 

o Down 

f.quivalcnt to DR. 

UR fix Up Right 

Positions the cursor just to the right of the object the cursor is currently within. Docs so fix times, by 

default once. 

UL .fix Up left 

Positions the cursor just to the left of the object the cursor is currently within. Does sojix times. by default 

once. 

U fix Up 

Identical to UL. 

S objet' Search 

Docs a depth-firs~ left-first tree-walk. (i.e., left-to-right) starting with the object to the right of the cursor. 

untillhe cursor is just to the right of an object structural1y equal (Le., =?) to its argument. An occurrence of 

the object will not be found if it is inside ,my thing not of PR IMTYPE LIST. On failure. the cursor docs not 

move. If the argument is omitted. the last object searched for is used. 

SR object Search Right 

SameasS. 

Sl object Search Left 

Same as S, but the trcc-walk is depth-first. right-first (i.e., right-to-left) and you end up to the left of the 

objec.'/ for which you were searching. 

3.2.2.4. Printing Commands 

The Empty Command 
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Causes the normal 'ampersand print' to be done. This is principally useful when you arc in 'silent' mode; 

see the V command. 

By the way, an 'empty' command is typed by typing ESC without having typed any visible characters 

before it 

P Print 

PPRINTs (not 'ampersand prints') the object to the right of the cursor. 

PU Print Up 

PPR I NTs the object the cursor is in. 'nlis is similar to doing a U ilnd then a P, although the cursor is not 

moved. 

PT . Print Top 

PPRINTs the whole object you have open. 

v Verbosity 

Toggles the verbosity mode between 'verbose' (most commands cause ampersand printing) and 'silent' 

(printing of any sort is done only when some explicit print command is used, or when an error occurs). lbe 

current state of\'erbosity is the GVAL ofE -VERBOSE. 

In silent mode, absolutely nothing is printed after each command, not even new-lines or prompts. 

However, normal MDI. evaluation still causes nomlal MDL printing. 

3.2.2.5. Editing Commands 

I .QQ! .0. Insert 

Inserts all its arguments immediately to the right of the cursor. None of its arguments are evaluated; you 

can insert unevaluated FORMs without using QUOTE. 'Ille cursor ends up to the right of the last object 

inserted. 

G ~ 000 Get 

Same as I, but its arguments are evaluated. This is useful in conjunction with the X command (sec below). 

I: type:atom fix Insert Type 

Grabs fix objects to the right of the cursor, inserts them into a newly created object of TV PE type, deletes 

them from the original structure, and inserts the newly created object in their place. In other words, it 'inserts' 
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the appropriate open and close brackets for type at the cursor "ndjix objects to the right 

By defaultjix is one. tJpe is LIST. An error message is printed if jix is larger than the number of objects 

to the right of the cursor. 

There is no way to directly insert or delete single parentheses, brackets. etc., using EDI T. Instead. use K: 

(see below) to remove pairs of brackets. and I: to insert them. 

I· indica/or:atom new·structure Imbed 

Imbed looks t()r "n occurrences of indicator in lIew-stnlcture and replaces these occurrences with objects 

t4lken and deleted from the right of the cursor. It then inserts the result 

ff only new-structllre is given. the indicator is the AT OM *. I f there aren't enough objects to the right of the 

cursor to replace each indicator. remaining indicators are left untouched and a warning mesS41ge is printed. If 

no indicators are found. the new structure is inserted. but a warning mCSSt1ge is printed. 

I * is generally used to insert one or more structures into anoth~r complex structure in one operation, 

instead of several. For example: 

<SET X • <12 .Y» 
1* <CONo «NOT <LENGTH? .Y II» *»$ 
<SET X <CONo «NOT <LENGTH? .Y 11» <12 .Y») I ) 

pL1CCS a protective conditional around an NTH to prevent an out-of-bounds error. 

Insert into Group 

Inserts into a group. IG is similar to I, but assumes that the object you are in is a group (as produced by 

GROUP-LOAD). Arguments to IG which are not ATOMs are inserted a.1i in. I. Objects which are ATOMs and 

which have a v&llue insert a FORM which OEF INEs, SETGs, or SETs the ATOM as appropriate. Thus, to add a 

new function F to a group G, one could type 

o GS·IG F$QS 

K fix Kill 

Deletcsjix objeCts to the right of the cursor. Defaults to one. Negativejix causes deletion to the left of the 

cursor. 

Cm Change 

Changes the one object to the right of the cursor to its single argument. Docs not move the cursor. Docs 

not evaluate its argument. C is more efficient than K plus I. 
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C : tl'pe:atom Change Type 

Changes the type of object to the right ofr the cursor to type. Attempts to do something reasonable for 

every type change. If you tell it to change' a STRING to a LIST. you get a LIST of CHARACTERs .. (fyou 

attempt to change a structure whose clements arc other than CIlARACTERs and STRINGs to a STRING, you 

will get a MnL error. 

K: Kill Type 

Deletes t~e brackets around the object to the right of the cursor. I.e .. kills the object and inserts its 

clemente; into the structure of which it was a part. 

SU l1fJf Q/Jl Substitute 

The Suhstitute command takes two arguments. All occurrences of old from the current location to the end 

of the open ohject (actually a search-right is done) arc replaced by new. Once the search for old fails. the 

command terminates. and the number of substitutions perfomled is printed. The cursor is left after the last 

ubject replaced. 

x gJJ}J]j Transfer 

SE Ts the atom to the object to the right of the cursor. X can be used with K and G to move things around 

within the object being edited. 

SW Swap 

Swaps the two objects to right of the cursor, leaving the cursor pointing at the same object. The effect is to 

move the cursor and the object it points at one object to the right. Repeated SWs move cursor and object 

further and further to the right 

3.2.2.6. Macro Facility 

M 1l1iKl1l Macro 

Takes either a STRING or something which EVALs to a STRING and perfc.mns all of the commands in the 

STRING. For complete assurance that your commands will be done properly. put an ESC between 

commands. 

IT.&. l!1iK11l Iterate 

This command (also called DO) takes a fix and IIIllcro as if an argument to M. This command will loop 

through the macro fix times or until an error is generated. When the iteration ends, the user is told how many 
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complete passes have been made of the macro. 

In both of the above commands, if an EDIT error is generated, the macro will be terminated, and the 

macro itself will be printed, with an arrow pointing to the offending command. The cursor wilt remain at the 

place where the last legal command left it 

rille SU command is, internally: 

DO • "S old$LSC newS" 

3.2.2.7. Cursors. 

Cursors are locations in objects being ED I Ted. In addition to the main cursor, which is where editing 

occurs, other locations (also catled cursors) may be remembered. 'Ille main cursor may be moved to another 

cursor in a single operation. potentially saving many motion commands. In large FUNCT IONs cursors may 

also reduce confusion by distinguishing among several similar areas of code. 

uc Use Cursors 

The PACKAGE for dealing with cursors is not nonnatly loaded in an initial MDI., so the UC command loads 

it and makes the cursor commands available. The PACKAGE loaded is "CURSOR". 

CU fllJ!!!l Cursor 

CU tlkes an ATOM argument and SETs the ATOM to an object of type CURSOR, which tries to be clever in 

the event you change the object. Also, if you use the X command to name a substructure and then move copy 

it with G or I, the cursors in the substructure will follow to the new location. 

lbere are some restrictions. Cursors in empty LISTs are okay but they wilt not follow the object to new 

locations. Also this 'fonowing' feature is effective only at the first G or I after the X. To move the substructure 

again you have to X again. 

I· is somewhat incompatible with CURSORs. Cursors in Imbedded structures will sometimes disappear. 

GO rImIlC Go 

GO takcsa cursor (normally the LVAL of an ATOM previously given as an argument to CU) and GOes to that 

position. If the cursor is illegal (not in the current top-level structure), an error mess(lge will be printed and 

you will remain in your previous position. 

K C IlJJ1JIJ. Kill Cursor 
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Kill the cursor assigned to atom. 

PC Print Cursors 

Prints all cursors in the structure ~o the right of the main cursor. 

PA Print All Cursors 

I)rints all cursors in the currently open structure. 

3.2.2.8. Breakpoints 

BK predicate any ••• Breakpoint 

Inserts a breakpoint 'around.' the object to the right of the cursor. Takes any number of arguments. 

Subsequently, whenever that object would have heen evaluated, you instead hit a breakpoint function which: 

l. Evaluates predicate. If the value is FALSE, evaluation continues as if there were no breakpoint. If 
. the value is non-FALSE, or ifRK was given no arguments: 

2. Types **BREAK**. 

3. For each argument after the first that you gave BK, types 

arg = EVALofarg 

4. Enters LISTEN. 

You continue by applying ERRET to one argument, just as from an ERROR: the argument's value is ignored. 

Rreakpoints are implemented by inserting a BREAKR (a PRIMTYPE LIST with APPLYTYPE FORM) 

'which consists of the function BREAKR and arguments, including the object breakpointed. A breakpoint 

prints as a glyph similar to the cursor: 

,object 

, (fthe ATOM ~HORT-PRINT is assigned and FALSE, the actual BREAKR LIST is printed. 

The breakpoint function returns EVAL of the thing it is put 'around,' and there are cases where this does 

not work. There are always equivalent places that do work. 

1. Breakpoint on the first clement ofa FORM does not work. Put it on the whole FORM. 

2. Ilreakpoint on a LIS T which is an argument to a COND docs not work. Put it on the first FORM in 
the LIST. 

BA predicate any Break After 

3.2 The MDL Editor 
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Similar to BK, but puts the breakpoint a./ier the object at the cursor. Its action is like that of BK except that 

the break occurs after the object it is on is ~VALed. 

This sort of breakpoint prints like the 'before' sort. but with the glyph after the object broken: 

objec" 

rille predicate for a BA breakpoint may check the value returned by ~VAL for the object the hreakpoint is on. 

rillis value is assigned by BREAKR to the ATOM VALUE. 

KT Kill This 

Removes the breakpoint (if any) from the object to the right of the cursor. 

KB Kill Breakpoints 

Removes all breakpoinl~ in the currently open object. 

3.2.2.9. Edit Monitors 

rlllere are several commands in EDIT which provide a simple interface to the "MON! TOR" PACKAGE. 

rl1lese allow placing of monitors on references to or modifications of LVALs.in interpreted MDL code. 

For a more complete discussion of the use of monitors, see section 3.7. 

UM Use Monitors 

The PACKAGEs for dealing with monitors are not normally loaded in an initial MDI., so the UM command 

loads them and makes the three commands for creating monitors available. The PACKAGEs loaded are 

"MONITR", which is the general monitor PACKAGE, and "EMONIT", which is the interface between EDIT 

and "MONITR". 

RW flIi!l11. predicate any Read-write Monitor 

The most general type of monitor that can be set is a read-write monitor. It will catch any reference to or 

attempt to modify the LVAL of the atom specified. The restrictions on phlcement of breakpoints also apply to 

monitors, with the addition that a monitor on an LVAL must be placed after that LVAL has become 

ASSIGNED? 

The second. third (and so on) arguments to RW are the sml1e as those for OK. The predicate may be 

dependent on either the new or old value of the variable: These are available as the L VALs of N EWVAL and 

OLOVAL, respectively. 
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When a monitor is triggered, it prints the type of monitor, the variable being monitored, and any other 

information requested by the user, and then ca,l1s LISTEN. 

A monitor prints as yet another glyph: . 

'[ atom] object 

where alom is the ATOM being monitored. and objeci is the object on which the calllo MON I TOR is placed. 

Edit monitors are objects of type BREAKR, and thus they are killed by the same commands that kill normal 

breakpoints: KB. K T, and so 00. 

RM alom predicate allY ••• 

RM is analogous to RW, but is only triggered by reading the variable. 

. WMalolll predicate allY ••• 

WM is analogous to RW. but is only triggered by writing the variable. 

3.2.2.10. User-defined Edit Commands 

Read Monitor 

'Wr i te Mon i tor 

It is possible to add user-defined commands to EDIT. The value of ED IT - TABLE should be a VECTOR of 

STRINGs (commands) and APPLICABLE objects. EDIT will search EDIT-TABLE before its own command 

table. If a match is found, the APPL ICABLE will be applied to three arguments: the command string. the 

LOCAT IVE containing the item currently being edited (the immediately surrounding object) and the position 

in that item. 

Note that user-defined commands should not be added except by constructing a new value of 

EDIT - TABLE from the commands to be added and the old value. Otherwise, any existing user-defined 

commands may be lost when new ones are added. 

The Monitor commands described in section 3.2.2.9 are effectively "installed' user-defined commands. 

'111ey add element~ to ED I T - T AB L E when loaded by the UM command. 

3.2.3. Examples 

3.2.3.1. Simple Editing 

Suppose you have the FUNCT ION 

3.2 'nle MDL Editor 
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'FUNCTION «tA) <EVAL .A» 

as the global value of the ATOM SIMP. and you wish to change it to 

'FUNCTION «"BIND" B tA) «EVAL .A .B> .A» 

using ED IT. The following example does just that: it includes doing the editing and applying of SIMP to an 

argument. Console inpllt and output are shown below exactly as they would be in non-silent mode. (Console 

input consistc; of those characters to the left of every $). Note that there is nothing in SIMP which is big 

enough to warrant usc of an Ir. 

<EDIT SIMP>S 
VS 
'FUNCTION ( I (tA) <EVAL .A» 
OS 
( • t A) 
I "BIND" BS 
("BIND" B I fA) 
S .AS 
<EVAL "A • > 
I .BS 
<EVAL .A .B I > 
URS 
'FUNCTION «"BIND" B tA) <EVAL .A .B> • ) 
I .AS 
'FUNCTION «"BIND" B tA) <EVAL .A .B> .A • ) 
L 2S 
'FUNCTION «"BIND" B tA) • <EVAL .A .B> .A) 
I: LIST 2S 
nFUNCTION «"BIND" B tA) I (<EVAL .A .B> .A» 
<SIMP <+ 1 2»S 
(3 <+ 1 2» 
'FUNCTION «"BIND" B tA) • (<EVAL .A .B> .A» 
QST 

3.2.3.2. X and G Commands 

In this example we have the F UNCT ION 

<DEFINE F (X) 
<G .X 10> 
<H 23 (- .X 1»>$ 

By applying the X and G commands to the appropriate FORMs. we are able to swap the FORMs within the 

FUNCTION" 
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(DEFINE F (X) 
(G .X 10> 
(H 23 (- .X 1»>$ 

F 
(EDIT F>S 
$ 
IIFUNCTION ( I (X) (G . X 10> (H 23 (- .X 1») 
R$$ 
IIFUNCTION « X) I (G .X 10> (H 23 (- .X l~> ) 
X MOVERS 
IIFUNCTION «X) I (G .X 10> (H 23 (- .X 1») 
KSS 
IIFUNCTION «~) I (H 23 (- .X 1») 
R$$ 
IIFUNCTION «X) (H 23 (- .X 1» I ) 
G .MOVERS$ 
HfUNCTION «X) (H 23 (- .X 1» (G .X 10> I ) 
QST 
.MOVER$ 
(G .X 10> 

3.2.3.3. Unconditional Breakpoints 

To insert unconditional breakpoints into the FUNCT ION in the next example, do the following: 

1. Define FIB and test the FUNCTION a few timcs. 

2. Enter ED I T and position the cursor appropriately. 

3. r nsert the breakpoint 

4. Leave EDIT and nm the FUNCTION again for the value 3. The breakpoint is exercised 5 times 
during this run. 
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(DEFINE FIB (X) 
(COND «L=? oX 1> oX) 

(ELSE <+ <fIB <- oX 2» (FIB (- oX 1>1$ 
FIB 
(FIB 5>$ 
5 
(FIB 6>$ 
8 
(FIB 10>$ 
55 
(EDIT FIB>$ 
RS$ 
NFUNCTION «X) • (&» 
BK T oX$QST . 
(FIB 3>$ 
··BREAK·· 
oX = 3 
LISTENING-AT-LEVEL 2 PROCESS 1 
(["RRET T>$ 
··BREAK·· 
oX = 1 
LISTENING-AT-LEVEL 2 PROCESS 1 
(ERRET T>$ 
·-BREAK·· 
oX = 2 
LISTENING-AT-LEVEL 2 PROCESS 1 
(ERRET T>S 
--BREAK·· 
oX = 0 
LISTENING-AT-LEVEL 2 PROCESS 1 
(ERRET T>S 
·-BREAK·· 
oX = 1 
LISTENING-AT-LEVEL 2 PROCESS 1 
(ERRET T>S 
2 

3.2.3.4. Conditional Breakpoints 

We conti.nue from the previolls example and demonstrate conditional breakpoints with the following: 

1. Enter EDI T and kill the breakpoint from the previolls exampleo 

2. Position the cursor ,md insert a conditional breakpoint with a predicate of (01 . X>o 

3. Leave EDIT and run the FUNCT ION again for the value 100 

4. Enter ED I T and remove the breakpoinL 
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<EDIT>S 
S 
#FUNCTION «X) • ,<I»~ 
KOS$ 
#FUNCTION «X) I <I»~ 
OK <07 .X> <TIME>SQ$~ 
<FIB 10>$ 
**OREAK** 
<TIME> = 14.794538 
LISTENING-AT-LEVEL 2 PROCESS 1 
.X$ 
o 
<ERRET T>S 
**BREAK** 
<TIME> = 15.252382 
LISTENING-AT-LEVEL 2 PROCESS 1 
.X$ 
o 
<ERRET T>$ 
**BREAK** 
<TIME> = 15.716037 
LISTENING-AT-LEVEL 2 PROCESS 1 

and so on. Eventually we reach the last breakpoint, and re-enter EDIT 
<EDIT>S 
S 
#FUNCTION «X) • ,<I»~ 
KO$Q$T 
<ERRET T>$ 
65. 

3.2 
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3.2.4. Edit Command Summary 

NAME ARQS 

1 nOlle 
11 none 
0 m 
OT none 
0 none 
OR fix 
V none 

Movement commands 

L fix 
R fix 
U fix 
0 n(}ne 
B none 
F none 
UR fix 
DL fix 
UT none 

Editing commands 

I any .•• 
I: l)'peJix 
1* alom,objecl 

IG any ••. 

SU lJ£Jf,1lk/ 
X lllJlDl 
G any ••• 
SW . none 
C mJl 
c: JXJ!§. 

K fix 
K: none 

~Commands 

SISR 
SL 

Maml Commapds 

rlbc M DL Editor 

MEANING 

type out short summary 
type out this summary 
Open object or the value of an atom 
Open object at the cursor 
Quit and return to MDL 

Quit and Retry frame 
toggle Verbosity 

move I.eft fix objccts 
muve Rightfh objccts 
move Up fix levels 
mo\e Dnwn one level 
move tn Hack of object 
move to Front of object 
move Up fix objecL'i and to the Right 
move Down fix objccl'i and to the I"cft 
Up Top -- go to the place you were after you did 0 

Insert arglllnents to the right of cursor 
make next" objects into a Iype 
Imbed command: replace all occurrences of alum (default *) 
in objeci with objects to right of cursor 
Insert into group 

SUbstitute lIewfof old 
set the atom to the object to right of cursor 
Get EVAl of arguments, insert to right ofcursor 
SWap the two objects to the right of cursor 
Change the next object to arg 
Change the type of the next object to Iype 
Kill (delete) the nextfix objects 
Kill (remuve) the 'brackets' around the next object 

Search (Right) until match (=1) is found for any 
Search Left as above 
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M 
ITIDO 

Printing commands 

P 
PU 
PT 

nolle 
none 
none 

Cursor commands 

UC "one 
CU tJ.lQl11 

GO mt1Jl! 
PC "olle 
PA nOlle 
KC g1Qm 

Debugging commands 

BK pret/,aIlY· •. 

BA pred,aIlY.·. 
KB Ilone 
KT none 

Monitor commands 

UM 
RW 
RM 
WM 

none 
qtom,pred.any ... 
fJ.1QJJJ..pred.any ••• 
atom.pred,a"y ••• 

execute the string as if typed to EDIT 
ITerate the execute str;Ilgjix times 

PPR I NT the next object 
PPRINT the next Upper level 
PPR I NT the whole object open 

Usc Cursors 
set atolll to CU rrent cursor position 
GO to the specified cursor position 
Print Cursor positions in the current object 
Print All cursor positions in the top-level object 
Kill the Cursor assigned to the atom 

set BreaKpoint at next object; if pred evaluates to FALSE, 
don't break; rest of arguments arc printed out at break 
set Breakpoint After next object 
Kill allilreakpoints in open object 
Kill 'Illis breakpoint in the object to the right of cursor 

Use Monitors 
set Read-Write monitor on atom 
set Read Monitor on alom 
set Write Monitor on alom 

tF and tS return you to EDIT from a higher level. 
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'Ille ATOM • may be used as ajix argument whose value is the largest legal value for that command. 

3.3. Debugging and the Interpreter 

Before continuing the discussion of the various packages that arc used in the debugging of MDI, code, we 

will expand on the discussion of ERROR, FRAME, (and so on) in Chapter 160f[3]. To summarize that chapter, 

whenever an ATOM is bound or a FUNCT ION or RSUBR is MCALLed in MDL, information is added to the 

contol stack. lbis information, normally 'invisible', may be examined using the functions described in a 

previous section (FRAMES, FR&, FRLVAL, etc.). An invocation of ERROR puts MDL into a LISTEN-like loop . 

3.2 . The MDL Editor 
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Successive ERRORs stack up and are reflected in the LISTENING-AT-LEVEL message printed whenever 

ERROR or LISTEN is called 

In addition to being examined. the stack may be. modified as part of the debugging procedure. For 

example, the SUBRs SET and LVAL take an optional sccond argument which may be (among several possible 

TYPEs) a FRAME. EVAling 

<SET X 10 (FRM n» 
would change the LVAL of X in the nearest binding lower in the stack than the FRAME n FRAMEs lower than 

the most recent call to ERROR Of LISTEN. Similarly 

<LVAL X (FRM n» 
examines the LVAl in a particular FRAME. 

The most common usc of the MDI. interpreter in dehugging is to invoke the SUBR E RRE T. With no 

arguments, it drops all the way to the bottom of the stack and then cal1s LISTEN: It says "I give up' (although 

side effects arc not undone). More commonly, ERRET is given a single argument. which causes the last 

invocation of ERROR or L I STE N to return that argument. For example. suppose a program contains, FOO 

but FOO has no GVAl. MDI. would respond 

*ERROR* 
UNASSIGNED-VARIABLE 
FOO 
GVAl 
LISTENING-AT-LEVEL 2 PROCESS 1 

YOli could give up, saying <ERRET>. but it is often more reasonable to say 'Oh, yes. fOO was supposed to be 

1000', and then 

(ERRET 1000) 

Stil1 better is 

<ERRET <SETG FOO 1000» 

which will prevent future ERRORs from the same cause. 

Finally. ERRET may be given a sccond argument ofa FRAME. which means to return the first argument as 

the value of the invocation of that FRAME. In the previous example, the programmer might look at the stack 

(with f R8r or FRAME S) and see 
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1 GVAL [FOO] 
2 EVAL [,FOO] 
3 EVAL [<+ .X .Y ,FOO>] 
4 EVAL [<LOSER .A .S>] 
5 EVAL [<I ,GOOD~GVAL <LOSER .A .8»] 
6 EVAL [<WINNER 1.0 2.0>] 
7 LISTEN [] 

After some thought, he mllY just say 'wen, LOSER apparently needs some debugging, but for now I'm 

interested in WINNER', in which case he can 'fake' a reasonable return from LOSER by typing 

(ERRET 342.0 <FRM 4» 

which returns 342.0 exactly as though LOSE R had returned it 

More complex errors are sometimes more difficult to fix, requiring the use of EDIT (at least). In the above 

example, the programmer might decide to debug LOSE R after all. '111ere are two ways to go about this: First, 

if the problem is localized, the FRAME il'ic1f may be edited (which is to ~1Y, the cOli/ellIs of the FRAME may be 

edited), Changes will show up in the FUNCT ION from which the FRAME's contents were derived. The newly 

corrected FRAME may then be RETRYed. For example, 

(EDIT 3>$ 
... various editillg commands 
QRS 

Second, the function itself may be edited. In the process, it may be so changed that the FORM which 

caused the ERROR no longer even exists. Often, the easiest solution is to retry the invocation of the EDITed 

FUNCT ION from scratch: in this case 

(RETRY (FRM 4»$ 

As always, the major restriction to remember is that side-effects are not undone by RETRY. 

3.4. Loading and Dumping 

GROUP-LOAD and GROUP-DUMP are used to load and dump tiles ofMDI. programs in such a way that the 

contents of the file are made available in a MDI. structure caned a group. Many other PACKAGEs in the MOL 

environment operate on or change groups: Among them are "EDIT". "GLUE", "POUMP", and the MOL 

compiler. 

GROUP-LOAD and GROUP-DUMP are almost as widely us~d as FLOAD as a way of dealing with groups of 

MOL funclions. Consequently, they are already loaded in most initial MDLS. as part of the package 

"GRLOAD". 
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(G ROUP-LOAD file-name:slrillg 
group-name:alom) 

The MDL Programming Environment 

jile-name:string is the file to load 

grollp-Ilame:alom is the name.to give the group. It is ()ptional and by default the ATOM formed by PARSE of 
the first name of the file to load. The group will be stored as the L VAL of group-name. 

GROUP-DUMP is the opposite of GROUP-LOAD. It outputs the group from the MDL to the file given as its 

first argument Functions unchanged since the last GROUP-LOAD are copied from the original input file. 

Functions that have been edited arc output using the routine given as the third argument to GROUP-DUMP. 

<GROUP-DUMP filc-name.·strillg 
group-Ilame:atom 
print-routine 
kill-breakpoints?> 

jile-llame:slril1g is the only required argument. It is the file to which to output the group. 

group-name:alom is optional. and defaults as it docs for GROUP- LOAD. but of course gives an ERROR if the . 
group doesn't already exist. 

print-rou/ille is optional, and defaults to • PPRINT unless the group contained NBIN format RSUBRs, in which 
case. PRINe is used. 

kill-breakpoints? is optional, by default T. in which case GROUP-DUMP kiHs all EDIT breakpoints and 
monitors in objects being dumped. Giving a fhurth argument of a FALSE (0 GROUP-DUMP prevents this. 

On the surface, it appears that little happens in the process of loading a file and making it into a group. 

However, a great deal of information about the group has been stored away in associations for later usc. 

Some of this infomlation is of usc to the MDL programmer: 

1. On an association between group-name and the ATOM CHANNE L is stored a L I 5T giving the name 
of the file that was GROUP-LOADed to form the group. Removing this association before 
GROUP-DUMPing has the effect of making the entire group be output from core rather than 
copie~ from the original source. 

2. On an association between group-Ilame and the A T OM MAG I C - RSUB R the A T OM T is stored if the 
group cont4lined any R5UBRs in fast (NB IN) format. It is this association which is llscd to 
determine the default prilll-rou/ille in GROUP-DUMP. 

3. The OBL I ST path in effect at any time during the load is available. The original path is stored on 
an assuciation between group-name and the ATOM BLOCK. Within the group. the P(lth changes are 
stored in an association between the group RESTed to the point of change and the ATOM BLOCK. 

4. If the second clement of" FUNCT ION definition is not an ATOM, the actual fUNCTION name 
gotten by EVAL of that clement is stored as an ilSsociation between the original clement and the 
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ATOM VALUE. 

5. The location of a function within the input file is stored as a LIST of the starting and ending 
offsets (in characters) of dle function., under an association between a locative to the GVAL of the 
FUNCTION name and the indicator DEFINE. This association is removed by EDIT (and other 
editors) to indicate dlat the F UNCI ION has been changed. 

There are additionally several switches that affect the operation of GROUP-LOAD: 

.KEEP-FIXUPS 
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If dle LVAL of KEEP-FIXUPS is tme (and GROUP-LOAD binds it that way during loading), the fixups of 

RSUBRs GROUP-LOADed wiJI be kept. 

.EXPFLOAD 

Ifdle LVAL of EXPFLOAD is true, FLOADs will be expanded. That is. the objects in the file FLOADed will be 

added to the group in place of the FLOAD. The initial setting ofEXPFLOAD is a FALSE . 

. EXPSPLICE 

If the LVAL of EXPSPLICE is true, any objects returned within SPLICEs will be inserted directly into the 

group as described above. 'Ille initial setting ofEXPSPLICE is a FALSE. 

3.5. The Onp-step Debugger 

The MDI. One-step debugger allows the lIser to step duough the evaluation of any MOL expression one 

'operation' at a time. Between steps, variables may be examined or changed, functions edited, and so on. 

'Illis is possible because the debugger runs in a different MDt PROCESS than the expression being stepped, 

and a MDL PROCESS may lSTEP another [3]. To load the Debugger. <USE "DEBUGR">. 

The MDL Debugger can be in any of three states. In the initial state, OFF, no one-stepping occlirsand the 

Debugger does not listen for any special interrupt characters. The Debugger is, therefore, completely inactive. 

By typing <DEBUG> to MOL, you leave the OFF state and enter the READY state. In the READY state no 

one-stepping occurs, however the Debugger does listen for interrupt characters. By typing the interrupt 

character tB, you enter the ON state and one-stepping begins. In addition, if you were stopped at an EDIT 

breakpoint when the tB was typed, the breakpoint will automatically be exited and evaluation continued in 

dle one-stepping state. 

While in the ON state, the Debugger will proceed through the execution of any MOL objects one step at a 

time. In essence, the Debugger stops just before and just after every caU to EVAL. At each step the Debugger 

wilt indicate its current condition as follows. If EVAL is recursively entered at level, n, with inpu~ object, the 

display will be: 
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11=) object 

(where object is ampersand printed). If EVAL is returning from level. n. with result, object, the display will be: 

n(= object 

(where object is ampersand printed). 

The Debugger will stop at each such step and wait for directions .• ;1l1ere are four interrupt characters that 

may be typed to proceed further in the program: tN, to. tR and tAo They each take an optional prefix 

argument that serves as a repeat count 

tN 

causes the l)Chugger to perform the next step of the current evaluation. 

to 

causes the current ohject to be completely eyaluated without anyone-stepping and then stops with the result 

of that evaluation. to is useful for stepping over CONo predicates that you know will not sllcceed, or more 

generally, uninteresting parts of a program. 

tA 

is similar to to, but specific to the evaluation of the argument list ofa FUNCT ION, PROG, or REPEAT. Typing 

t A during such evaluation al10ws the rest of the argument list to be evaluated without one-stepping and then 

stops befure evaluating the body ofa FUNCTION, PROG. or REPEl.. Tor rctuming ofa result. 

tR 

is most effectively used in a REPEAT or PROG loop. Typing tR causes evaluation to proceed until control 

returns to the point in the body of the REPEAT /PROG at which tR was typed. It thus allows you to go once 

around a loop. 

It should be noticed that, when stopped at one of these steps, you can examine and modify program 

variables, do a FRAMES or FR&, EDIT FUNCTIONs and set breakpoints, and in general perform any valid 

MOL operations. Also. when you stop. the LVAL of the ATOM LAST -OUT will be set to the object the 

Debugger la~t typed out. This is useful if the & performed by the Debugger did not show a particular detail 

that you are interested in. 

Use the interrupt character tE to leave the ON st;:lle and return to the READY state. Use the interrupt 

character tQ to leave either the ON slate or the READY state and return to the OF F state. When leaving the ON 

state as described, the execution currently being one-stepped will be finished in the usual manner. 

111e function RE PA I R attempts to fix any errors in the l)Cbugger that you might happen to invoke. These 

errors arc easily distinguished since they never occur in MDL'S MAIN PROCESS. Therefore, you will see: 
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LISTENING-AT-LEVEL III PROCESS n 

(where n is not 1). REPAIR turns otT the Debugger and returns you to running in the MAIN PROCESS (no 

longer one-stepping). Because REPAIR turns otT the Debugger, you. must do <DEBUG> again if you wish to 

tryany further one-stepping. 

3.5.1. MOL Debugger Command Summary 

<USE "DEBUGR") loads the Debugger. 

<DEBUG) makes the, Debugger ready. 

t B begins one-stepping. 

tN perfonns the next step of the computation . 

. to steps completely ovrrthe next computation, then stops and continues one-stepping. 

t A evaluates the argumellts of the current object then stops and continues one-stepping through the body .. 

t R continues evaluation until you relurll to this point. 

t E ends one-stepping. 

tQ quits one-stepping and makes the Debugger ullready (turned otl). 

<HELP) prints a command summary. 

< R E PA I R > attempts to repair any Debugger errors you might invoke. 

3.5.2. MOL Debugger Special Features 

The following flags have special importance to the Debugger: 

,INDENT-INC 

is the amount by which to indent for each level (by default 2 spaces). 

,INDENT-MOD 

The indentation-level is the real level taken modulo this number. The default is 10. Indentation 'restarts' 

when level gets here~ If you don't like this feature, make the number large. 

,INDENT-OIF 

is the minimum amount of free space to reserve on each line that indentation must not tOllch (by default 20). 

Therefore at level L the indentation is exactly: 
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<MIN <* ,INDENT-INC <MOD .L ,INDENT-MOD» 
<- <13 ,OUTCHAN) ,INDENT-DIF» 

,OUT-FAST 

The M DI. Programming Environment 

if true the Debugger will not stop when leaving a level with a result. The default is T. 

,OUT-UNIQUE 

ifboth this and previous flag arc true successive 'outs' of the &1me item will not be displayed (defaults to T). 

,SELF-FAST 

if true the Debugger will not stop when entering a level with an object which EVALs to itself (e.g. ATOMs, 

FIXes, STRINGs). The default is T. The display will be: 

II: object 

, FORM-FAST 

if true the Debugger will not stop when entering a level with any of the 'short' FORMs (c.g. <), . FOO, ,BAR, 

t ANYTIIING). The default is T. The display will be: 

n: . FOO = Ivai 

Any of these flags can be Sf TGed by you to tailor the Dehugger to your own tastes. 

3.6. Execution Tracing 

The" TRACE" PAC~.\GE provides a facility for observing the argumentc; and returned values of selected 

FUNCT IONs and RSUBRs. It is possible to print the argumentc; on entry to the function, print the value 

returned, and to break on entry to and exit from the function. All actions may be performed conditionally. 

To load TRACE. type 

<USE "TRACE") 

3.6. 1. Using TRACE 

TRACE is invoked by 

<TRACE what optiolls) 

what is either an ATOM or a LIST of ATOMs, naming the things to be traced. These may include SUBRs, 

FUNCT IONs, and RSUBRs; however, anything which is traced must EVAL rill of its argumentc;. options 

specifics the behavior of TRACE with respect to the specified function. There are five switches, as follows: 

IN-BREAK 

means break (cause a MDI. ERROR) before calling the function. Normally otT. 
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IN-PRINT 

means & function arguments on entry. Nonnally on. 

OUT-PRINT 

means & function value on exit. Nonnallyon. 

OUT-BREAK 

break after executing the function can. Nonnally otT. 

VERBOSE 

means & the arguments to th~ nll1ction one per line. This is useful if the arguments are long. Norma1ly ofT. 

To cause a gi\'en optitm to be unconditiona11y on. include its name (an ATOM) in the options TUPLE. To 

cause an option to be unconditionally ofT. include a two-clement L 1ST, composed of the option name and a 

FALSE. If the second clement of the LIST is neither FALSE nor an ATOM, it wiH be EVALed each time 

. TRACE examines the setting of the given option for the function. This allows conditional breakpoints, for 

example. 

r111US: 

(TRACE FOO (OUT-PRINT (»> 

will cause FOO's arguments to be printed on entry. but the value will not be printed. 

(TRACE FOO (OUT-PRINT '(G1 (TIME> 4.0»> 

wiH cause printing of the value after four seconds of cpu time have been used. Printing of the arguments will 

occur each time FOO is called. 

UNTRACE turns off tracing of the specified functions: 

(UNTRACE what:atom-or-/ist> 

Jrhal defaults to a LIST of all functions which have been traced. 

3.6.2. Understanding TRACE 

TRACE works by CUTYPEing tJle specified functions to new types which have an APPL YTYPE associatcd 

with them. This means that one cannot trace calls to RSUBRs or RSUBR-ENTRYs which arc already linked. 

In addition, it means that UNTRACE must be used to get the old valuc back. To determinc the status of a 

function with respect to tracing. say 

(G E T applicable T RAC E > 
This returns FALSE if applicable is not traced: otherwise, it returns an object which describes the settings of 

tJ1C various options. The object has aPR INTTYPE which associates the name of each option with its setting: 
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<GET ,FOO TRACE)S 

FOO 
IN-BREAK: #FALSE () 
IN-PRINT: T 
OUT-PRINT: <G7 <TIME) 4.0) 
OUT-BREAK: #FALSE (). 
VERBOSE: #FALSE () 

Individual settings for a particular function may be changed by PUTting into this structure: 

<PUT <GET ,FOO TRACE) ,IN-BREAK T) 

causes a break whenever FOO is called 

3.7. Monitors 

" common problem in dehugging is the mysterious ·clobbering' of some "altle or clement of a data 

structure. MDI. has imbedded in it a mechanism for triggering interrupt') on references, either for reading or 

writing, to values of variables and clements of structures. 

The "MONITOR" PACKAGE is designed to be a readily accessible user interface to these "READ" and 

"WRITE" interrupts in the MilL interpreter. 

To obtain "MONITOR", 

<USE "MONITOR") 

There arc three basic kinds of ·things' which can be monitored: values of ATOMs, clements of 

STRUCTUREDs (the TYPE of the clement is not important), and ASSOCIATIONs. 

For ATOMs, the LVAL or the GVAL may be monitored. If the LVAL is to be monitored, tile ATOM must be 

ASSIGNED? For the GVAL, the ATOM must be GBOUND? If these conditions cannot be met, a monitor 

cannot be generated. 

For STRUCTUREDs, the monitor is on the 11th clement, where 11 is specified when the monitor is created. 

Remember, the monitor is on a slot of the STRUCTURED, not on the contenffi of that slot! 

For ASSOC IAT IONs. the monitor is on the association itself. 

3.7.1. Monitor Internals 

This section expands on the discussion of monitors in the MOL document itsclf[3]. 

MDL defines two types of monitors: Read and Write. rlbese arc implemented in the language by two 
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interntpts, READ! - INTERRUPTS and WRITE 1- INTERRUPTS, respectively. In addition, the "MONITOR" 

PACKAGE can allow read-write monitors. 'I'he "MONITOR" PACKAGE is at base a set of functions to create . 
and handle these interrupts. A monitor is triggered in tl~e following cases: 

Read monitor: 
For LVALs-- via LVAL 
For GVALs -- via GVAL 
For STRUCTUREDs -- via NTH 
For ASSOCIATIONs -- via GET and GETPROP 

Write monitor: 
For LVALs -- via SET or "AUX" bindings 
For GVALs -- via SETG 
For STRUCTUREDs -- via PUT, SUBSTRUC 
For ASSOCIATIONs -- via PUT and PUTPROP 

Note that PUTRESTs of LISTs which may alter the 11th clement of a LIST, do not access the old 11th 

clement of the LIST and therefore do not cause a write monitor to trigger. 

Internally, MDt performs monitoring on LOCATIVEs to STRUCTUREDs. In fact. LVAL and GVAL are 

really pointers to an internal stntcture. This need not concern the user except in the case of L VALs of A T()Ms. 

In this case, MDL wi1l monitor a LOCAT IVE to that (exactly that unique) binding of the ATOM. When that . 

binding becomes invalid, or more precisely, 

<NOT <LEGAL? locative» 

a function in the "MON I TOR" PACKAGE will make the monitor vanish. Illegal monitors print as 

#MONITOR [ILLEGAL] (ifyuu ever get a pointer to one). Remember that if you want to monitor the LVAL 

of an ATOM bound in a FUNCT ION (or PROG, etc.), you must create a new monitor each time, as a new 

binding is created each time. One way to do this is to edit into the FUNCT ION a call to MON I TOR (see below) 

after the ATOM becomes ASSIGNED? Fortunately, EDIT (see section 3.2.2.9) has commands to do exactly 

that 

3.7.2. Creating MONITORs 

Creation of all monitors is done through a call to MONITOR (which returns an object of TYPE MONITOR), 

as follows: 
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where: 

(MON I TOR 111D(;Slrin, 
Q/Jkr1 
where 
predicate 
lodo: tuple > 

/Jpe is ()ne of "READ", "WRITE",or "RW". 

object i~)either an ATOM Of a STRUCTURED, or an ASSOCIATION item. 
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where is either lVAl Of GVAl (if object is an ATOM) Of a FIX. (if objed is a STRUCTURED), or an 
ASSOCIAT ION INDICATOR. 

predicate is something which is EVAled to determine whether the monitor is to be triggered; this defimlts to 
T. '111C "MONITOR" PACKAGE defines three v,lriables which can he refcrenced in the test: 

OlDVAl is the old value of the object monitored. 

NEWVAl is the new value of the object monitored. 

MONOBJ is the object monitored (ATOM or STRUCTURED). 

Here l'aluemeans lVAL. GVAl, or clement Obviously, NEWVAl is not set for "READ" monitors. 

todo is any number of things to be EVAled and PRINTed when the monitor is triggered. 

Note that predicate and todo are identical to the analogous arguments of the ED IT B K command. 

3.7.3. Monitor Events 

When a monitor is triggered. the following is printed (remember the predicate is evaluated before this), 

and then LISTEN is called. To continue, (ERRET T>. 

Read: 

Write: 

•• RE AD 0 f where of object·· 
Va lu'e: oldval 
toc.lol = resu/tl 
todo2 = result2 
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··WRITE of where of object·· 
01 d value: oldval 
New val ue: Ilewval 
todol = resultJ 
todol = result1 

1\ slightly ditT~rent first line fonnat is used for associations. 

3.7.4. Killing Monitors 

or 

Killing a MON ITOR is accomplished by ca11ing K ILL-MON ITOR as follows: 

< K I LL-MON i TOR mOllilar) 

<KILL-MONITOR I.pe ~ "~ere) 

. In the latter case, type, object, and where are as given in the original caU to MONI T.OR. 

To kill all MON ITORs, use 

<KILL-ALL-MONITORS). 

3.7.5. Other Monitor Routines 

(MONOBJ monilar) 

returns the object monitored. 

< MON S P E C mOllilar) 

returns the where of the MONITOR. 

<CLEAN-MONITORS) 
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flushes invalid MONITORs from the MONITOR LIST. This is done internally and need not be caned 

routinely. 

,MONITORS 

is a LI ST of all current MON ITORs. 

3.7.6. What You Can't Do with Monitors 

You can't monitor the LVAL of something BOUND? but not ASSIGNED? E.g., 
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(DEFINE WRONG ("AUX" BAR) 
(MONITOR "READ" BAR LVAl) 
.. 1.. ) 

The MDL Programming Environment 

You can't expect compiled code to cause monitors to be triggered. Naturally, you can't place monitors in 

compiled code; however, a compiled reference to a monitored ATOM will not usually cause the monitor to 

trigger either. 

3.8. FINDATOM 

The "FINDATOM" PACKAGE is intended to reduce the problems caused by multiple OBLISTs and 

lengthy ATOM names in MilL. It allows one to find all ATOMs whose PNAMEs match some specification, which 

need not be exact: in addition, one may place constrainl~ on the values of the ATOMs found. 

F I NDA TOM is invoked as: 

( F I NDA TOM specslr.'slri", 
sean:hlist 
cOllslraints 
alIIobl.·lis/) 

SI){'{'Slr is a STRING describing the PNAMEs of the ATOMs one wishes to find. 'l1uee special characters are 
recognized in this S· .. RING: 

.: matches anything, including an empty string 

=: matches any single character 

tQ: quotes the following character 

Search strings may be an arbitrary concatenation of normal and special characters. For example: 

"*SDM·": matches any ATOM containing "SDM" anywhere in its PNAME. 

"·=SDM·": matches any ATOM containing "SDM" in its PNAME, provided that at least one character 
prcc~des the "SON". 

" tQ· ": matches any ATOM with PNANE "." 

".": matches any ATOM. 

If tQ is the only special character in the string. it need not be quoted: "tQ" searches ror ATOMs with 
PNAME "tQ". 

searchlisl specifics the OBL I STs to search. Possible values arc: 

'FALSE (): search all OBLISTs in .OBlIST 
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#FALSE . (oblists-or-!onlls): search all but the OOL ISTs specified 

oblis/: search only this OOL 1ST. 

lis/-ofoblis/s: search only the OOL ISTs in this list. 

else: search all OBLISTs. This is the default 

cOlls/raints is a TUPLE describing the value of each ATOM found. It may consist of any number of valid TYPE 
names, along with arbitrary structures and the following special objects: 

T: if present. overrides any other constraints; if no other constraints are specified. this is assumed. Any 
ATOM matching specs/,. will be acccpted. 

ANY: o\'errides any constraint other than T. Any ATOM matching specSI,. which has a valuc (eithcr GVAL 
or LVAL) wilt be accepted. 

< >: any ATOM which has no value will be accepted. Note that giving both ANY and (> is equivalent to 
giving T. 

LINK: illlY LINK will bcacceptcd. 

If other constraints are provided, they work as follows: all valid TYPE names given (ones for whom 
VALID-TYPE? returns T) arc stored in a structure: when a value is encountered. its TYPE is MEMQed 
on this structurc. If the ATOM docs not succeed here. it is next checked against the 'arbitrary 
structures.' 

Anything in cOllstrainls which is neithcr one of the ahove 'special objects' nor a valid type is treatcd as a 
OECL specification. All such objects are put in a FORM starting with OR, which has the effect of 
generating a single OECL specification. When a value is found. OECL? is called with the value as its 
first argument and the generated FORM as its second. If OECL? returns T. meaning that the FORM is 
valid as a OECL for the VALUE, the ATOM is acccpted. 

P~amples: 

ATOM FALSE '(LIST [REST FIX]> 

specifics that any ATOM accepted must havc cither a GVAL or an LVA~ which is of typc ATOM or 
FALS~, or which is a LIST of F IXcs. 

'(OR ATOM FALSE> '(LIST [REST OBLIST]> 

specifics that any ATOM accepted must match the OECL 

(OR (OR ATOM FALSE> (LIST [REST OBLIST]» 

ou/obl. if present. is a LIST ofOBLISTs which is the LVAL ofOBLIST when FINOATOM print') things. Thus, 
one may force all ATOMs to be printed with f1111 trailers by providing an empty LIST here. The last 
argument given to FINOATOM, provided it is a LIST, is assumed to be ou/obl. 

FINOATOM prints thc name of each ATOM it accept'). followed by the STRING "Gassigned" and the 

type ofGVAL if the ATOM has one; this will be followed by the STRING "ASSigned" and the type of the 
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LVAL if the ATOM has one. It prints the number of ATOMs found when it finishes. 

3.9. "PINFO" 

"PINFO" is an informatio.nal PACKAGE. It is used' to examine the OBLISTs of the PACKAGEs loaded into 

an M DI.. There arc two major entries in PIN F O. 

(PCK - INFO package:slring 
illlernal?:boolean> 

Both arguments to PCK- INFO are optional. If neither argut'nent is given, the names of the PACKAGEs loaded 

inlo the f\.·IDI. are listed. I,fa package is given, the contents of the package's. ENTRY OBLIST are listed. as well 

as information about the VALUE of each ENTRY. If ;IIICfllal?is provided and non-FALSE the contents of the 

internal OBL 1ST are also listed. PCK - INFO print') an error message ifpackage is not loaded. 

(PCK-USES package:strillg> 

liSLe; the names of PACKAGEs USEd by package or returns a FALSE if package is not loaded. 

3.10. Debugging in a Run-time Envi ronment 

" fairly common occurrence when running 'deb,ugged' code is to find that if was not after all completely 

debugged. It is useful to be able to load interpreted versions of some FUNCTIONs in a PACKAGE into the 

compiled environment for debugging. "OFL ft. "ROFL ", and "UNLINK" arc PACKAGEs written to simplify 

this procedure. 

3.10.1. OFL 

The "OFL" ('Debugging Fload') PACKAGE is a set of routines for loading and dumping of sman numbers 

of FUNCT IONs from a larger file. It is useful in debugging already running systems, or ones which have not 

been GROUP-LOADed. To get "DFL" 

(USE "OFL") 

The main e~try of the "OFl" PACKAGE is OFL: 

(OFl June-Ilames jile-Ilame:strillg ulllink?:boolean> 

where al1 arguments are optional and 

JUIle-llames is the name(s) of the OEF INEd FUNCTION(s) to be obtained from this tile. It may be an ATOM, a 
STRING, or a structure of ATOMs or STRINGs; if ATOMs are given, their SPNAMEs are used. The default is 
the argument last given to OFL or ROFl. 

file-Ilame is the file to obtain the fUNCT ION(s) from. 'Inc de&1ult is the last file·OF Lcd or RDF Led. An ATOM 
may be given, in which case its SPNAME is used for the first file name. 

unli"k? If this is true, and if one or more of the values replaced by the OF Lcd FUNCT IONs were RSUBRs or 
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RSUBR-ENTRYs, the reference VECTORs of all RSUBRs, including pure ones, wilt be searched for 
occurrences of the old value: such occurrences will be replaced by the A TOM. ~1l1is is the inverse of 
RSUBR-LINKing. Pure structures wi1l be unpurified; this docs not change their address in core, but 
simply makes the page they live in rea~/write. 

In the normal case, ifan RSUBR l)rRSUBR-ENTRY is being replaced, unlinking will occur automatically in 

garbage-collector space only if RSUBR-L I NK is T. Also, remember that' unlinking is not the same as 
" " 

sul?stituting: only RSUBRs stored at top level in reference VECTORs are found: if the old value itself was in a 

structure (such as a dispatch table), it will not be replaced. 

3.10.2. RDFL 
RDFL is similar to DFL but is for reloading RSUBRs rather than FUNCT IONs. RDFL is contained in the 

PACKAGE "RDFL". 

(RDFL JUlie-names file-name ulllillk? glue?> 

'1l1e first three arguments arc as for DFL. The only difference between RDFL and DFL (barring the effect of 

the fourth argument) is that RDF L searches in the file for '<SETG 'rather than '<DE FINE '. 

glue? If non-FALSE, RDFL will READ and EVAL the next object in the file fo1lowing each RSUBR read. This 
will in the normal case obtain the "glue bits' for the RSUBR (sec section 6.1). The default for glue? is 

(AND (ASSIGNED? GLUE!- > .GLUE!- > 
This is the FORM used in NBIN files to detennine whether glue bits should be kept. 

Note that RDFL will work to reload any SETGed object, not just RSUBRs. 

RDFLing an RSUBR-ENTRY docs "not work and may well be fatal: you must RDFL the.RSUBR in which 

the RSUBR-ENTRY is an entry, as well. 

3.10.3. UN-DFL 

UN-DFL is for writing out DFLed FUNCT IONs after EDITing. 

(UN-DFL atoms filna", force?> 

a/ollls is an ATOM or a list of ATOMs, which will be UN-DFLed. The FUNCT IONs defined mllst all be from the 
same file, or UN~DFL will not work. UN-DFL can only UN-DFL things which were previously loaded by 
DFL. 

jilllam The default is the file the ATOMs originally came from. 

jiJrce?Normatly, UN-DFL will object if there isa version between the file the fUNCTIONscame from and the 
file which UN-DFL will create: it thinks it wi111ikely destroy useful information. Providing an ATOM here 
causes this scruple to be ignored. It is almost always unwise to do so. For example: 
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(OFL (FOO BAR» (UN-OFL FOO) (UN-OFL BAR) 

will cause UN -OF L to fail. Moral: OF L and UN -OF L your FUNCT IONs together. 

3.10.4. UNLINK 

The "UNLINK" PACKAGE con~1ins three entries: UNLINK, PURE?, and UNPURIFY. UNLINK is 

sometimes called by DFL; PURE? and UNPURI FY are good ways to l~lIratively defeat the safety "interlock' of 

MDL. 

UNLINK is used to unlink. RSUBRs after they have been linked. (See the discussion of RSUBR-L INK in 

[3]). 

<UNLINK alOlllS pure?> 

alolllS is it list or the ATOMs to be unlinked, or a FALSE, meaning unlink every RSUBR in the MDt, or a 

group-name, meaning un1ink calls to all FUNCT IONs and RSUBRs in the group. 

pu,.e? is optional and defaults to FALSE, but if tnle, even pure RSUBRs will be searched. UNL INK 

examines all the OBL I STs in the MDt, looking for RSUBRs; if an RSUBR exists only in a structure, and not at 

top level in any RSUBR's reference VECTOR, it will not be found. 

<UNPURI FY pure-object.·allv) 

PURE? takes an object and determines if the right half of the value word is greater than the number 

contained in the MDL location PURBOT, which is the lowest pure location in MDt. Ergo, "Is the object I gave 

you pure?' It is only meaningful for structures. 
.: 

(UNPURI FY . Dure-objecl.~any> 

UNPURIFY takes a single argument, which must be of PRIMTYPE VECTOR or UVECTOR (Le., it must have 

an AOBJ N pointer for its value word). It causes the pages in which that object lives to become impure, and 

returns T. 

Because there is no way on ITS to make a read-only page an impure page directly, the following algorithm 

is used by UN~URIfY: 

1. Is the object pure, according to PURE? Ifnot.ieave. 

2. Is UNPURIFY-PAGE! - IUNLINK GASSIGNED? If not, get a page from the interpreter, and SETG 
the aforementioned ATOM to its number. I.e., the page is more or less pennanently taken for use 
ofUNPURIFY. 

3. For each page occupied by the object: a) If the page is already impure, do nothing; b) otherwise, 
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map the page on top of UN PURl FY-PAGE; c) create a new, impure page where the old page was. 
d) copy the contents of UN PURl FY""PAGE back to the old, now impure page. 
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Thus, no pointers are changed: as far as MDI. is con~erned, in fact, nothing has changed. 'Ille unpurified 

pages arc stilt pure, according to its page map. However, you'may freely change the unpurified object. 

If your change to the newly unpurified object consists of PUling a pointer into garbage-collected space 

into the object, you may lose completely unless the pointer points to a frozen object. The MOL garbage 

collector does nol examine unpurified objeclC;. UNL I NK can only use UNPURI FY because all ATOMs 

referenced by pure RSUBRs ,Ire indeed frozen. 

For the above reason, use ofUNPURIFY is not recommended for the general user. 

, 3. 11 . CRITIC 

"CRITIC" is a PACKAGE designed to aid the user in debugging (and perhaps increasing the efficiency 00 

his programs. It accumulates and prints in a readable format information about the interactions of the various 

FUNCT IONs (and LVALs and GVALs) in a group. It also warns the user about various conditions it considers 

to be either non-optimal or erroneous, such as incorrect use of SPEC IAL, forgetting to QUOTE some structure, 

and so on. Like most critics, it is sometimes wrong, but it tries to perform a llseful service. To load 

"CRIT IC" say 

<USE "CRITIC") 

'T11ere are two major entries, one of which prints more information than the other. 

< C R I TIC grouD-name 
output-jile) 

where group-Ilame is the ATOM returned by a GROUP-LOAD, and the optional Otltpul-jile is a STRING giving 

the name of the file to output to (by default with second file name "CRITIC"). This can also be a CHANNEL 

if you are planning to do several CRITICs into one file. CRITIC prints infonnation about interactions 

among the F~NCT IONs in a group (as described below). 

<CRITIC-NOTES grOlm-lIame 
ou IfJU t-file) 

is similar but only prinlc; 'errors' and 'warnings' -- things that might be problems with the FUNCT IONs in the 

group. 

'Ille output fi)mlat (for each FUNCT ION and for the group as a whole) is as follows: 

function (object number of fullctioll ill group) 

Call e d - by: a list of all the functions which caU function 
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Ca 11 s: a list of aJl the functions c(tlled by function 
SE TG: external globals SETGed bylunction 
GVAl: external globals referenced by fUlJction 
SE T: external variables SET by fUllction . 
lVAl: external variables referenced by function 
SP E C I Al: variables declared' SPE C IAl by function 
USE -DATUM: DATUMs used by function 

The MDt Programming Environment 

The above table is printed by CRITIC but not by CRITIC-NOTES. "Extenta)' as used above means 

"Ex terna) to fUllction'. 

CRITIC-NOTES and CRITIC bolh prinl information about possible defects or errors in each FUNCTION. 

These can be any or all of the following (explanations follow where needed). 

3.11.1. Global problems with the Group 

F lOAD in f i 1 e • 

This is pretty minor: FlOADs at lOp level are discouraged if you can avoid them. 

BLOCK or ENDBlOCK at top level in PACKAGE. 

PACKAGEs should not have to resort to this. 

alom-name: MANIFESTed structure. 

The ATOM given is a structure but was MANIFESTed. Since a MANIFEST is copied within the reference 

VECTOR of any RSUBR that uses it, it is usually not a' good idea .. 

ENTRYs not bound. assumed 1 oca 1 s: atom-list 

'nle ATOMs given were made ENTRYs in the PACKAGE, but were not bound, so CRIT IC has assumed they 

are locals. for lack of something better to do. 

Packages USEd but never referenced: package-names 

These PACKAGEs were in USE statements but no ATOM was ever thlmd which fell on their OBlISTs. 

'1l1cre will sometimes be incorrect entries in this list if you USE a PACKAGE which sets up a funny ENTRY 

OOl 1ST (RPACKAGEs included) or no OBl ISTs at all. 

Inte rna 1 funct ions unused: atom-lisl 

These are FUNCTIONs DEFINEd but apparently never refercnced and not entries. lbere will sometimes 

be incorrect cntries in this list if you have FUNCT IONs invoked only by funny dispatching methods, such as 
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APPLYing or EVALing an clement ofa structure. 

Internal globals unused: atom-list r 

ATOMs SETGed at top level but never referenced. 

Internal manifests unused: atom-Iisl 

ATOMs SETGed and MANIFESTed at top level but never referenced. 

3.11.2. Paramet.er list problems 

A T OM 'atom-name use d t wi c e i n par ame t e r 1 i st. 
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The ATOM named was bound twice in the same parameter LIST within the FUNCT ION. MDL doesn't 

worry aboullhis. but you might. 

Untasteful re-use of ATOM atom-name in ROOT. 

I\n ATOM was bound which happened to be in the ROOT OBLIST and happened to have a GVAL that is a 

SUBR or FSUBR. This is reported because the ATOM will have to be unpurified, which is expensive. 

"BIND" illegally located. 

A "BIND" was found other than at the beginning ofa parameter lIST. 

"CAlL"/"ARGS" illegally located. 

A "CALL" or "ARGS" was found after the "AUX" in a parameter LIST. 

"OPTIONAL" illegally located. 

"OPT IONAl" was found after" AUX" in a parameter lIST. 

"TUPLE" i11~gal1y located. 

"TUPLE" was found after" AUX" in a parameter LIST. 

atom "AUX" illegally QUOTEd. 

The ATOM named was given as a quoted argumenl in the" AUX" part of the parameter LIST. 

Ex te rna 1 1 oca 1 s set but unbound and unDECLed: atom-list 

Ex te rna 1 1 oca 1 s set but unbound: atom-list 

Two different classes of hacking an external local. In both cases it means that the ATOMs did not appear to 
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be improperly SPEC IALed. since no one bound them higher in the call tree (or at top level). These are most 

often indications ofmisspe11ing or forgett,ing to put a temporary in the parameter LIST. 

External locals used but unbo,und and unDECLed: atom-list 

Ex te rna 1 1 oca 1 s used 'bout unbound: atom-list 

A reference to an external local which was not bound anywhere is probably a misspe11ing of a SPEC IAL 

bound elsewhere or the result offorgelting to put the ATOMs in the FUNCT ION's parameter LIST. 

Ex te rna 1 1 oca 1 s set but unDECLed: atom-list 

Ex te rna 1 1 oca 1 s used but. unDECLed: atom-list 

An external used but not DECLed lIsuaJly means that the compiler will produce poorer code. 

3. 11.3. Unused ATOMs 

Argument unused: a/ont-Ust 

The arguments listed were never referenced. 

Unused: a/om-list 

The ATOMs listed were bound at top level of the FUNCTION and never referenced. 

Unused in PROG: a/om-list 

Similar to the above, but the ATOMs were bound within a PROG. 

Unused in REPEAT: atom-list 

Similar to the above, but the ATOMs were bound within a REPEAT. 

Unused in FUNCT ION: alom-Iist 

Similar to the above. but the ATOMs were bound within a nameless FUNCT ION, sllch as the second 

argument to a MAPF IMAPR. 

Unused SPECIALs: alont-Iist 

The ~1me as above (including' in FUNCT ION'. etc.). except that the ATOM was SPEC IAL. This 

message results from really looking down the call trcc. so it is more accurate about this problem than the 

compiler, which only looks at the F UNCT ION in which the A TOM is bound. 
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3.11.4. Function calling errors 

Call s undef ined funet ion alom. 

The FUNCTION calls an undefined FUNCTION (undefined at the time CRITIC ran). 

Ca 11 s jUnctioll wi th too few arguments. 

Calls jUllction with too many arguments. 

External FUNCTION fUllction 

S9 

The FUNCT ION named is caned but doesn't seem to fall on any of the OBLISTs associated with the group. 

3.11.5. SPECIAL/UNSPECIAL problems 

SPECIALs never used as SPECIALs: atom-list 

The ATOMs were made SPEC IAL but never used outside the FUNCT ION in which they were bound. 

atom-name is unused or should be SPECIAL. 

A very specific error which means that the ATOM given (always one of INCHAN. OUTCI1AN, or OBLIST) 

was bound but never referenced within the FUNCTION, and was not SPECIAL: Either you bound it for 

effect and forgot to SPEC IAL it, or you didn't need to bind it. 

atom unbound in paths: path-list 

lfthe FUNCT ION is called by one of the paths given, the atom will be unbound. A path is just a list of calls 

CRITIC has found are possible, such-as (FOO BAR BLECH), -meaning 'FOO is called by BAR which is called 

by BLECH'. 

The ATOM atom used in ftlll should be special in fen2. 

This note will appear with both FUNCT IONs mentioned. It means that atom is referenced in felll and the 

nearest FUNCT ION that binds it and calls down toftnl isfen2. 

3.11.6. OECling problems 

RSUBR has no DECL. 

FUNCTION has no DECl. 

Pa ramete rs not DECLed: alom-lisl 

The ATOMs given were bound but not DECLed in the parameter list ofa FUNCT ION, PROG, or REPEAT. 
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No DE CL in DE CL for: atom-list 

The ATOMs in the atom-list given had no associated declarations. 

NEWTYPE not OECLed: Op~name 

1\ NEWTYPE of a structured type was made but no OECL argument was included. In a structured 

NEWTYPE. including a OECL of the interior can greatly increase the efficiency of compiled code. 

111 ega 1 OECL: atom-lisI decl reason 

The OECL pair given had iilegal syntax for the reasoll given. These can include: 

"Not a legal type": I\nobjectappcaredinaOECLthatwasnotanATOM,FORM.orSEGMENT. 

"Type-name not a type: alolll": Something other than a type-name or special symbol (such as ANY) 
appeared where a type was expected. 'Ibis is sometimes caused by not having your environment 
completely set up when C R I TIC is run. 

"FORM/SEGMENT too short": A FORM/SEGMENT construction of only one clement was found. 

"SPECIAl/UNSPECIAl with three or more elements" 

"Bad PRIMTYPE type": "Inc type given in a PRIMTYPE waS'itot a type-name. 

"PRIMTYPE with three or more elements" 

"Bad type of structured type": The type-name given as the type of a structured type was not a 
type. For example, <FOO FIX> where FOO is not a type. 

"Bad BYTES specification": A BYTES specification was not ufthe form <BYTES fix fix>, or the 
byte size was greater than 36. 

"BYTES DECL too short": A BYTES construction of only one element was encountered. 

"BYTES DECl too long": A BYTES construction of more than three clements was encountered. 

"VECTOR in OR spec i f i cat i on": An NTH/REST/OPT construction was found at top level of an OR. 

"Nth/REST /OPT too short": A one-clement NTH/REST/OPT. 

"Only REST or OPT may follow OPT": Something other than a REST or OPT was fhund afier an 
OPT. 

"REST must te rmi nate OECl": Something was fm,lOd after a REST in the DEClo 
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3.11.7. Miscellaneous 

Poss ibly shoul d be QUOTEd: structure, 

The stmcture given will be =? to itself if EVALed. CR~TIC lis"ts these under the assumption that you 

might have forgotten to QUOTE a structure that should have been. It says "possibly" because you obviously 

want to build new structure sometimes. One way to do this without offending CRITIC is to build new 

stnacture with explicitc(ll1s to LIST, VECTOR, etc. 

3.12. Progral'!' Environments 

The ENV PACKAGE makes it easier to load programs into difTerent environments. It allows certain actions 

to he taken during loading only if (I given 'feature' is present. E NV has three E NT RYs, and is prc1oaded. 

< FEATURES !colllres:luple) 

Ifgivell no arguments, FEATURES returns the current feature LIST. Ifits first argument is not a FALSE, the 

arguments arc added to the feature LIST. If the first argument is FALSE, the remaining arguments are 

removed from the feature LIST. Thus. 

<FEATURES "COMPILER") 

says that we arc currently in a compiler. All of the 'feature' arguments may be either ST RINGs or ATOMs; 

internally features arc stored as STRI NGs to avoid OBL 1ST problems. 

< FEATURE? fealures:luple) 

returns T if any of its arguments is on the feature LIST. 

<EVAL -WHEN features 
consequellces: tuple) 

uses the first argument to decide whether to evaluate the remaining arguments. 

features specifics which feature(s) to look for. It may be a single feature or a L 1ST of features. In the latter 
case, iftbe first clement is a FALSE, what is checked for is the absence of the features listed. Note that this 
argument is often a LIST created out of arguments to FEATURE 7. 

consequences"are things to be evaluated only if the features arc present (or absent, in the FALSE case). 

For example, 

<EVAL-WHEN GLUE <SETG FOO 1» 

would perform the SE TG only if it's evaluated in a GLUE (or some other environment defining that feature). 

<EVAL-WHEN «) COMPILER) (SETG BAR 2» 

would not perform the SE TG in the compiler environment 

Unfortunately, the ENV PACKAGE is a relatively recent innovation, and so many programs do not set up 

appropriate environments. 
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4. The Library System 
A coherent unified library systein serves tOr facilitate the sharing of algorithms and data by imposing a 

discipline appropriate for the particular environment. The MOL l.ibrary System provides: 

- A uniform access method for referring to functions and data outc;ide of the current logical group; 

- Lexical blocking, eliminating difficulties arising from overlap of names between ditTerent logical 
groups; 

- Automatic loading of functions for the user who knows only the name of the function which is 
wanted; 

- A fitcility wherehy functions which may be neceSS<lry only in unusual situations arc loaded only in 
the even t that they ~lre needed. 

The MDI Library System may be divided into distinct parts. rlbesc are: 

- The Package System, the collection of routines used to provide lexical blocking for a logical group 
(see section 2); 

- The "explicit' loading facility, the routines used to explicitly indicate that references are being 
made to a particular logical group; 

- The "implicit' (or 'dynamic') loading facility, the machinery for automatically loading functions 
when they are needed during console interaction. -

4.1. Program Libraries 

]n the previous discussion of the Package System and USE (sec section 2.3.2), we glossed over the 

mechanism by which a PACKAGE is loaded when another PACKAGE (or the user at his terminal) refers to it 

We will now give the details. 

111ere arc two types of loading common in MDL programming: 'explicit' loading, such as USE may 

initiate, and 'implicit' or 'dynamic' loading, initiated by attempting to call or examine a function that is not 

currently loaded. 

]n the case of 'explicit' loading, it is necessary somehow to map the name of a PACKAGE into a file name 

which contains the body of that PACKAGE. The mechanism for doing so must be flexible enough to allow 

both "installed' programs (those that have been debugged and submitted to the library) and developmental 

programs to be loaded. It must also be tailorable for special needs, such as )'ibrarics for specific systems and 

personal libraries for individual users .. 
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In the case of 'implicit' loading, the further mapping from the specific ENTRY of a PACKAGE referenced to 

the PACKAGE itself must be performed. It must deal with the case of two or more PACKAGEs each containing 

an ENTRY with the same PNAME. 

For programs that arc 'public' or 'installed', both of these mappings arc performed by a library. A library 

is a file which contains pointers between the names of ENTRYs of PACKAGEs and the PACKAGEs containing 

them, and from PACKAGE and DATUM names to the files containing theln. 

The standard library is named lIBMUD and lives on a directory named lIBMUD (on ITS) or MDllIB (on 

Tenexrrops-20), but other libraries, personal or special purpose, may also exist; the mechanisms for creating 

and maintaining them arc the same in both cases. 

4.1.1.' Library Searching 

When a PACKAGE is USEd, MDl. first checks to sec if the PACKAGE is already loaded, by looking up the 

PACKAGE name on the PACKAGE OBlIST. If the PACKAGE is not yet loaded. MDI. must search for the file 

containing the body of the PACKAGE. 

When MDl searches, it <locs so under the direction of a search path stored as the l VAL of the A TO .. 

l -SEARCH- PATH. This lVAl is a lIST, each clement of which specifics 'a place to look' for the PACKAGE. 

These clements may ber 

"file-"ame" 

A STRING refers to a library file: "l IBMUD; lIBMUD" for example. 

[] 

An empty VECTOR refers to the (SNAME) directory. The directory will be searched for files whose names are 

the name of the PACKAGE being loaded (truncated to six characters on ITS) and second names from the 

lVAl of the ATOM l -SECOND-NAMES, which is a VECTOR of STRINGs which arc possible second names for 

the tile. 

[ dir:!lring-o"'faJse] 

A non-empty VECTOR specifics a directory. The first clement of the VECTOR gives the directory as a STRING 

or a FALSE, the latter case meaning (SHAME). If that is the only clement, l -SECOND-NAMES specifics the 

tile names to look for. If there arc other clements, they should be STRINGs to usc in place of 

l-SECOND-IA.S. 

A search path may consist of any number of such clements. The loader will examine them sequentially, 

attempting to 6nd the PACKAGE being loade!J. 
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The initial LVAL ofL-SEARCH-PATH (on ITS) is 

("LIBMUD" "LIBMUD;LIBMUD" [] ["MBPROG"] ["MPROG" ">"]) 

and on TenexrrOPS-20, it is 

("LIBMUD" "(MDLLIB>LIBMUD~ [] ["MDLLIB"]) 

This instructs ~the loader to first search the user's personal library (if it exists), then the 'public' library. Next, 

search the user's directory for a file whose first name is the PACKAGE name, and whose second name is 

specified by L -SECOND-NAMES. If that fails. perfonn the same search on the library directory, and finally 

(on ITS). look for a source version of the PACKAGE on the source directory. 

'1l1e initial LVAL ofL-SECOND-NAMES (on ITS) is 

["FBIN" "GBIN" "NBIN" ">"] 

and on TenexrrOPS-20, it is 

["FBIN" "GBIN" "NBIN" "MUD"] 

To give a simple example of how this mechanism may be tailored for individual needs. consider a 

programmer debugging a subsystem. Ifhe wants his debugging versions of various PACKAGEs to be loaded 

befi)re the installed versions. he CONSes a new clement onto L -SEARCH- PATH so th,lt it contains 

([] "LIBMUO" "LIBMUD;LIBMUD" [] ["MBPROG"] ["MPROG" ">"]) 

(assuming the files with his debugging versions are on the (SNAME> directory). 

4.1.2. Dynamic Loading 

To ease the use of 'top lever routines from the console. a feature is provided whereby the l.ibrary System 

can load a PACKAGE of functions automatically when one of the functions which is an ENTRY in that 

PACKAGE is invoked by name. This facility is not available for use by other PACKAGEs of functions, which 

must refer explicitly, via USE. to PACKAGEs which they require: while a human can resolve the difficulty of 

possible multiple PACKAGEs with ENTRYs of the same name, a program cannot. 

When an 'error is generated because a FORM is evaluated. and the first clem.ent of that FORM is an ATOM 

which has no value, and the particular ATOM is in the INITIAL OBLIST, an error handler established by the 

Library System determines if there are any PACKAGEs in the current libraries which contain an ENTRY with 

the same name as the PNAME of that ATOM. If there is one such PACKAGE. it is loaded. and the evaluation 

which got the error is continued with the correct value. If there is more than one stich PACKAGE, the possible 

choices are displayed, the user is asked which is dle desired PACKAGE, and it is loaded. If there arc no 

PACKAGEs with ENTRYs of the correct name. the error is not handled, and so it will fall into dle standard 

error mechanism. This same procedure is also invoked when GVAL is applied to an ATOM on the INITIAL 
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OB liS T and the A T OM has no value. 

4.1.3. USE-DEFER 

It is sometimes desirable to have available functions that arc rarely invoked, but are nonetheless available. 

(One example would be certain error handling routines.) 

The US E - 0 E FER function sets up the OB liS T path so that. when a reference is made to an EN T RY in the 

specified file. the correct ATOM is found. but the PACKAGE is not actually loaded at that time. When a 

function at a later time tries to can the function which is the value of one of the entries in this PACKAGE, the 

whole PACKAGE will be automatically loaded. USE -DEFE R has two constraints which USE does not. First, the 

PACKAGE must be in one of the currently active libraries; it may not simply be a me as in the case of USE. 

. Second, no reference may be made to ATOMs which are entries but do not have values which are applicable. In 

other words. ATOMs which arc entries because they are data (rather than functions) may not be referenced 

when USE-DEFER is employed instead of USE. 

Because USE-DEFER utilizes the dynamic loader. which utilizes the ERROR interlllpt'i, USE-DEfER will 

not work in a demon or any other MOL program which sets lip its own error handlers. All such MOL 

programs should SETG the ATOM l-NO-DEFER to a non-FALSE, which (as explained previollsly) will cause 

USE-DEFER to behave exactly like USE. Then, PACKAGEs containing ,\ USE-DEFER can be llsed without 

modification in demons and the like. 

4. 1 .4. USE-TOTAL 

USE-TOTAL is analogous to USE. but instead of splicing in only the ENTRY- OBlIST of the PACKAGE, it 

additionally splices in the internal OBl 1ST. This is useful in some debugging situations, as it reduces the 

number of trailers printed and also makes the internal identifiers of the PACKAGE more accessible. 

4.1 .5. Translations 

It is occasionally useful to have more than one copy of a particular PACKAGE I(laded at once. One 

example that comes to mind is the case of debugging a debugging PACKAGE. The Library System contains a 

mechanism for 'translating' a PACKAGE name into another one. More spl'Citicatly. it is pussible to tell USE: 'If 

you ever load the PACKAGE namedfi)o, pretend it was named bar1nstead: Note thatlhis docs not change the 

searching and loading procedure described above. only the names of the OBlISTs and so on used to store the 

ATOMs in the PACKAGE. 
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(TRANSLATE old.'slrillg lIelV.'strill1tQr-false> 

causes the PACKAGE old, when it is USEd, to b,ehave as if it were named new. If new is FALSE. it means that 

old should be loaded as though it were not a PACKAGE .at all; its ATOMs will appear on the DE F AUl T OBl 1ST 

or <1 .OBlIST) (normally INIT~AL). 

<UNTRANSlATE Qld.·slring> 

causes any translation of old to be removed. 

(TRANSLATIONS> 

lists all translations currently in existence. 

,l-TRANSl~TIONS 

is a lIST containing all the translations. 

4.1.6. The Library Data File 

In addition to its ability to map between PACKAGEs, ENTRYs, and the fiJes which contain them, the library 

serves another purpose. [fa user is compiling a function which USEs a given PACKAGE, that PACKAGE is·not 

usually going to be run. All that is necessary is to examine the calling sequences of its functions, and make 

sure that all 'side-effects' (such as the definition of new TYPEs) occur. If only these necessary parts of the 

PACKAGE are loaded, a great saving of time and space is effected. 

The library data file provides a way of achieving this end. When a PACKAGE is added to the library, more 

information than the list of ENTRYs and the fiJe containing the PACKAGE is collected. In particular, 

MANI FEST GVAls, NEWTYPE definitions, some MACROs, and RSUBR DECls are stored. Since this is the 

information used by the compiler, one can save a great deal of space and time by using information from the 

library where possible. 

If ,L-USE-DATFIlE is true, USE ofa PACKAGE will load from the data fiJe if possible. It is impossible if 

the PACKAGE has changed since the data file entry was created. [n those cases, the PACKAGE itself is loaded 

instead. If ,-l-AlWAYS-DATFIlE is true, an ERROR will result if the data file entry is outdated; one can 

ERRET T to cause the real PACKAGE to be loaded. 

USE-DATFIlE is just like USE, except that it temporarily· SETGs L-USE-DATFIlE and 

l-AlWAYS-DATFILE to T. 

'Ihe data file contains, for each PACKAGE, information for each interesting ENTRY: MANIFEST GVAls, 

NEWTYPE definitions, RSUBR DECls, and MACROs. It also has, of course, the lists of ENTRYs and RENTRVs 

needed by the dynamic loader. It docs not contain other structures, nor docs it contain functions. When a 
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PACK!\GE is loaded from the data file, it is effectively USE -DE FERed; if you end up needing to run part of 

the PACKAGE. it will be loaded dynamica!ly. 

Some PACKAGEs can not have data file entries. If a PACKAGE defines MACROs that use data not stored in 

the data file (if the MACRO ca"lIs a FUNCTION, for eXlUnple), the PACKAGE will not get a data file entry: it 

would normally end up being loaded from the file anyway. 

It is possible for a data file entry to become obsolete (if a new version of a PACKAGE is created without the 

library entry being updated). For this reason, the library is examined periodically for sllch entries and an 

attempt is made to update the appropriate entrics. 

4.1.7. Run-time Switches 

There are a number of variables which may be set dynamk:ally to tailor the Lihrary System's performance . 

. L-SEARCH-PATH 

as described above (sec section 4.1.1) is a LIST specifying the libraries and directories to look in, and the files 

to look for when trying to luad a PACKAGE. This variable is used by USE, USE -DE FER, USE -DATUM, and the 

dynamic loader . 

. L-SECOND-NA~"1ES 

as described above (sec section 4.1.1) is a VECTOR of the second names of files to look for when attempting to 

load a PACKAGE from a directory. 

,L-NOISY 

If the GVAL of L-NOISY is non-FALSE, the names uf PACKAGEs and DATUMs are printed whenever they are 

loaded, dynamically or otherwisc. This feature may be turned otT by SETGing L-NOISY to IIFALSE (). 

L- NO I SY has an initial GVAl of T. 

,L-NO-MAGIC 

Dynamic loading may be disabled by SETGing L-NO-MAGIC to a non-FALSE. L-NO-MAGIC has an initial 

GVAL ora F.AlSE. 

,L-ALWAYS-INQUIRE 

If the GVAL ofL-AlWAYS-INQUIRE is non-FALSE. the dynamic loader will always ask the user before it 

loads anything. The GVAL ofL -ALWAYS- INQUIRE is initiany a FALSE. 

,l-NO-DEFER 

If the GVAL of L-NO-DEFER is non-FALSE, USE-DEFER will work exactly like USE. L-NO-DEFER is 

initially SETGed to 'FALSE (). 
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4.1.8. Library Utility Functions 

A number of functions exist which a1tow the user to examine libraries, list their contents. and retrieve their 
r 

entries. A 11 of the functions below except l- PA T Hand L- OB l accept an optional S T RING argument, a 

Iihrary specification. (fit is defaul~ed, they operate on the public library. specified by the string "lIBMUD; 

lIBMUD" or "(MDllIB>lIBMUD". 

(l-lOAD package:slrillg Iibrar)':string> 

l-lOAD requires a STRING (the name of a PACKAGE or DATUM) and attempts to load it from library (if 

given) or the current libraries. as per l-SEARCH-PATH. 

(l- f I NO functioll-name:strillg library:strillg> 

l-FIND requires a STRING (the name of <111 ENTRY). returning a UVECTOR of two-element VECTORS of the 

form: 

[packagc-ill-which-jilnclioll-exis/s:string 
librlll},- ill- which-package-e xisls:s/rillg] 

This finds al1 of the entries which have the same PNAME but are in different PACKAGEs. 

The remaining functions are in the PACKAGE "l n, rather than in the PACKAGE "PKG". For each of 

these, the optional library argument is by default the library; that is. "l I BMUD; L IBMUD" or 

"(MDLlIB>LIBMUD" . 

(l- FILE package:slrillg Iibrary:string> 

l-FILE requires a STRING (the name of a PACKAGE or DATUM) and returns a STRING which is the file 

. specification of the file. pointed to by the library, which contains the body of that PACKAGE or DATUM. 

<l-WHERE package:slrillg Iibrary:string> 

L-WHERE is similar to L-FILE but returns a VECTOR of STRINGs which is the actual complete file 

specification of the file containing the PACKAGE (Le .• the 'real' slots in a CHANNEL open to the file). 

< L - LIS T E library: string> 

L-LISTE prints the names of all of the entries ofal1 of the PACKAGEs in the library. 

(L -l I STP library:slrillg> 

l-LISTP prints the names ufal1 of the PACKAGEs and DATUMs in the library. 

(l-COUNTE library:string> 

l-COUNTE returns a FIX. the number of entries defined by all of the PACKAGEs in the library. 

<l-COUNTP library:string> . 
l-COUNT P returns a fIX. the number of PACKAGEs and DATUMs in the library. 
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(L-L I ST PE package-sIring Iibrary:slrillg> 

L-LISTPE requires a STRING (the name, ofa PACKAGE) and prints the namesofatl of its entries. 

(L-PATH> 

L- PATH prints a list of the names of all of the OBL I STs in the user's current OBL 1ST path. 

(L-OBL ll1Qm> 

L-OBL requires an ATOM and returns an ATOM, the name of the first ATOM's OBLIST.L-OBL is in fact 

(GET (OBLIST? alom> OBLIST> 

4.1.9. Internal Library Functions 

There are several internal functions used for searching libraries (which is, after all, all the Library System 

ever does). 

(PACKAGE - F I NO package:slrillg Iibrao'.·slring> 

searches librmJ' for package. If there is no such PACKAGE or DATUM in library, it returns a FALSE. 

Otherwise, it returns a STRI NG, which is the name of the file containing package. 

(E NT RY - F I NO elllo'.·slrillg-or-alulIl library.·slrillg> 

searches library for PACKAGEs containing elllr),. It returns a FALSE if there arc none, otherwise a LIST some 

multiple of four clemente; long, where each set of four clements describes a package containing an ENTRY 

with that PNAME. These clements are: 

package:slring is the PACKAGE being described. 

file-name:slring is the file-name contc1ining the package. 

rpackage?:alom-or-false indicates. ifnon-FALSE, that the package is in fact an RPACKAGE. 

relllry?:alom-or-jalse indicates, ifnon-FALSE, that the entry is an RENTRY. 

<DEFER-FIND package,'slring Iibrary.'sIring) 

returns a FALSE if the PACKAGE or DATUM is not found, or a VECTOR of five clements describing the 

PACKAGE .. 

rpackage?'alom-or-false indicates, as above, whether the package is an RPACKAGE. 

llame.'Slr;Ilg is the name of the package. 

file-name.·slring is the file containing the package. 

elliries:list is a LIST of the PNAMEs of the ENTRYs of the package. 

rentries:list is a LIST of the PNAMEs of the RENTRYs ofthcpackage. 
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'nlis is all the information about the package that the library contains. 

4.1 .10. Li b ra ry Maintenance. 

The PACKAGE caned "lUP" contains functions used to modify libraries. and to add, update and delete 

PACKAGEs and DATUMs. It should be noted that libraries do not contain the bodies of PACKAGEs and 

DATUMs. Rather, they point to files which contain these. 

<lUP-ACT library.·strin,> 

requires one argument, a library specification STRING, and activates the library so specified. If the library 

doesn't exist, it is created. In order to protect the library from loss due to system or MOL crashes, activating a 

tihrary for modification copies the library data files and locks the library so that no one else may modify it. 

Modifications arc made to the copies, which are renamed back over the originals only when the library is 

. explicitly deactivated. Obviously, PACKAGEs added to a library aren't available, even to the person adding 

them, until the library is deactivated. 

<lUP-OCT>' 

deactivates the currently active library. 

<lUP-ADD-PACK package-file.·Slrin, 
update?' boolean 
datfile-elltry?:boolean> 

package-file is a file specification of the file containing the body of the PACKAGE to be added. 

lUP-ADD-PACK will find the PACKAGE statement within the file (or complain ifit can't). 

update? is optional, and if non-FALSE, it al10ws the PACKAGE to update an older version of itself, 

something which is not otherwise allowed. Notc that, since the library points to the file which contains the 

body of the PACKAGE, that file should not bc deleted later, else the Jibrary won't be able to find it 

datjile-elllry? is by default T, but if it is FALSE, no entry will be created in the datfile for this PACKAGE. 

Since datfile entries are general1y useful only in the compiler (and similar environments), it doesn't do much 

good to have' them for PACKAGEs that are only called from top level (e.g., F INOATOM). 

When adding a PACKAGE to the public library. the PACKAGE's object file should be copied to the 

appropriate library directory (" l IBRMIl" on ITS, or "<MOll IB>" on Tops-20) and the library pointed at 

that copy of the file. If no library is activated when lUP-ADD-PACK runs, it will activate "lIBMUD; 

lIBMUD" or "<MDllIB>LIBMUD". 
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<lUP-ADD-DATUM lIame.'slring 
file.' slri"g 
updale?: boolean> 
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is analogous to lUP-ADD-PACK. adding a DATUM to the active library. lUP-ADD-DATUM requires two 

STRING arguments, the name-of the DATUM and the specification ufthe file which contains the body of the 

DATUM. LUP-ADD-DATUM will accept the ~1me optional argument that lUP-ADD-PACK accepts, with the 

same meaning and default. The same restrictions concerning the file which contains the DATUM also apply. 

<lUP-DEL package.'slring> 

lUP-DEL requires one STRING argument. the name ora PACKAGE or data set. and deletes th.1t PACKAGE or 

DATUM frum the currently active library. LUP-DEl docs not touch the file containing the body of the 

PACKAGE or DATUM. 

<lUP-MOVE packllgc.'slrillg flle.·slring> 

causes the file pointer of package to be changed to pofnt to file. This is a t:1ster operation than re-adding the 

PACKAGE. and it is intended fhr situations in which an existing library file has been moved for some reason. 

< L IB-GC Iibranl.·slrillg> 

garbage-conects the library in question. if this is required. Garbage-colk'Ction is occasionally useful since it 

causes all the clements of each hash bucket to live near each other in the library file, thus improving 

performance during searches. It also allocates some free storage it .. each page of the file. 

4.2. -The Pure-mapping Library 

The basic idea behind MOL pure mapping is to separate Ollt the code part of RSUBRs in compiled 

programs. The RSUBRs themselves arc kept in a file known as an FB I N (sec 6.3). 111ese RSUBRs do not 

contain the code but instead point to a file which conk1ins the code. This scheme has several advantages. 

First. the code can be dynamically mapped in when needed. This allows MDt to usc more code than will fit 

in the virtual address space of the machine it is running on. Secondly, since the code is pure it can be shared 

between several Mots using it Finally, the FB I N file itself is smaller than a corresponding NB I N file and 

therefore F LOADs more rapidly. 

In the most basic implementation of FBINs, there arc three files: the FBIN, the SAY file (which contains 

the code), and the F IXUP file, which conL:1ins the information necessary to update the SAY FILE -for new 

releases of MoL. As is obvious. this entclils a lot of files, and potentially a tot of file directories. The MOL . 
Pure-mapping Library reduces this storage overhead by collecting "n of the SAY and F I XUP files together. 

The scheme uses two large data bases, each contained in one file. ~Ibe data bases arc called 'SAY' and 

'F IXUP'. ~nlCSC files store all currently existent SAYs and F I XUPs for all existing versions of MOL. Each data 
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base is structured like a file system. There is a main 'directory' that points to a number of other 'directories', 

each of which points to a number of 'flies' insipe the data base. In this section the word 'file' or 'directory' in 

quotes refers to an object inside a data base. rnle .files containing the data bases are named (on ITS) 

"MUDSAV;SAV FILE" and. "MUDSAV;FIXUP FILE". On Tenex/TOPS-20, they are 

"<MDL)SAV.FILE" and "<MOL)FIXUP.FILE". 

4.2.1. The Demon 

While all MDI.S can read from the Pure-mapping Library. there is only one program which can write into 

it. This is a maintainer demon which runs once ,1 day to keep the Library updated. rl1lis demon can add 'files', 

delete 'files'. and add 'subdirectories' to both data bases. 

To facilitate updating of the' -ibrary there is a directory on which to put files to be added as well as files to 

. indicate what is to be deleted. This is the "MUDTMP" directory on ITS and the "(MDLLIB)" directory on 

Tenex/TOPS-20. Any file on it with the second name ofSAVnnll or F IX""1l (where IIll1l is a 2 or 3 digit MDL 

release number) will be added to the appropriate data basco If the files "DELETE SAVS" or "DELETE 

F I XUP S" exist, then they wi11 be used to delete 'files' from the data bases. These files must be ASCII files of 

the form 

filellame I [SPACE] filename 2 [CRLF] 

An example of a valid delete file is as follows 

NCODGE SAV53 
INCODGE SAV53 

rille demon will ignore any deletiOl.l requests for 'files' not in the data base. 

The demon docs its work in several passes. The basic passes are the delete pass, the pJanning pass, the 

update pass. and the salvage pass. The delete pass deletes 'flies' jf either a "DELETE SAVS" or "DELETE 

F IXUPS" file exists on its working directory. The planning pass builds a plan file by examining the working 

directory an~ calculating where new 'files' will be placed in the data bases. The planning pass builds two files 

using a special internal format. These files will be used by the update pass to add 'files' to the data bases. rlne 

planning pass also enlarges the data base files as much as necessary to accomodate the new 'files'. The update 

phase reads the plan files and adds new SAY and F I XUP 'files' to the data bases. If a 'directory' overflows, a 

new 'directory' is added during this pass, and all the 'directories' are recreated (i.e., all the 'files' have to be 

rehashed, since they were original1y placed in a 'directory' according to a hashing algorithm based on the 

number of 'directories'). The salvage pass is used to pick lip any free storage that has been Jost through system 

crashes or lost through holes created during the updating of the data bases. 
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l1uOlIghollt the entire p.rocessing of the data bases attempts are made to keep the data bases in a consistent 

state. 'Directories' are updated only after, 'files' are guaranteed to be in the data bases. The plan files described 

are used to keep the data bases consistent in case the system crashes while the demon is in the update pass. 

I\. major goal in the design of the data bases is to allow recovery in case of demon errors or system disk 

crashes. To this end the data bases are backed up on tape every other week. (It would be dumped more often 

but the file is currently over two million words long). This of course leaves the problem that 'files' added to 

the data bases between dumps could be lost in a disk trash. To aid in recovery from such a crash, an 'files' 

added between dumps are copied to the "MUDRST" directory (on ITS) or the" (MOL. SV)" directory (on 

Tenex/TOPS-20). Moreover a file is kept listing all the 'files' added during the previous week. This file is 

called "ADDED FILES". 1\.11 this infol1nation is deleted once the data base is dumped to tape. 

4.2.2. User Programs 

Occasionally it is useful for a user to list the data base 'directories'. to see if certain 'files' are in it. and copy 

'files' out of the data basco DBMA I N is a program which allows the lIscr to do these things. 

The following arc functions available to the user. 

4.2.2.1. Listing Functions 

(CLISTF dala-base:strillg) 

is lIsed to list all the 'filcs' in a data base. It takes one optional argument which is the name of the data base 

(either "SAV" or tlFIXUPtl). If no argument is supplied, "SAV" is used by default. (,Illis is always the 

default whenever a function takes an optional argument specifying the data base.) ClISTF prints each 'file', 

its length, and where it is located. The format of a line of listing is as follows: 

fn I jil2 size block 

where fill is the first 'file' name, jil2 is the second 'file' name, size is the length of the 'file' in blocks (1024. 

words for SAV~ 256. words for F IXUPs), and block is the block at which the 'me' starts. This is the format 

lIsed whenever listing 'tiles'. 

(L ISTF dala-ba.fe:slring directories> 

is used to Jist all the 'directories' of an entire data base. It t(lkes two optional arguments, the data-base to be 

listed. and a specification of which' directories' to list. The' directories' may be: 

a F IX: list the 'directory' specified by the FIX; 

a L 1ST of F IXs: list the 'directories' specified in the LIST; 

the ATOM ALL: list all the 'directories' (this is the default). 
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(FLIST data-base:string> 

lists frec areas ofstoragc in the data base. It lists thc free storagc in thc form: 

lellgth block 

whcre lenglh is the Icngth of the area of free storagc and block is the block number of thc starting block. This 

function takes onc optional argumcnt which is thc namc of thc data basc to be cxamincd. At the end of the 

listing it will teU the total amount of free storage. 

4.2.2.2. Find Functions 

(FIND-FILE fi/e:slring data-base:strillg> 

is used to find a specific 'filc'. It takcs as its argumcnt a 'filc' spccification and print'i the 'file' name along with 

the information printcd by the listing functions if the 'filc' exists, otherwise it returns an object of type 

FALSE. The 'filc' specification must be of the form: 

"dir;Jnl J1I2" 

whcre elir is eithcr SAVor F I XUP andjlll andfil2 are thc first and second 'filc' names respectively. 

(SP[ C - F I NO (111 :string clala-base:string> 

is used to find a1l 'filcs' with the samc basic name, disregarding the lcading digit(s) which arc added to make 

'filc' names unique. It takes one requircd argument which is the fill to look for. It takcs an optional second 

argument which is the data-base to look in. For example the call 

(SPEC-FIND "MAIL"> 

might print: 

MAIL SAV53 8 140 
IMAIL SAV53 8 360 

4.2.2.3. Other Functions 

(DELETE file.·string data-base:string> 

aUows thc uscr to delete a 'file' from a data base. It takes the samc type of 'file' specification that FIND-FILE 

takcs. Thc 'file' you specify will be deletcd the next time the dcmon that maintains thc da~1 base runs. 

(GET-FILE file:strillg Oillput:strillg dala-base:strillg> 

al10ws thc uscr to retrieve a 'file' from the data base. It takes two arguments. The first is the 'file' specification 

of the file to retrieve out of the data basc and the sccond is thc output file you wish to copy it to. 

(STATUS> 

gives the information about the state of the data bases. It tells the number of 'files' and the amount of free 

storage in each data base. STATUS takes no arguments. 
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4.2.3. Using DBMAIN 

'I11ere are several ways to use DBMA I N. < It can be used by typing 

: DBMAIN fUllction arg/ ... argn 
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to DDT. Thejcl-lille is of the fo~mfollclion arg/ ... argll,'wherefullclioll is the name of the function to be used. 

For example 

:OBMAIN FLIST "FIXUP" 

will list the free storage block for the "F IXUP" data basco OBMAIN will kill itself after finishing and can be 

killed earlier by typing t S. 

The jel-line mentioned above can be modified to al10w output to be routed to a file. 'Illis can be done by 

preceding the normal jel-line with a string specifying the file name of the output file. 

:OBMAIN "LISTOF SAVS" CLISTF 

will produce a listing of the files in the SAV data base and will print this in formation to the file "L 1ST OF 

SAYS". 

4.2.4. Garbage Collection 

One problem Oflhc MDL Pure-mapping Library is that many useless SAV and F IXUP 'files' remain as new 

revisions of user programs are created. To alleviate this problem there is a garbage col1ection system for the 

data bases. 

The major goal of this scheme is to detennine which 'files' in the data bases are no longer useful. To do 

this all tilcs in the system arc scanned to see what SAV tiles arc still pointed to (1101 including those pointcd to 

only from within ITS archive files). A SAV 'filc' can be pointed to from FBIN files and SAVE files. A SAVE 

file contains pointcrs in it') PURVEC (Purc VECTOR). AI1 FB IN files should begin with something of the form 

, < PCODE jile:strillg> 

where file is the namc of the SAV 'file' associated with this FB IN. If an FB IN has more than one SAV 'file' 

associated w.ith it then there can be several PCOOE FORMs at the beginning of the filc. For purposes of 

garbage collection, this FORM (or FORMs) must be retained whenever an FB IN file is edited. ]f thcse peOOE 

FORMs disappear. their pointers to the SAV 'filcs' will go with them, and the SAY 'files' might be garbage 

collected. 

Garbage collections proceed by looking at every file em the disk. building a list of all 'files' pointed to. The 

program then examines the data bases and any 'filcs' which are not pointed to are deleted. 

It is possible that deletions can fragment the frcc area in the data bases. If compaction becomes necessary, 
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there exists a routine t9 do in-place compaction of the data bases. 

4.2.5. Internal Structure 

The "SAV" and "FIXUP" data.bases have similar formats. The 'files' in the data base are pointed to by 

entries in what is essentially a hash table. Associated with each data base is a main 'directory' (the hash table). 

This 'directory' is located in the first 1024 words of the file. This main 'directory' points to other 'directories' 

in the data base (the hashing buckets). f,ach of these 'directories' is 1024 words long. The first 'file' namc is 

used to determine which 'directory' the 'filc' is on. The structure of the main 'directory' is as follows. 

word 0/ number II of entries in the main 'directory' 
words I-n/ block number of each 'directory' 

There can be up to 1023 'directories' and each of these can contain approximately 500 'files'. This provides a 

. virtually unlimited 'directory'. 

Word 0 of each 'directory' gives its length in words. From Word 1 on are 'directory' entries. All entries 

have the same two word format. rille first word contains the the first 'file' name in S I XB I T. The second word 

contains the following fields: 

lellgl" of the 'file' iii blocks (a block for a SAY 'file' is 1024 words long while a block fhr a F IXUP 'file' is 256 
words long) (bits 1-6) 

version revision of M DL this 'file' belongs to (biL~ 8-17) 

block in the data base where this 'file' starts (bits 18-35) 

'llle 'directories' arc sorted by strict numerical order (e.g., AAA SAV53 comcs beforc lAAA SAV53). 

Each data base contains a free storage table. This table occupies the second 1024 words of the data base. 

lnc first word of the table is the number of entries in the free storage table. The remaining entries define 

areas of free ~torage. These are of the form 

lellgth • • block 

where length is the number of blocks for this free area, and block is the block number at which it starts. 

111erc are two major di fTerences between the "SA V" data base and the "F I XU P" data base. The first deals 

with block sizes. In the" SAV" data base the block size is 1024 words. In the" F IXUP" data base the block 

size is 256 words. rll1is smaller size allows for more compaction of these small 'files'. 

lne second major difference is that while there can be many versions of the same 'file' in the "SAV" data 

base (e.g. NCODGE SAV53 and NCODGE SAV54), there can only bc one version in the ifF IXUP" da~1 basco 
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This will bc thc F IXUP 'filc' most rcccntly addcd. 111C corrcsponding SAV 'filc' for this F IXUP 'file' should 

cxist to allow the SAV filc to bc updatcd for futurc MDL revisions. 
r 
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5. The Compiler 
The purpose of the MDL compiler is to transform interpreted MOL code into assembly language. lbe 

compiler comes in several incarnations for various purpOses. 

PCOMP is a program which runs the 'installed' compi1er -- that is, the one which is most debugged, supported, 
and otherwise official. 'Ille 'P' stands for 'purified,' incidentally. 

NPCOMP is a program which runs a newer, less well-debugged compiler, if there is one. NPCOMP is often 
where development work of one sort or another is being debugged. 

The 'Batch Compi1e~: often called COM RAT, though strictly speaking the name refers to a ditTerent program 
(see section 5.2) is a program that compiles, at night, those compilations that have been queued for it. 

The remainder of this chapter describes the specifics of interaction with the compiler, including a section on 

its internals. 

5.1. Interfacing to the Compiler 

The operation of the M D1. compiler is controlled by a few very high-level functions and a sometimes 

bewildering array of ATOMs whose values arc switches and data. '111is section will describe each such ATOM 

and its use. The reader should bear in mind that in the nonnal case he will be using COMBAT to set lip his 

compilations and thus will not have to deal directly with these ATOMs and calls. 

5.1.1. Compiler Functions 

(COMP I LE source:filllclio,,-o~lisl OUIDlII:channef) 

is the lowest level call to the compiler. It compiles ex~ctly one FUNCTION (or a,LIST of them) and prints the 

generated code on the CHANNEL given as the second argument. COMPILE isused primarily for compiler 

debugging. 

< F I L E - COM P I L E jllnu I: sIring ou lDu I: sIring> 

FILE-COMPILE attempts to provide a convenient interface between the user and the compiler. 'Ille user 

simply gives FILE -COMPILE the name of an input file, and it can do all the rest. The user may specify other 

information about output files, compiler modes, etc., but ifhe doesn't, reasonable assumptions arc made. 

FILE-COMPILE works in the following way. First it reads in the input tile and collects into a LIST the 

names of all of the defined FUNCT IONs that it finds. It SOl15 this L 1ST based on which FUNCT IONs call 

which other FUNCT IONs. The FUNCT IONs which call no other FUNCT IONs arc at the beginning of the 

LIST, followed by those that only call FUNCTIONs that call no other FUNCTIONs, and so on. Groups of 

FUNCT IONs that are mutually recursive are colle~ted in LISTs subordinate to the main LIST. 

s.o 
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Each FUNCTION will produce a separate RSUBR. COMPILE is called successively on each member of the 

LIST of FUNCT IONs. LISTs ofmutually recursive FUNCT IONs are also passed to COMP ILE. 

After each FUNCT ION or LIST o( FUNCT IONs is compiled, the resulting RSUBR is written into a 

temporary file to enable more convenient crash recovery. This file is written in such a way that, no matter 

when the system crashes, the contents of the temporary file are guaranteed to be in a consistent state. 

When all is compiled, FILE -COMP I LE writes out an output file which is identical to the input file except 

that all FUNCT IONs have been replaced with their compiled counterparts. If any of the fUNCT IONs did not 

compile due to programmer errors or compiler bugs, those FUNCT IONs are left unchanged in the output file. 

During its operation, FILE-COMPILE maintains a "RECORD" file which contains all of the messages, 

warnings and error messages produced by the compiler. It may optionally produce a listing of the object code 

produced, in MDt assembler form(l1. This is primarily useful for compiler debugging. (Note that a somewhat 

less complete listing may be made at a later time. See section 7.3.) 

On ITS, FILE-COMPILE usually runs as a demon called COMBAT ZONE. In this case another interface 

caned FCOMP resides above FILE -COMPILE. 'Iltis interface reads files that are compilation specifications 

and passes them to F ILi -COMPILE. 

<FCOMP %.INCHAN illpul-file oUIPul-file) 

As most compiler usage is based on COMBAT plan files, FCOMP is the most-seen driver of the compiler. (Note 

that the % in front of • INCHAN causes the CHANNEL the PLAN file is being read from to be passed as one 

argument to F COMP.) 

<STATUS> 

is an informational function; it tells how far the compilation of a given group has progressed, which 

FUNCTION is being worked on. and how many FUNCTIONs remain to be compiled. It also prints the 

accumulated real time' and cpu time since the beginning of the compilation. Obviously, you must tG the 

c(';mpilation to use it, but sec section 8.3. 

5.1.2. Comp.iler Switches 

lbe calls to the various compiler drivers arc r~.ther short. for the simple reason that the controlling 

in fonnation is passed to the compiler as the L VALs of a set of AT OMs. 
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<SET DEBUG-COMPILE!- bookan> 

(by default FALSE) causes the compiler to generate extra information about what it's doing. rll1is information . 
is in the fonn of 'warnings' produced when the compil~r was forced to genemte less than optimal code. For 

example, invocations of the arithmetic SUBRs can be open-compiled· if the variables used can be detennined 

to be exclusively F I Xes. The debugging compiler will warn you if it is forced to resort to less efficient 

arithmetic calls. 

<SET PRECOMPI LED! - jile:string> 

Often, a file of FUNCT IONs has been compiled before, and now only a few FUNCT IONs have been updated 

and need to be compiledoagain.Most of the file is already correctly compiled; it is quite wasteful to recompile 

the entire thing. If a PRECOMP I LED is given, lhe file is loaded before compilation; any functions which have 

corresponding RSUBRs in the precompilation, and which are not on the REDO list, are not recompiled. It is 

appropriate to specify the temporary file as a precompilation if your prcviolls compilation was interrupted by 

a system crash. 

<SET REDO 1- list-ofatoms> 

REDO is a LIST of FUNCT ION names to be recompiled, regardless of whether or not they are compiled in the 

precompilation. In conjunction with PRECOMP I LED and PACKAGE -MODE, REDO allows compilation of 

precisely those FUNCT IONs which have been changed since the last compilation. Note that COMBAT will set 

up these values more-or-Iess automatically in most situations. 

<SET PACKAGE -MODE 1- siring> 

This should be the name of a PACKAGE, which is assumed to be the PACKAGE being compiled. FUNCT ION 

names in dle REDO LIST will be looked up in the appropriate PACKAGE. OBLISTs if this flag is set, thereby 

saving some typing of trailers. 

<SET TEMPNAME 1- jile:slring> 

The compiler writes intermediate results to the temporary file, which is normally the file" sname;[nm >" on 

ITS, wherefnm is the first name of the input file. It is rarely (if ever) necessary to change that default 

<SET SOURCE! - jile:string> 

Setting this switch causes the compiler to write out the assembler input it generates. 'l1lis is sometimes useful 

for compiler debugging. On ITS, such output normally goes to "slIame;jiIm SOURCE", where film is the 

first name of the input file. 

<SET SPEC IAL! - boolean> 

The compiler normally assumes that variables which aren't declared SPEC IAL aren't SPEC IAl. This means 

dlat they will be available only to the RSUBR in which they are declared: SPECIAL variables arc bound on 

the control stack, just as all variables arc in interpreted code. If tJlis flag is T (by default FALSE). aJl variables 

will be assumed to be SPEC IAL unless declared otherwise. This is analogous to SPEC IAL-MODE being 
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SPEC IAL, and it is not recommended that any code be written using this convention. 

(SET EXPFLOAD! - boolean> 

If true, FLOADs in the file being compiled will be exp,anded at load time:. what was FLOADed before will be 

treated as part of the file. EXPFLOAD is examined by GROUP-LOAD, and not the compiler itself. The default 

is FALSE. 

(SET EXPSPLICEI- bookan> 

fftrue. objects of type SPLICE (primtype LIST) which are encountered in the·course of EVAling the forms 

processed by GROUP-LOAD wi11 be spliced directly into the group: it is therefore a lot like EXPFLOAD. 

EXPSPLICE is examined.by GROUP-LOAD, and not the compiler itself. The default is therefore FALSE. Its 

only known usc has been to make functions at load time and have them compiled. 

<SET CAREFUL! - boolean> 

Defaults to T. If FALSE, the compiler will omit most of the bounds-checking code it normally generates for 

NTBs, PUTs, and so on. 'Iltis obviously wiIJ make the compiled code run faster. but also makes debugging the 

compiled code nearly impossible. 

(SET REASONABLE! - boolean> 

Defaults to T. If FALSE, the compiler will generate reasonable code only if e\'crylliillg ever called from the 

functions being compiled is loaded into the compiler. A call to a function not loaded produces an EVAL of a 

FORM, thereby ensuring that such constructs as "CALL" in the caned fu~ctioll will work correctly. This is 

admittedly pretty unreasonable (if not paranoid), whence the name of the switch. 

(SET GLUE! - booleall> 

Defaults to T. If FALSE, the compiler will not generate GLUE bits. As you always want GLUE bits, there is no 

reason to everchange this. 

(SET MACRO-COMPILEI- book an> 

Defaults to FALSE. If non-FALSE, the compiler will compile MACROs into RSUBRs. TItis doesn't change 

anything produced by macro expansions, but docs cause the expansion to speed up. Since the compiler 

expands the macro and then compiles the expansion, this is rarely useful. 

(SET MACRO-FLUSHI- boolean> 

Defaults to FALSE. If non-F ALSE, MACROs which appear in the file being compiled will not appear in the 

resulting NO IN. lois saves space, at the expense of making debugging harder. 

(SET MAX-SPACEI- boolean> 

Defaults to FALSE. If non-FALSE, the compiler flushes from core most of each RSUBR once it has been 

compiled; only the DECL is needed to help compile other functions. Since the entire RSUBR is written out in 

the temporary file, no information is lost. 'Ibis can, for compilations which are too large. result in 

considerable improvements in speed, primarily bccau.sc more space is available in the MDL and less time is 
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spent in the garbage collector. 

(SET HAIRY-ANALYSIS!- bookan> 

Defaults to T. I f this is not set. the compiler will not perfonn the complex type checking it usually does. If 

HAIRY-ANAL YSIS is FALSE. the code will be generated 'faster, as type-analysis is expensive, but will not 

execute as fast 

5.2. COMBAT 

The usual method of dealing with the compiler is through the program COMBAT, whose specialty is the 

preparation of ' plan files' to be loaded by the compiler. COMBAT is a program which knows about each of the 

previously described compiler switches and the interactions among them. It has an easy-to-use inter~1ce, an 

ability to store commonly used 'plan files' as compilatioll types, and in general is designed to make using the 

MI)(. compiler a less-cumbersome task~ 

5.2.1. User interface 

COMBAT'S user interface is patterned after, though not identical to, a CALICO interface [1]. In particular, it 

expects in response to any given prompt a particular type of input from the user, which may be a file name, a 

'symbol', or text. :,)rdinarily, the type of input expected is indicated by the 'syntactic prompt' which follows 

the normal prompt; this is one of'( fILESPEC)" '( SYM)', and '( TEXT)'. The 'Toggle verbosity' compilation 

type turns the printing of the syntactic prompt on and off. and causes a tailor file to be written out when used. 

A number ofspccial characters are defined for any of these types of input 

t@: Clears the input butTcr, as in MDL. 

to: Rcdisplays the input buffer, as in MOL. 

tL: Clears the screcn and redisplays the input butTer. as in MOL. 

tG: When given as the first character of an answer, allows one to get the answer from a user-defincd type. 
Sec the section on tailoring. 

tQ: Has special effects when a compilation plan is being made (see below). Sec also the section on file name 
input 

tR: Causes COMBAT to 'back up'. Typically this means go to the previolls question asked, but in certain 
modes it may have a slightly different effect. When a M U()(,OM is running, this kills it and hacks up to the 
last question asked. 

tS: Abnormally ends whatever is being done, and returns to the 'Type of compilation' question. If a 
MUDCOM is running, it will be killed. When a long compilation plan ('How to run' is 'Many') is being 
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made, the portions already made will be saved. See the "flush many' compilation type. 

?: When given as the first character of all answer, this causes a more detailed description of what is expected 
to be printed, along with the current default and how to obtain it 

\: '111is quotes whatever character follows it, including DEL, ESC, etc. It does Ilot have the effect of quoting 
strange characters in file names: see the section on file name input. \, used as a quote character, never 
echoes, and cannot be nlbbed out 

In addition, when the syntactic prompt is (SYM), 1'F is useful (see below). 

5.2.1.1. Symbolic input 

I f you arc f:uniliar with CAL I CO, this section can probably be skipped. When entering symbolic input, 

one need only type the characters required to uniquely specify the desired choice: the interface will complete 

the response, and in addition can display the available choices at any point. 

SPACE completes the response as far as it can. If the response is uniquely specified, it will be displayed in 

its entirety, followed by "! '; ifmore than one choice is still possible, then the portion of those choices which is 

unambiguously specified will be displayed, followed by '&'. For instance, if 'Expand tloads' and "Expand 

splices' are among the choices, and 'Ex SPACE' has been typed, "Expand &' will be displayed if the 'Ex' 

reduces the choices to those two. 

In some cases, if SPACE is the first character typed, it will select the def~lIlt (first) choice and terminate. 

When l' F is typed, all remaining choices will be displayed. 

To terminate responses in this mode, either ESC or CRLF may be used. In either case, the current 

response is completed as far as it can be. If only one choice then remains, the answer is terminated and the 

single choice will be used. If more than one choice is possible, it isjust as if SPACE had been typed. 

Typing ESC or CRLF before any other characters have been entered causes the default answer to be used. 

5w2.1.2. File names 

File names are expected in the standarddev: slltll1le;!IIamel fllame2 form41t on ITS; on Tenex/TOPS-20, 

standard filc name recognition is used. Typically. typing simply ESC or CRLF answers "no' to the question, . 
while SPACE ESC says 'usc the default'. In certain special cases flnput.file' ,md 'Output-filc'), when some 

answer to the Question is imperative, the default will be used in either casco File names should not be 

surrounded by quotes in this mode; they are not MilL STRINGsl 
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It is rather painful to get funny characters (such as SPACE) into file names. When the file-name parser 

sees a 1'0, it uses the fonowing character in the name being generated regardless. Unfortunately. the 1'0 must . 
be quoted to get it past the reader, since it ,has special effects in the normal case. 'l1ll1s. the file name given to 

MDL.aS "TAA; FOO )" has to be typed to COMBAT as TAA;\1'O FOO >. 

5.2.1.3. Text 

Text is just that: relalively arbitrary characters, terminated by ESC. Since CRLF is allowed in text, it docs 

not terminate input. Text type input is used in a number of cases where it isn't quite appropriate. such as the 

'Redo list' and 'Pack~ge mode' questions. (fit is known that the expected response is a LIST or STRING, as 

in those cases, the appropriate brackets or quotes should Ilol be typed. 

5.2.2. Combat Questions 

This section discusses the questions that can be asked of the user during the preparation of a COMIlAT plan 

file, which is FLOADed by the COMIlAT demon or by PCOMP to effect a compilation. The perceptive reader 

will notice a strong resemblance to section 5.1.2, in which the switches relevant to the compiler arc listed. 

Questions asked by the pre-existing compilation types ('Verbose' and 'Shore) are so indicated. All questions 

are available in user-defined compilation types (see section 5.2.5). 

'Sname': sets the default directory for questions that want a file name as an answer; also causes the FORM 
(SNAME sllame). where sname is the answer given. to be included in the plan. This sets the default 
directory for files referenced by the compiler; it also causes the temporary file (see below) to go to the 
sl1ame directory. 

'Use new compilerT (Verbose and Short): specifies whether the 'new' compiler or the 'old' compiler should 
be used. Often, when there is only one compiler, this question wi11 not be asked. If answered 
affirmatively, it causes the FORM 

(OR (GASSIGNED? EXPERIMENTAL1-) (NEWCOMP1-» 

to be included in the plan. Th is FORM wi11load a new compiler on top of the old if necessary. 

'Debugging compiler?' (Verbose): causes DEBUG-COMPILE 1- to be set to T, which causes the new compiler 
to generate extra infonnation about what it's doing. This currently is asked only if the' new-compiler 
question is answered affinnatively. 

'Input from' (Verbose and Short): the file to be compiled. This appears in two places in the plan: as 

(SETG COMBAT! - illpul-file> 

and in the can to FCOMP described below. 

'Output to' (Verbose): the file name to be used fi)r the NBIN.l11e default is the input file name, with NBIN as 
the second file name instead of whatever it was for the input. This completes the call to FCOMP that ends 
every plan: 
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<FCOMP %.INCHAN input-jile output-file> 

111is can is what actually invokes the compiler. 
r 

TheMDL Programming Environment 

'Precompilation from' (Verbose): specifics a tile containing a previously compiled version of the input tile. 
Any FUNCT IONs which have corresponding RSUBRs in the prccompilation, and which arc not on the 
'Rcdo' list. arc not recompiled. It is appropriate to specify thc tcmporary file as a prccompilation if your 
prcvious compilation was interrupted by a system crash. Scts PRECOMPI LED! -. 

'Compare with' (Verbose): This qucstion is asked only if a precompilation file is specified. If answered 
affirmativcly (uscr types either SPACE ESC or a filc name) MUDCO"" (see scction 8.1) will be run withjel 
of the input filc name, and the file name provided herc (the default is as for precompilation), plus some 
extra stuff specificd helow. If 'FOO NB IN' is given here, then Murx'oM wi11look for the newest revision 
of FOO which was created before the NBIN. MUDCOM dctermines which FUNCTIONs in the file have 
changed and thcrefore necd to he recompilcd. IL also determines whethcr the file is a PACKAGE, and 
answers the 'Package mode' question appropriately. It is therefore not usually necessary for the user to 
answcr the 'Redo' and 'Package mode' questions directly. 

'Check macros?' (Verbosc): asked only if 'Compare with' is answcrcd affirmatively. '1l1is adds' 1M' to the jel 
passed to MUDCO"., which causes it to check for MACROs and MANIFESTs which have changed: if a 
FUNCTION uses a MACRO or MANIFEST which has changed, the FUNCTION will bc listed as changed. 
MUDCOM does not normally check for this. 

'Extra JeL' (Verbose): asked only if 'Compare with' is answered affirmatively. Whatever is supplied here will 
be passed to MUDO.·M asjd, before the files to compare. This can be used to load macro files; see section 
8.1. 

"Redo' (Verbose): askcd only if a precompilation file was given. Takes a bunch of FUNCTION names, which 
will be recompiled. Note that the names supplied here will be appendcd to the list returned by MUOCOM, 
if any, and that duplications in the list are ignored. Sets REDO 1-. 

'Package mode' (Verbose): asked if a precompilation me was given and MUIX'OM was not run (MUIXOM will 
set this if run). This should be the name of a PACKAGE, which is assumed to be the PACKAGE being 
compiled. FUNCT ION namcs in the 'Redo' list will be looked up in the appropriate PACKAGE OBL I STs if 
this flag is set, thereby saving some typing of trailers. Sets PACKAGE -MODE 1-. 

'Temporary file to': The compiler writes intermediate results to the temporary me, which is normally 

"sIlame;lllamei >" (on ITS) 
"<sIlame> ;lllame. TEMP" (on TenexfrOPS-20) 

You may change that by answering this question; there is rarely a good reason to do so. Sets 
TEMPNAME 1-.. 

'Source file to': rille compiler can be caused to write out the assembler input it generates by answering this 
question. Assembler output nOl1llal1y goes to 
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"sllllme:/llamel SOURCE" (on ITS) 
" < sllallle> :jname. SOU RC E "(on Tcnex/TOPS-20) 

which is the default for this question; anotllcr name may be provided if dcsired. Sets SOURCE! -. 

'Special?': The compiler nomlally ,~sslllncs that variables whkh aren't OECLed SPECIAL aren't SPEC IAl. If 
this. flag is T (defaults to FALSE), all variables will be assumed to bc SPEC IAL unless dec1a,;ed otherwise. 
Scts SPEC IAL! -. 

'Expand floads?': (Verbose) If tme, FLOADs in the file being compiled will be expanded at load time. Sets 
EXPFLOAD! -. 

'Expand splices?': Iftl1l~, objects of type SPL ICE (PR IMTYPE LIST) wiIJ bc expanded and inserted into the 
group. Scts EXPSPLICE!-. 

'Careful?': (Verbose) By default T, but if FALSE, thc compiler \\-iII omit most of thc bounds-checking code it 
normal1y generates for NTHs, PUTs, and so on. '1l1is obviously will make the compiled code run faster; it 
alsomakcs debugging thc compiled code nearly impossible. SCll) CAREFUL 1-. 

'Reasonable?': By default T, but if FALSE, the compiler wilt gencrate reasonable code only if everything you 
cal1 from the functions being compiled is loaded into the compiler. Selli REASONABLE! -. 

'GlueT: By default T, but if FALSE, the compiler witt not generate GLUE bits. There is 110 good reason to 
e\,eranswer this. Sets GLUE! - .. 

'Macro compile?': By default FALSE, but if true, the compiler will compile MACROs. Sets 
MACRO-COMPILE 1-. 

'Macro flush?': By default FALSE, but if tnle, MACROs which appear in the file being compiled will not 
appear in the NBIN. Sets MACRO-FLUSH 1-. 

'Max space?': By default FALSE, but if true, the compiler tlushes from core most of each RSUBR once it has 
been compiled; only the DECL is needed to help compile other functions. This can, for compilations 
which arc very large, result in considerable improveJTlents in speed. Sets MAX -SPACE 1-. 

'First things to do', ,rll1ings to do' (Verbose), and 'Last things to do': It frequently is necessary to perform 
some actions before a compilation can be' run: definitions files must be loaded, special environment setup 
might have to be performed, and so on. All threc of these qucstions are designed to allow that: whatever 
you supply is put out after evcrything else in the plan but before the call to FCOMP. 111ere are three 
questions, instead of one, to allow some things to be specified in a tailored compilation type, while others 
are provided at compile time, or possibly from another tailored typc. The three questions do not depend 
on each other; they are asked in the order given here, and the answers appear in the plan in the same 
order. 

5.2.3. Requesting Compilations 

The first question asked by COMBAT is 'Type of compilation'. In addition to a number of special 

possibilities described later, there are two answers to this question (in addition to any provided by the user 
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through the tailoring facility) which request pre-defined tailored compilation types. These are 'Verbose' and 

'Short'. 

'Verbose' causes all the nonnal questions to be asked: 'New compiler?', 'Input file', 'Precompilation', 

switches, "Illings to do', and sO on. 'Short', on the other hand, defaults the answers to aU questions except 

'New compiler?', 'Input file', and 'How to run'. 

When requesting a compilation, one may type tQ at any time. This has the same immediate effect as an 

ESC, but in addition causes all questions between the one just answered and the 'Things to do' question to be 

defaulted. 'Illis is particularly useful in the 'Verbose' sequence of questions. 

If'Many' was given as 'How to run' filr a previous compilation request, and the resulting plan has not yet 

been written out, subsequent plans will be appended to it. Using 'Many' will sometimes etTect a major 

savings of time if several compilations wish to perform the same environmental setup; if they USE many of 

the same PACKAGEs, for example. When using 'Many' in combination with predefined compilation types, it . 

is useful to remember that whatever is specified under 'Things to do' may end up being performed for each 

plan. You might modify your compilation types to reflect this, or alternatively, edit the plan file produced by 

COMBAT to remove redundant operations. 

The Dilly way to get rid of the 'Many' plan is to answer 'Many flush' to the 'Type' Question. Typing 1'S or 

answering 'Abort' to the 'How to nan' question will abort the current portion of the 'Many' compilation, but 

not the whole thing. 

If 'Many' was mistakenly given as 'How to run', and you don't wish to destroy the plan you have 

generated, it is possible to (in essence) go back to the 'How to run' question by answering 'Many print' for the 

compilation type. In this case, you are not back in the p~an-making loop; tRacts just like t S. 

1'R, here, backs up to the last question asked. There are two qualifications. First, if tQ has been typed, 

then it backs up to the last question that would have been asked if tQ had not been typed. Second, the four 

questions 'Precompilation', 'Compare', 'Redo', and 'Package mode' are treated as a group: if the 'Package 

mode' question has not yet been answered, it is possible to back up normally; but once that question has been 

answered, backing lip to it will go to the first member of the group, 'Prccompilation'. 

1'G allows one to obtain the answer to the current question from any user-defined compilation type. It 

requests a type name, and uses the answer or default supplied therein, printing the information so obtained. 

The 1'G must be typed as the first character of the answer for this to occur. This allows one to usc parts of a 
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defined type without either using the type itself or altering it for the occasion. For 'Text' type input (such as 

'Things to do'), the string is placed in the input ~uffer but not completed, so it may be edited before an ESC is 

typed. See also the 'Xerox type' command. 

Note that there is a distinction made between 'Compare' and 'Redo'; the former causes a MU()COM to be 

run, and the latter asks for the names of FUNCT IONs to be recompiled. It is possible to do both, in which case 

the two groups of FUNCT IONs are appended to form the 'Redo' list fOf the compilation. Note also that if a 

MUDCOM has been run, the 'Package mode' question will not be asked, since the answer is supplied by the 

MUDCOM. Either t R or t S may be used to kill a funning ~1UOCOM. 

One of the responses to the 'Ilow to fun' question is 'Abort'. which returns directly to the 'Type of 

compilation' question without writing out a plan, starting lip a PCOMP. or anything else. Its effect is exactly 

_ that of a t S. In particular. -if you are making a long plan, only the portion just completed, 1101 the entire 

compilation, will be aborted. 

It is also possible at the 'How to nm' question to supply an answer to any of the compilation questions 

(Input file, etc.). The 'Question' response asks for the name of a question, then asks lhat question. Any 

number of questions can be asked in this manner, one at a time. This 'is particularly useful for filling in the 

blanks left by a 'Short' type compilation, or by user-defined compilation types. 

When a compilation request has been finished, COMBAT normally loops back to the 'Type of compilation' 

question, but changes the default from 'Verbose' to 'None' (meaning 'Quit'), unless another compilation may 

reasonably be expected. Thus, one may leave by typing a ~ingle ESC. 

It is possible to modify COMBAT'S behavior such that it either kills itself after finishing the compilation 

plan, or loops back with 'Verbose' as the default for the 'Type of compilation' question. 

COMBAT first decides whether a long compilation plan is being made; ifso, the default remains 'Verbose.' 

If not, it then examines the current compilation type: if 'Another compilation?' has been set to 'Yes', the 

question will be asked with default 'Verbose'; if it has been set to 'No', COMBAT will kill itself; if to 'Ask', 

further consideration is required. 

If the user is in 'Multiple' mode (the 'Multiple' compilation type), the type of compilation will be asked 

with the 'Verbose' default. Otherwise, COMBAT examines the state of two tailorable switches, set by the 

'AnothercompilationTcompilation type. If'AnothercompilationT has been set to 'No', COMBAT will die; if 

to 'Yes', the type question will be asked with default 'Verbose'; if to 'Ask', the type question will be asked 
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with dcfault 'None'. Normally this is 'Ask'. 

Notc that 'Anothcr compilation?' is like 'Togglc verbosity' in that it will have no effect unless user-dcfined 

compilation types exist 

5.2.4~ 'How to Run' Options 

. There are four options available when answcring thc 'How to Run' question which detcrmine where your 

plan fi]e will bc writtcn and whcn thc compilation it specifies will be run. 

'Pcomp' places the plan file on the <SNAME) directory, and names it "PCOMP )". Additionally, COMBAT 
will start a PCOMP (or NPCOMP, as appropriate) process ifit is exited after writing a PCOMP file. 'Pcomp' is 
the standard mcthod for running a compilation in one's own process. 

'COMBAT' writes thc plan filc to "COMBAT; PLAN )". 'Illc COMBAT demon successively compilcs all such 
plans at night, informing thc persons who submittcd thcm of the result. 

'Waste' is Jikc'COMI\AT', exccpt that thc plan is writtcn to "COMBAT ;WASTE )". '1l1c 'wastc' qucllc is only 
rlln "ftcr midnight, which is usually suflicient for those who arc doing 'ovcrnight' compilations. 'Was te' 
is the answer used by default for 'How to Run'. 

'F i 1 e' placcs the plan filc on the <SNAME) dircctory, and names it "PLAN )". 'Illis means that it will not 
bc run until you cxplicitly hmd it into a compiler process. 

5.2.5. User Tailoring 

It is often the case that a particular file is compiled quite oftcn, or that somc scquencc of actions must be 

pcrfonned as the "Ibings to do' bcfore many compil'ltions. COMBAT allows the user to define his own 

'Compilation types', each of which specifics exactly those questions which should be asked and the answers 

for those which should not. For example, one could have a type named 'Esign', which says that the input file 

is always "SENO;ESIGN )" and in addition provides for the FLOADing of two files in 'l1tings to do'. 

Further, since most questions are dcfaulted, one might choose to answer only those questions which are 

i.nteresting, Such as 'Precompilation'. It is also possible to supply a default answer for a qucstion which wiJI be 

asked. 

In addition, there are some questions which arc not asked by the 'Verbosc' compilation type, but which 

neverthcless are available to user-defined types. These are: 'Macro compilc', 'Macro flush', 'Max space', . 
'Expand splices', 'Special mode', 'Glue', and others. 

One can select any of one's own defined compilation types as an answer to the 'Type of compilation' 

question, just like 'Verbose' and 'Short'. Except that the qucstions asked may diffcr, user-defined types are 
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identical to the predefined types. 

5.2.5.1. Tailor files 

User-defined types are saved (and loaded) from the file "sname; %COMBT TAILOR". It is possible to load 

other tailor files, but the "%COMBT" file in sllame is loaded during startup. Tailor files are Quite sitnilar to 

MDt GC-DUMPed files and thus cannot be edited other than with COMBAT. 

5.2.5.2. Create type 

This special compilation type requests a name for the type being made, then enters a loop with the prompt 

'Question'. One may choose any of the available questions, and either supply an answer or (by default) 

request that the Question be asked when a compilation of this type is being submitted. Note that only the 

'How to run' and the following 'Type of compilation?' questions will be asked unless others are explicitly 

. supplied; but one may supply answers to 'How to run' when creating a type. 

In this mode, tR will return to the 'Question' loop if one is about to supply an answer; otherwise, it returns 

to the 'Type of compilation' loop, aborting the type creation. 

tG behaves exactly as it docs in the normal loop. To indicate that one is finished. one should answer 'Finis' 

to the 'Question' prompt. It is possible to supply several different versions of the answer to a particular 

Question: the last one given will be used. One may wish to default a particular question, after specifying that 

it was to be asked or after supplying some different default. This may be done by answering 'Delete question' 

to the 'Question' prompt, whereupon one will be asked for a particular Question to ignore. rll1is question will 

then be completely ignored. Note that all interesting Questions arc initially in this state. 

There is also a 'Set Question default' 'Question'. This requests a Question name, then asks the user to 

supply an answer. The question will be asked, with the default supplied. Thus default settings of switches can 

be changed, and one can supply a file name for the precompilation while still being asked whether 

precompilation is desired. Unfortunately, user-suppHed defaults for 'Text'-type questions are used if ESC is 

answered; to get rid of the default. type SPACE ESC. Note that this is exactly the inverse of the convention 

for defaulting file names. 

When 'Finis' has been typed, a new copy of one's tailor file is written out. This may, in combination with 

'I.oad tailor' and 'Replace tailor', have undesirable side effects. 
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5.2.5.3. Print type 

This requests the namc of one of the types currently loaded. and prints out for it al1 questions which either 

will be asked when a compilation is being submitted or which have user-supplied defaults. If a particular 

question has been globally 'turned otT' (such as the 'New compiler?' question. when there is no new compiler), 

an asterisk will be printed on the appropriate line to indicate that the infonnation there is currently not used. 

5.2.5.4. Delete type 

'1l1is requests the name of one of the currently-loaded types, and deletes it. A new copy of the tailor file is 

written out. so all trace of the type wi11 vanish when this command is used. 

5.2.5.5. Alter type 

This requests a type name, then becomes identical to 'Create type', except that some questions already 

have answers. Again, 'Finis' must be typed to leave the loop and cause the modifications to he filed; typing 

t R or t S wi111eave the loop, but the modifications wilt be forgotten. 

5.2.5.6. Load tailor, Replace tailor 

Both of these request a tile name, defilulting to the last one used for either a 'I.oad tailor' or 'Replace tailor' 

command. Initially thb is "sllame; %COMBT TAILOR". 'Load tailor' appends the types defined in the 

specified tile to those already loaded, while 'Replace tailor' first throws away those already loaded. The types 

defined in this way are not distinguished from those loaded from one's own COM8AT tailor file: in particular, 

using 'Toggle verbosity' or any of 'Create', 'Alter', and 'Delete type' will cause all the types currently loaded to 

be written out to the COMBAT tailor file. If. therefore, one has, done a 'Replace tailor', one can easily lose all 

of one's own types in this manner. I.e .• it is very easy to dt..'Stroy yourself. 

5.2.5.7. Xerox tailor 

This requests the name of an existing user-defined type, and a new type naf!1c. The new type becomes an 

exact copy of the previously-existing type. This is particularly useful when one has several different types 

which do almost the same thing. 

5.3. The Compiler (Internals) 

'J1le compiler's job is to take a M DI. F UNC T ION or group of F UNC T IONs and produce an operationally 

equivalent m,lchinc-language subroutine (RSUBR) using whatever infonnation can be extracted from th~ 

source code and whatever additional information thc user wishes to supply. 'Ine efficiency of the output code 

produced is directly proportional to the amollnt of information supplied by the programmer and inversely 
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proportional to the generality of the source program. 

'1l1e information supplied by the programmcr is usually in the form of optional data-type declarations 

(DECLs) and the use of programmer-defin"cd data types (NEWTYPEs) that have built-in declarations. Unlike 

many programming languagcs, ho"wever, declarations arc never requircd. The compilcr will compile 

programs with "no declarations at all, but thc resulting output wilJ not run as fast as with wen-declared code. 

Thc current compiler can achievc speed-up fllCtOrs of anywhere from about 4 to 100. Thc factor of 4 

reprcsents the specd-up for a very general program with very poor declarations. On the other hand, thc factor 

of 100 represents a program with a very narrow range of application that has very good (that is, restrictive) 

declarations. Typical programs can expect to achieve factors of 20-40. 

5.3. 1. How it Works 

The compiler as it currently exists is really two distinct programs. GE TORDE R is basically an interface 

between files of MDt. functions and th(' compiler. It is a relatively small program that reads in the file, sets up 

the various compiler switches, calls the compiler one or more times and writes out the final file of RSUB Rs. 

COMP I LE itself is basically a compiler with three major ~nd three minor passes. Pass 1 builds a model of 

the program, pass 2 analyzes each node of the tree and does data type analysis, pass 2.5 (minor) allocates stack 

space for variables and temporaries, pass 3 generates output code and two minor passes do final stack 

allocation and peep-hole optimization. 

5.3.1.1. COMPILE and COMPILE-GROUP 

'nlere arc two distinct modcs of compilation available. They arc simple and multiple. Simple compilation 

occurs when COMPILE is called with one FUNCTION. It simply compiles that FUNCTION and returns. 

Multiple compilation occurs when COMP ILE is called with a list of FUNCT IONs. It compiles each FUNCTION 

into a separate RSUBR. It diffcrs from multiple calls to COMP I LE in that it sometimes partially compiles a 

FUNCT ION out of ordcr to detenninc its calling sequcnce and do argument type-checking. This behavior is 

neccssary whcn compiling mutually rccursivc FUNCT IONs. 

In all modes of compilation, COMP I LE - FUNCT ION is called to actually compile the individual 

FUNCT IONs. It calls the various compiler passes. 
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5.3.2. Modeling Pass 

'lne first pass of the compiler takes ~le input FUNCT ION and builds an expanded model of it. In the 

process of doing this. it produces a symbol table entry for every local variable hound and/or declared in the 

FUNCTION. any of its PROGs!REPEATs or MAPF/MAPR FUNCTIONs. It also produces the RSUBR DECL for 

the final output. Pass 1 also tries to decide if an internal entry (that is, an entry which can be called efficiently 

(see section 6.1» can be used with this FUNCT ION. If an internal entry turns out to be possible, Pass 1 

generates an appropriate calling sequence for internal cans to use. 

The model built by P~ss 1 looks like the original FUNCTION with all of the nodes in the FUNCTION's 

structure replaced with objects of type NODE (a new type defined for the compiler). A node in the model may 

have anywhere from 5 to 30 clements. The 5 clement node is for simple quoted objects like fixed-point 

numbers,. ATOMs etc. The 30 clement nodes arc for major c1ements of the program such as the node for the 

FUNCTION itself and nodes fbr PROGs and REPEATs. 'Inc majority of the nodes arc general SUBR nodes, 

which have 10 clements. 

l11e Pass 1 structure is built in the following way. The top level program in Pass I generates a node for the 

entire FUNCT ION. 'Inis node gets the following information put into it 

1. A code specifying that this is a FUNCTION node. 

2. The data type that this FUNCT ION is declared to return (or ANY). 

3. A LIS T that will eventually contain the nodes comprising the body of the FUNCT ION. 

4. A UVECTOR of internal names for internal calls to this fUNCT ION. 

5. A symbol table for the variables declared and/or bound in this FUNCT ION. 

6. A list of entries in the symbol table specifying how the arguments are to be set up (whether they 
are optional, QUOTEd, TUPLE etc.). 

7. The final RSUBR DEeLs. 

8. A specification of how to pass arguments to this FUNCT ION when it is compiled (whether the 
arguments shl)uld be in registers or on the stack). 

9. lne number of required arguments and the total number of possible arguments. 

In addition to the above infonnation, slots exist in the node for additional information to be supplied by 

later compiler passes. 
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After the main node for the fUNCTION is built, the sub-nodes for the FORMs comprising the body of the 

FUNCT ION arc built. lbis is done by first dispa~ching to special Pass 1 code for the first clement of the FORM. 

Ifno special code exists for this first clement, a dispatch is made on the TYPE of the first clement of the FORM 

(that is, ATOM, F I X, FUNCT ION etc). If no special code exists for either the first element or its TYPE, a 

general FORM node is built. In the case of an ATOM as the first clement of the FORM, the nonnallookup rules 

arc invoked on the ATOM and it is dispatched again based on its value. ATOMs with no values either ·cause 

compilation warnings or arc assumed to be RSUBRs (depending on compiler switch REASONABLE). 

All FSUBRs (COND. AND, OR, FUNCTION, PROG, REPEAT, UNWIND, etc.) have special Pass 1 code and 

produce very specific nodes. Most SUBRs don't dispatch to specific code during this pass. The exceptions arc 

things like MAPF, ILIST, GET etc., which have somewhat non-standard treatment of their arguments. 

(Actually, MAPF and MAPR don't treat their arguments non-standardly, but they arc treated specially in Pass 1 

. so that the inner FUNCT ION may be open compiled.) 

As mentioned previously, all nodes have at least 5 clements. These arc as follows: 

1. A node type code. 

2. A pointer to the parent node (if one exists). 

3. A specification of the data type the node will generate. 

4. A list of sub-nodes referred to as kids. 

5. A name for the node, which may have different meanings for different nodes. 

In addition, nodes other than nodes for QUOTEd objects have additional clements that are filled in during 

later passes of the compiler. 

After Pass 1 all additional passes work on the model built during Pass 1. The original FUNCTION is no 

longer even considered. 

5.3.3. Analysis Pass 

During Pass 1, very little infonnation is determined regarding the resulting data types of various nodes. 

Indeed, with the exception of nodes produced by quoted objects, structured objects which witl produce code 

to build copies of themselves, and FUNCT IONs, PROGs and REPEATs with declared values, no· type 

information is produced. Even in the cases where type information is produced during Pass 1, it is usually not 

as detailed as other passes would like. The Analysis Pass has the job (jf refining the result type of each 
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individual node based on various criteria 

1. rille declared types of the variables.used in the program including GOECLs and MAN IFESTs. 

2. 'Ille known type transfonnations produced by ,variolas SUBRs. (For example, it is known that 
LENGTH always produces a F IX result.) 

3. Some analysis of the context of the nodes within the prograr~. '(For example in the following 
code: 

<COND «AND <TYPE? .X LIST) (NOT <EMPTY? .X»> 
(1 .X»> 

regardless of how X is declared, it is obviously a LIST when the EMPTY? is nm, and it obviously is 
not empty when the < 1 . X> is run.) 

The" nalysis Pass performs a standard depth-first left-tu-right tree walk on the Pass 1 model. The main 

dispatch function during this pass is called ANA. It does an initial dispatch based on the node type of each 

node. Since most nodes are still considered 'SUBR nodes', most of the dispatches end up at the SUBR call 

analyzer. The SUBR call analyzer has two types of further dispatch available. First it looks in a table for 

SUB Rs that are capable of being completely open-coded: if if finds an entry in the table, the analyzer for that 

SUBR is invoked. lfthis SUBR is incapable of being open-coded, ANA checks another table to see if this SUBR 

has an internal entry available. lfit docs, the nOGe is changed fr0111 a SUBR node to an internal SUBR node. If 

both dispatches fail, another table is checked to see if the object type returned by this SUB R is known, and if it 

is the result is put into the SUBR node. 

Most of the work done by the Analysis Pass happens when the first dispatch occurs and special SUBR 

analyzers are invoked. Generally speaking, these analyzers check to see if they know enough about their 

arguments to transform their nodes to an open-code specification. For example, an invocation of the SUBR 

REST only transfonns to an open-code node if both the PRIMTYPE of the first argument is known at compile 

time and there arc no SEGMENTs in the call to REST. If a special SUBR analyzer decides that it can't 

open-compile in this case, it either leaves the node as a SUBR node or transforms it to an internal SUBR node. 

5.3.4. The Type Analysis Model 

In addition to the model of the FUNCTION built in Pass I. the Analysis Pass adds additional inthllnation to 

the model concerning the current states of local variables. As the ~nalyzcr plunges down into the tree, it tries 

to keep track of the current OECL of each variable. Specifically, there is a slot in each symbol table entry 

called CURRENT - TYPE. The analyzer updates that slot based on its current knowledge. A can to SET causes 

the CURRENT-TYPE slot to be changed to the analyzed type of SET's second argument. When multiple 
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control paths meet, the CURRENT - TYPE slots of a variable arc OR'd together at the joining point. 

Conditional control structure nodes for CONO, AND and OR also maintain two lists of transient information. 

These arc catted TRUTH and UNTRUTH. They specify what infonnation witt be valid if the true or false 

branches arc taken respectively. For instance, a COND clause compilation can assume that any TRUTH 

information generated in the predicate of the COND witt be valid for the rest ofihe clause. 

Some of the analyzers for the more widely used predicates have special code in them to add information to 

the current TRUTH and UNTRUTH values. 111cse predicates include TYPE?, EMPTY?, LENGTH? and NOT. 

I.ooping control structures pose additional problems for the type analysis model. The approach taken by 

the type analyzer is to build a copy of the current types of all variables before analyzing the loop structure. 

'Ill is. copy of the local type information constitutes the assumptions currently in effect. After the loop analysis 

is compete, the assumptions are checked against the current state of the variables. If any of the assumptions 

have been violated, the assumptions are updated and the loop is re-analyzed. 

5.3.5. Life-and-Death Analysis 

The Analysis Pass also perfonns a tife-and-death analysis on the local variables. This is done by assl1ming 

that the variable's value is dead at each L VAL node for that variable. I f another L VAL node for this variable is 

discovered that is reachable from this one before a~y intervening SE T nodes for this variable, the original 

node is updated to be alive. 111is life-and-death information is used during the Code Generation Pass. 

5.3.6. The Variable Allocation Pass 

The Variable Allocation Pass (VAP) is a relatively simple one. Its purpose is to allocate stack space for all 

of the variables bound in the FUNCT ION, its PROGs and REPEATs and its MAPF IMAPR FUNCT IONs. There 

are various switches that control the manner in which this allocation is performed. 

~nle most important switch specifies whether or not this FUNCTION needs a FRAME or not. 'lbe VAP 

always starts out assuming it docs not need to build a FRAME. ~lllis assumption will be changed if it is 

discovered that exterrlal1y accessible named ACT IVAT IONs exist in the FUNCT ION or any of its inner blocks 

(PROGs or REPEATs or FUNCT IONs) or if at any time it is discovered that the address of a variable cannot be 

specified as a fixed offset from the top of the stack. Whenever this assumption is changed, the VAP starts 

over again with the new assumption in affect 

Another switch that controls the behavior of the V AP specifies whether or not the stack slots for inner 
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blocks will be pre-allocated because the stack will be in a "fUl..zy· state when these blocks are nmning. The 

stack is said to be in a "fuzzy' state whe~ the number of slots currently being used cannot be determined at 

compile time. This usually occurs when a.TUPLE is being constructed for a MAPF. For instance, in 

(DEFINE F eX Z) 
(MAPF ,VECTOR (FUNCTION eY) (==1 .Y .z» .x» 

the clementI) of the VECTOR will be between the top of the stack and th<.-location of variable Z. Even if F has 

a FRAME, the location of Y will not be known relative to the FRAME pointer at compile time. Therefore, the 

initialization code for F will pre-allocate the stack space for Y. 

During the YAP, each symbol table entry gets its address field set based on where that variable will be on 

the s~1ck. Also nodes for PROGs, REPEATs and MAPF IMAPR FUNCT IONs that have bound variables get 

additional information inserted in themselves. This information includes where the SPEC IAL variables start 

and where the UNSPEC IAL variables start. 

5.3.7. The Code Generation Pass 

The Code Generation Pass (CGP) is probably the most complicated of a11 the passes. Fortunately, the 

Analysis Pass has already refined the model so that the CGP can dispatch immediately to the special-purpose 

code generators. Besidu building a list of assembly-language instructions as output, the CGP keeps track of 

the current state of the stack, the contents of the registers, the current state of variables (whether they are in 

registers or on the stack or both) and the contents of the temporaries. 

rIlle general dispatch routine during the CGP is called GEN. It takes two arguments: A NODE and a 

specification of where to leave the result. the second argumentcan be any of the following: 

1. The ATOM FLUSHED, meaning that the code will be executed forefTect rather than value. 

2. 'Ille ATOM DONT-CARE, meaning that the caller ofGEN is leaving the decision up to the specirlC 
generator as to where to leave the result 

3. An object of type DATUM which specifics a place for the type and value of the result to be left. 

Type DATUM isof PRIMTYPE LIST and contains two elements, one for the type and the other for the 

value. The clements of a DATUM may ~1kc on a variety of values in different circomstanccs. these include: 

1. A TYPE namc. rlllis can only occur in the type slot and it means th&,t the type of the object is 
known at compile time and this is it. It indicates that the code generator need not put the 
typc-code anywhere. 

2. The ATOM DONT -CARE. This means that the caner doesn't care where the result for this field is 
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left. 

3. The A TOM ANY - AC. 'Illis tells the generat(l)r to leave the result in any available AC. 

4. An object of type AC. 'Illis tens the generator to force the result into a specific AC. 

5. An ohject of type ADDRESS: C or ADDRESS: PAl R. Both of these specify addresses on the stack 
or in the interpreter. 

6.An object of type OFFPTR. An OFFPTR has three fields: a DATUM, an offset (a FIX), and a 
PRIMTYPE. An OFFPTR te11s the generator to leave the result in the word pointed to by the inner 
DATUM and offset by the offset. 

99 

If an clement of a DATUM is ANY -AC or DONT -CARE, the generator is required to update the DATUM to 

reflect the aCluallocation of the result. If the clement is a TYPE, the generator may change it to an AC which 

means lhat it happened to end up with the TYPE in that AC. 

The generators always return a DATUM specifying where the result was actua11y left, unless the caller 

wanted the result FLUSHED. '1l1ere is one special DATUM thelt can be returned. It is the GVAL of the ATOM 

NO-DATUM and it means that the specified node will not return a value (that is, it is a RETURN or an AGAIN or 

something). 

There arc six objects of type AC in the compiler, corresponding to ACs 0, A, B, C, D and E. AC 0 is special 

since it can't be used as a pointer, and it always contains very transient information. It is never used to fill in 

an ANY -AC slot in a DATUM. The other five ACs arc in the pool of available ACs. Object~ of type AC have 

about ten different slots associated with them. They are used for finding available ACs and generating output 

code that uses them. The slots used in AC allocation are as follows: 

1. ACLINK. If this is FALSE, the AC contains no temporary value for the current computation. 
Otherwise, it is a list of active DA TUMs that contain it 

2. ACAGE. This is only used when the ACLINK is non-FALSE. It is updated to a higher number at 
each use of the AC and is used in an LRU algorithm when an active AC must be flushed. 

3. ACRESIDUE. If this AC is currently equivalent to some local variables, this slot contains a list of 
the symbol-table entries for these variables. The symbol-table entries themselves have a slot 
called I NACS that points back to the ACs that contain its type and/or value. They also contain a 
slot called STORED that specifies whether the only copy of the variable is in the ACs or it is also in 
memory. 

4. ACPROT. This slot is a boolean saying whether this AC is protected or not. If the AC is protected, it 
can't be allocated for any reason. Protection is only invoked for very stretches of code. 
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5. ACPREF. This slot says that this AC deserves slightly preferential treatment. It means, an other 
things equal. don't choose this AC. 

The AC allocation algorithm consists primarily of trying to find the best possible candidate when an AC is 

needed. The routine GETREG is used to find an avaihible AC. First it rejects all ACs that are protected (if they 

all are protected. the compiler generates an internal error since this should never happen). If there are one or 

more ACs with their ACLINKs FALSE, GET REG will choose from among them. It witt prefer ACs with no 

ACRESIDUE. that are Jlumerical1y adjacent to another free AC (because some PDP-IO instructions destroy the 

next AC), and which do not have their ACPREFs on. If the AC chosen has an ACRESIDUE. code is generated 

if necessary to store any of the variables that are only in ACs. 

If no AC exists with an ACL INK that is FALSE, GETREG finds the AC with the smallest ACAGE. Code is 

generated to store the contents of the AC in a temporary so that it is available. The DATUMs that were in the 

ACL I NK are updated to indicate that they are now pointing to temporaries as opposed to ACs. '111US it is 

possible that a generator could need sub-results in ACs. and after causing one to be generated in an AC, find . 

that while generating the second one the first slipped back into a temporary. '111e generator would then have 

to generate code to reload an AC from the temporary. 

The cap invokes various special-case optimizations by passing infilfmation up and down the tree as code 

is generated. '111e generators for conditional branching F SUBRs like OR, AND and COND employ a predicate 

generator whenever possible. This generator is like GEN except that it takes three additional arguments: a 

label to branch to, a flag saying whether to branch on truth or falseness, and a flag saying whether this 

predicate is being NOTed. The general predicate generator then looks at the predicate node to see if it can 

take the additional arguments for predicate generation. If it can, the general predicate generator just passes all 

the arguments down; otherwise it calls GEN and generates the additional testing and branching code itself. 

Currently AND, OR, COND, ==7, N==?, G?, G=1, l7, l=7, 07, 17, TYPE?, NOT, ASSIGNED?, MEMQ, 

LENGTH7 and EMPTY? have special predicate code associated with their generators. Others may be added as 

the need develops. 

Other optimizations are invoked by simply recognizing common patterns of MDI. code. For instance, the 

compiler recognizes (S E T X < + . X 1> > as a PDP-] 0 AOS instruction and ~t generates very efficient code 

for(REST .X (- <LENGTH .X> 1»by recognizing the pattern of code. 

The compiler always takes advantage of as much knowledge as it has about the types generated by 

particular nodes to generate good code. This is especially the case when it is handling the code for NTH. REST 

and PUT in structures. It uses type information concerning the length of the structure and the amount being 
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RESTed for the NTH, REST or PUT, to figure out whether or not to generate bounds checks in the compiled 

code. It also uses infomlation about the current ~ype of the slot being read or written to decide whether not to 

read or write the type word. Obviously, a lot of this type infonnation was the same information obtained 

during the Analysis Pass of the compiJation. 

Some code generation routines are capable of changing the order of generation of the sub-nodes. This is 

done to try to get the node requiring the most ACs compiled first so that it won't interfere with any AC 

requirements of the current node. This obviously requires that the commuted nodes have no interacting side 

effects. 
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6. Making It Run Faster 
Once you have a working program, you will 'probably want it to run fast. The most obvious way of doing 

this is to compile it. MDL provides other ways to speed up code, chiefly by eliminating mediated subroutine 

cans, and by reducing the size of garbage-collected space. 

Mediated subroutine calls (or "MCALLs') are the standard method of function calling in MoL. ,(,bey 

provide a great deal of information and control during program development and debugging, but the 

overhead of an MCALL is superfluous in debugged production programs. Consequently, several methods exist 

for removing this overhead. 

A subtle impediment to increased speed in a production program is the amount of time devoted to garbage 

collection. As this is proportional to the size of the garbage collected space, it is advantageous to make that 

. space as small as possible. One way to do this is to purify as many of the stalic data structures in the Mill as 

possible. 

One by-product of the procedures mentioned above is that much of the rcsulting code and structure 

becomes pure and therefore shareable between many MDL processes. 

6.1. GLUE 

A facility exists to allow separately compiled and assembled RSUBRs to be 'glued' together. This makes 

calls between RSUBRs in the group much faster, as MCALLs are replaced by PUSHJs. The many instructions 

of an MCALL are replaced by the single PUSHJ, but the mediation provided by MCALL is lost: No FRAME is 

produced. GLUEing is accomplished by the concatentation of the code and reference VECTORs of the RSUBRs 

being GLUEd, which gives them a common 'frame of reference.' 

Additionally, G LU E is interfaced with the compiler such that: 

l. The RSUBRs can be run unGLUEd for convenient tracing and debugging. After debugging, they 
can be GLUEd together and run much faster. 

2. An individual. FUNCTION can be recompiled without the overhead of recompiling everything 
GLUEd to its RSUBR. After the rccompilation, the entire set can be reGLUEd. 

6. 1.1. How to Glue 

"GLUE" is a PACKAGE and it may be obtained by doing 
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<USE "GLUE") 

The call to glue a group ofRSUBRs and/or RSUBR-ENTRYs is: 

whcre: 

, 

<GROUP-GLUE grouo-Ilame:alom 
substilute:boolean' 
seript:chQlmel 
package: string-o~list 
su TVi vors: list 
viet ims: list) 

'Ille M DI. Programming Environment 

group-name is an ATOM as returned by GROUP- LOAD, and it is the only required argument 

substitute is a flag; ifit is lme. the current RSUBRs and RSUBR-ENTRYs wilt be fixed so that they may still run 
in the current Mm .. This is expensive but necessary ifPRINTTYPEs or interrupt handlers are among the 
RSUBRs in the group. If the flag is FALSE or not supplied, the group must be GROUP-DUMPed and 
reloaded before usc. 

script if supplied and a CHANNEL is used by GROUP-GLUE to print out its progress through its task. 
Otherwise, GROUP-GLUE works silently. 

package, if provided and non-FALSE, implies PACKAGE mode will be used. 'Illis argument should be a 
STRING specifying the PACKAGE that is being glued. In PACKAGE mode only the ENTRYs of that 
PACKAGE will be preserved and all RSUBR-ENTRYs associated with internal functions will be removed. 
This option can also Je used by setting the ATOM PKG to the name of the PACKAGE. Package may also be 
a LIST of PACKAGE names, in which case the ENTRYs of all the PACKAGEs listed will be preserved. 

survivors if provided indicates that SURVIVOR mode will be used. This argument should be a list of those 
RSUBR-ENTRYs to be preserved. All other RSUBR-ENTRYs will be flushed. 'nlis option overrides 
PACKAGE mode. This optioll can also be used by setting the ATOM SURV to the LIST ofRSUBR-ENTRYs 
being preserved. 

"ielims allows 'survivors' to be specified by default; that is, it is a LIST of those functions which should not 
survive after GLUE has run. This is sometimes more convenient to spccify than explicit survivors. 

TIlcre are two advant1gcs to removing unneeded RSUBR-ENTRYs. The group is made smaller by the absence 

of the RSU~R-ENTRYs. Also the code for the group is reduced, as the code for handling MCALLs to those 

RSUBR-ENTRYs is removed. In general only the ENTRYs need to be kept tbr a PACKAGE. This can be done 

by spccifying the PACKAGE using PACKAGE mode. SURVIVOR mode should be used if the user wishes to 

explicitly state which RSUBR-ENTRYsare to be kcpL 

6.1.2. GLUE as a Program 

In addition to the "GLUE" PACKAGE, therc is a program in which GLUE al1d PDUMP (sec section 6.3) are 

prcloaded. It will prompt for each of thc uSl'al arguments to GROUP-GLUE, pennitting the user to 

conveniently GLUE (and PDUMP) several PACKAGEs in onc session. 
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6.2. Glue Bits 

GLUE is able to perform its transfonnations on compiled or assembled code with the aid of a data stnlcture 
, 

produced during assembly. 'Ill is structure .is caned the. 'G LUE flits'. It is an. ass~iation placed on the RSUB R 

by this FORM: 

(AND (ASSIGNED? GLUE> 
.·GLUE 
< PUT rsubr GLUE glue-bils:uveclor> > 

Thus if . GLUE is non-FALSE the association wiH be available to programs wishing to use it 

Internally, the GLUE .bite; consist of two bits for each word of code in the CODE clement of the RSUBR, 

followed by words specifying calling information. For each INTERNAL-ENTRY in the code. there is a word 

giving the number of arguments it takes and the off..,et of the I NT£RNAL-ENTRY in lhe CODE UVECTOR. 

'Ille two bits for individual instructions arc interpreted with the index field of the instnlction ~s fhl1ows: 

Bits 0 implies the instruction is uninteresting; 

Index field (M) and bits I implies the instruction is a reference to the code itself(a jump. perhaps); 

Index field (R) and bits I implies a reference to an impure slot of the RVECTOR (the compiler docs not 

generate such references); 

Index field (R) and bits 2 implies the instruction is an MeAll; 

Index field (R) and bits 3 implies the instruction is a reference to a pure slot of the RVECTOR. 

See section 7 for more details on the format Jf MDL Assembly code. 

6.3.' PDUMP 

MOL provides a mechanism for sharing compiled programs among. several MOL processes, and for 

dynamically moving the compiled code in and out of the virtual address space as space is needed in the 

interpreter. 'lllis mechanism is described in detail in section 4.2. 11lis section describes how to convert a 

compiled program into a sharable version, known as an FBIN (Fast-BINary) version of the program. 

First load the group-purifier, 
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<USE "PDUMP") 

Next. GROUP-LOAD your group (or groups). 

<GROUP-lOAD biIlQry-@e.·slring). 

The M DL Programming Environment 

which returns the group-name of the group. This (and any other groups to be dumped together) is then . 
passed to the pure-dumper: 

< PDUMP group-namel : aloin group-llame2:atom ••• ) 

This creates several files. only one of which you need be concerned with: 

sllame; group-name! FB IN 

If given more than nne group-name. PDUMP wiU create one FB IN file for each gr(mp. but only a single F I XUP 

and a single SAV file containing the fixups and code for all of the groups named. The F I XUP and SAV files 

are put on the "MUDTMP" directory and eventwilly arc inserted in the pure code library. as described in 

section 4.~. 

Alternative methods uf PDUMPing are to specify that as an option in to the program GLUE (see section 

6.1.2), or to use its prc10aded PDUMP directly after exiting its READER with tS. 

A warning about combining GLUE and PDUMP: if you attempt to PDUMP several groups that have been 

GLUEd together, you will losc. This is because the references to the 'group-RSUBR' will fall on the wronr-: 

08lISTs. 

PDUMP also produces a structure analogous to the GLUE bits (see section 6.2) produced by the compiler, 

but containing only infonnation about the RVECTOR of the RSUBR, for the use of PUR I FY (see section 6.5). 

6 .. 4. SUBRFY 

SUBRiftcation is a way of getting rid of many of the MCAlls which could not be practically removed using 

GLUE. If a FUNCT ION is called by many separate groups, it is diflkult to GLUE it to all the groups or to GLUE 

all the groups together. 

What is really needed is to be able to allow something to be called with PUSHJ from scparate groups 

without forcing it to be part of those groups. This is indeed the case with PUSHJ entries to Mnl. SUBRs (in 

the interpreter). A user can make his RSUBRs look Uke SUBRs in this respect. 

SUBRFY takes a group, which must be in N81N format It purifies the RSU8Rsand RSUBR-ENTRYs in the 

group and changes them so that they can be called with PUSHJ. It also produces a file, known as the 'preload' 

file, which can be used by the compiler to generate PUSHJs to the functions in the SU8RiflCd group. 
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SUBRFY should be loaded before loading the group to be processed. The reason for this is that it 

guarantees that GLUE bits stay around. To load SUBRFY 
t 

<USE "SUBRFY"> 

You should then GROUP-LOAD the group. Your group should be GLUEd already. since SUBRFY does not 

GLUE the group together. 

SUBRFY can tllen be called in the following manner: 

<SUBRFY group.·atom 
file-Ilame:slrillg 
ou I pu I:challllel> 

where 

group is the name of the group . 

. file-name is the name of the file in which SUBRFY should put thc infonnation for thc compiler. This defaults 
to the name of the input file with second name" PRE LOD" . 

OU(l'ut is an optional argument which specifies a CHANNEL on which to print information about SUBRFY's 
progress. The default is not to print anything. 

111e file produced by SUBRFY should be FLOADed for compilations where functions in the SUBRified group 

are caned. This C3lt be done by FLOADing it in the "Inings to do' part ofa COMBAT plan. 

Like purification, SUBRification changes the MoL. 111e only way to preserve the SUBRified group is to 

SAVE the MoL. Before SAVEing the MDL the" SUBRFY" PACKAGE should be removed. This can be done 

by doing a 

<KILL-SUBRFY> 

fotlowed by a 

<GC 0 T>. 

SUBRFYing a group implies that the group is not going to change at an frequently, if ever. A new 

SUBRFYed SAVE file may be crcatcd at any time, and elements ofthc group may be recompilcd. However, if 

tllC callingsequcnces of any of the functions in that group change, you invalidatc any functions compiled 

using the 'preload' file for that group. In short, think twice bcforc tying yoursclf down with SUBRFY. 

6.5. Pu rification 

A facility exists to pemlit the purification of MDL objects. Purified objccts can be shared betwecn .MIlL 

processes and also are not examined by the garbage collector. What fililows is a description of how this 

facility can be used. 

6.4 SUBRFY 
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'Ille purification facility in MDt is most useful in the creation of subsystems. Non-purified RVE CTORs of 

RSUBRs and tables used by subsystems, are kept in garbage collected space. This means that these objects. 

which will never become garbage. are .examined at each garbage col1ection. slowing down the garbage 

collection process. Also, ift~o people are using the $time subsystem. they cannot share the tables and RSUBRs 

kept in garbage conected space. By using purification these two problems can be alleviated. 

To purify most objects the user can catl the PURl FY SUBR. 'nle object will be purified. and an references 

to that object in the MDI. core image will be changed to point to the new pure object. This simple method 

cannot be used in the case of RSUBRs. Purification of RSUBRs is a several step process beginning with 

compilation. 

6.5.1. Purifying RSUBRs 

Once your FBIN or NBIN is ready you can actually do purification. To do this first 

<USE "PURITY") 

This PACKAGE contains the routines needed to purify RSUBRs. Theil GROUP-LOAD the files you wish to 

have purified. Once this is done type 

<GROUP-PURl FY grOlllJ:alom output:challnel> 

This will purify and link all RSUBRs and RSUBR-ENTRYs in the group and will also attempt to purify any 

RSUBRs or RSUBR-ENTRYs called by the group. Giving the optional challllel wil1 cause GROUP-PURIFY to 

print infonnation concerning the progress of the purification. 

GROUP-PURIFY will only purify RSUORs and RSUBR-ENTRYs. In order to purify tables. etc. usc the 

PUR I FY SUBR directly. Since purification is an extremely expensive operation, it is recommended that you 

collect together the things you wish to purify into a l I S1, VECTOR, etc. and purify that structured object. 

Once purification has occurred. several things may be done to recover wasted garbage collected space. 

The userca~ get rid of the "PURITY" PACKAGE by doing a 

<KIll:PURITY) 

The user can also remove much of the overhead of keeping a group around by UNASS IGNing the 

group-name. Removals of this type should be follwed by an explicit call to the garbage collector invoking the 

'hairy' GC feature, as much of the storage to be regained is pointed to by associations. 'Ibis can be done by 

(GC 0 T) 

In order to save a file with purified MDt objects you must SAVE. Restoring a SAVEd file with purified MOL 

objects will cause those objects to share with any other MI)L RESTOREd from the·same SAVE file. 
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6.5.2. Pu rifying an Environment 

Many subsystems maintain a list containing pointers to all the static data stnlctures built by that 
, 

subsystem: dispatch tables, data bases, and ,so on. The list can be given to PURl FY to move an its components 

into the pure area. However. there arc other structures in garbage collected space that may be purified; e.g., 

the RVECTORs of RSUBRs. RSUBR OECLs, and so on. 

The "CLEAN" PACKAGE examines these structures, looking for those which may be purified. It may also 

be llsed for informational purposes. To get it 

<USE "CLEAN"> 

"CLEAN" has one major ENTRY. CLEANUP, which examines every ATOM of every OBLIST in the MDt. It 

may perform a variety of functions. but it is most often used to make OECLs share storage and to accumulate a 

LIST of purifiable structures. All of its arguments are optional. 

<CLEANUP prilll?:boolean 
resel?: boolea" 
decl?:boolean 
gdecl?:booleall 
pure?:boolean 
check ?: boolean 
avoid: lisl-ofoblists> 

prillt? is by default FALSE. If non-FALSE, information about each ATOM examined will be printed as 
CLEANUP runs. lbis is a 101 of information. 

resel? is by default T. Ifnon-FALSE, the LISTs ofobjccts previously collected will be reset before CLEANUP 
runs. 

dec/? is by default T. If non-F ALSE, each DE CL clement will be made to exist exactly once in the entire core 
image. E. g., there will be only one copy of the OECL <LIST [REST F IX]> in th~ core image. 

gded? is by default T. It is similar to decl?, but refers to GOECLs. 

pure? tells whether to make a LIS T of a11 the purifiable objccts in the core image. It is by default T. 

check? te11s whether to make LISTs of all the TYPEs, RSUBRs, RSUBR- ENTRYs, etc. in the core image. It is 
by default T. 

al'oid is-a LIST ofOBLISTs not to look in; it is by default the 08LISTs associated with "CLEAN" and 
"PURITY" • 

CLEANUP returns (if pure? is non-FALSE) a structure (also stored as the GVAL of PURELST) which may be 

given to PURIFY. 

'Iltc results of running CLEANUP may be examined by , 
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<PRINT-CLEANUP) 

As the object in running CLEANUP is to shrink the size of one's MDL and its garbage-collected space, it is 
r 

useful to be able to remove CLEAN after it has done its. work. 

<FLUSH-CLEANUP) 

removcs everything associated with the PACKAGE from the MDL. 

6.5.3. Purification Summary 

]n a simple case, one can purify a 'subsystem' of one group maximally by 

<USE "PURITY" "CLEAN") 
<GROUP-LOAD "/00"> 
<CLEANUP> 
<GROUP-PURIFY /00> 
<KILL:PURITY> 
<FLUSH-CLEANUP) 
<GC 0 T) 
<SAVE "/00"> 

6.6. TEMPLATEs 

rille PRIMTYPE TEMPLATE cuts down on the need for storage by allowing the user to specify exactly what 

he wants a structured obJcct to contain, similar to 'stnlcturcs' in PL/) or C. 

To usc this feature one must create a new TYPE of PRIMTYPE TEMPLATE. This can be accomplished by 

using the RSUBR TEMPLATE. The procedure for doing so is: 

<USE "TEMPLATE") 

<TEMPLATE lIame,·qtom BlW. ••• ) 

where name is the name of the new TYPE and specs are specifICations for each clement of the TEMPLATE. 

This returns the TYPE name of the TEMPLATE and creates a creator of TEMPLATEs of TYPE flame, called 

Ilame itself. which can be applied to arguments to create objects of that TYPE of TEMPLATE. 

The specification for the elemenl~ can be of several forms. It can be one of 

a TYPE: Iype:atom 

a 2-elcment LIST: (/ype:alom lellglh:jix) 

a J-element LIST: (Iype:alom lellglh:fix cOUIlI:jix) 

Below arc some examples along with explanations: 
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LI5T 

is an 18 bit L I 5T pointer. 

(FIX 18) 

is a halfword F I X (can be botlJ positive and negative and is ch~cked for overflow). 

(FLOAT 18) 

III 

is an 18 bit FLOAT (which is the left halfword of a 'normal' fLOAT and therefore somewhat restricts the 

precision). 

(F IX n) 

(where Il is less than 18) js a positive F I X oflength II bits (is not checked for overflow). 

BOOLEAN 

is not a MDt. TYPE, but a one bit FALSE or non-F ALSE depending on whether the bit is 0 or 1. 

(UVECTOR 18 n) 

. is an 18 bit UVECTOR pointer. '1l1e UVECTOR is oflength 11. 'Ibe same can be done for VECTORs. 

(STRING 36 n) 

is a 36 bit string byte pointer. The STRING is of length n. 

ANY 

is not a MOL TYPE, rather anything can go here. This is relatively inefficient to usc in TEMPLATEs as it takes 

up 2 words. 

In order to provide more flexibility in lIsing TEMPLATEs, two other fields are allowed, an optional field 

and a rest field. The optional field allows the user to create TEMPLATE TYPEs which will have the smne basic 

structure but which can have optional clements determined when the actual T EMPLAT E is created. The rest 

field, like the optiollal field, allows clements to be optional but specifics a pattern for any clements that are 

added on. It is analogous to REST in DECLs. Separation of fields is accomplished by the use of the strings 

"REST" and "OPTIONAL". Forexample: 

(TEMPLATE FOO FIX "OPTIONAL" LIST BOOLEAN "REST" FLOAT) 

This creates ~ TYPE FOO of PR IMTYPE TEMPLATE which always has a F I X as the first clement, can have a 

LIST as a second clement, can have a one bit T or NFALSE () as the third clement and can have any number 

of FLOATs from the fimrth clementon. 

6.6.1. Use of TEMPLATEs 

TEMPLATE TYPEs may be thought of as primitive TYPEs, in that they each have a unique storage 

representation. On the other hand, the TYPEPRIM of any TEMPLATE TYPE is TEMPLATE. A primitive 

TEMPLATE (which cannot truly exist in the language) would look like 
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{ element-J element-2 ... eiement-n } 

Real TEMPLATE TYPEs are represented as NEWTYPEs of this primitive TEMPLATE TYPE. 

'type-name { ... elements . .. }. 

This method is similar to the usual method in MOL for representing any new TYPE, in that a RESTed 

TEMPLATE will be printed 'CHTYPEd to its PRIMTYPE.' Note that a TEMPLATE so printed cannot be read by 

READ: a 'primitive TEMPLATE' cannot exist. It is best to avoid printing RESTed TEMPLATEs. 

Below are some examples of the usc of TEMPLATEs. 

<TEMPLATE BAR
FIX 
"OPTIONAL" BOOLEAN 
"REST" (FIX tS) (FLOAT 18»$ 

BAR 

<BAR 1>$ 
*BAR {I} 

<BAR 1 T>S 
liAR {I I} 

<BAR 1 <> 1 1.0>S 
IBAR {I 'FALSE () 1 1.0} 

(SET A <BAR 1 (> 1 1.9 2»$ 
liAR {t 'fALSE () 1 1.8984376 2} 

<PUT .A t 8>$ 
IBAR {6 .FALSE () 1 t.8984376 2} 

<PUT .A 4 1.999>$ 
'BAR {6 'fALSE () t 1.9960937 2} 

<TEMPLATE BAR (STRING 36 4) "REST" ANY>S 
.FALSE ("ALREADY A TEMPLATE") 

<TEMPLATE BARI (STRING 36 4) "REST" ANY>S 
BARI 
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<SET A <BARI "HELP" 2 () <»>$ 
#BARI {"HELP" 2 () #FALSE ()l 

<PUT .A I "GOOD">$ 
#BARI {"GOOD" 2 () #FALSE ()} 

<PUT .A I "GOOD-BYE">$ 

·ERROR
TEMPLATE-TYPE-VIOLATION 
PUT 
LISTENING-AT-LEVEL 2 PROCESS 1 

6.6.2. Assembly of TEMPLATEs 
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Once a set of TEMPLATE TYPEs is created, as for the TYPE definitions of a subsystem, it saves time to 

. store away the 'compiled' TEMPLATE generators and not recreate them each time the definitions arc to be 

used. 

The "TEMHAK" PACKAGE modifies files which define TEMPLATE TYPEs to contain the TEMPLATE 

descriptions and RSUBRs rather than the calls to TEMPLATE. It is only lIseful, of course, when the 

TEMPLATEs are ddined in a file which will not nonnally be edited, since the new files arc in 'NBIN' format. 

To load this PACKAGE, 

<USE "TEMHAK"> 

The PACKAGE has two entrics. 

<TEMPLATE -DUMP groUlJ-llame:atom> 

takes the group and modifies it such that <USE "TEMPLATE"> becomes <USE "TEMHLP">, and all 

totrlel'el invocations of TEMPLATE arc replaced by calls to BU I LD- TEMPLATE (for the TEMPLATE 

descriptions), SETGs of the TEMPLATE-generating RSUBRs, and the GLUE bits for the RSUBRs. 

<FILE-TEMPLATE il/put,'slrillg output:strillg> 

takes an il/pul file and performs the same service, GROUP-DUMPing the result to the optional output fi1e (by 

default the same file with second name "NB IN"). This is useful for files which contain nodling but TYPE 

definitions, a common practice in large subsystems. 

If the TEMPLATE TYPEs are defined in a file which will be edited rrequently, a different set of routines is 

lIsed after creating the TEMPLATE TYPEs: 
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<DUMP- T EMPLAT ES descriplions:slring) 

places the TEMPLATE descriptions (/lui the RSUBRs) in the specified descriptions file. It docs so for all 

TEMPLATE TYPEs currently defined. 

<DUMP-RSUBRS rsubrs:strillg lempiate-ll'Oe.·alom ••• ) 

will perform the same service for the TEMPLATE-generating RSUBRs of the TYPEs given as the second and 

later arguments to DUMP-RSUBRS. 

There will now be two files, one containing the TEMPLATE descriptions and the other the RSUBRs. These 

may now be lIsed to create the TEMPLATE TYPEs without USEing "TEMPLATE". To do so: 

<USE "TEMHLP") 

This defines the RSLJBRs needed to ulke the TEMPLATE descriptions and make them useful to MDL. 

< F LOAD descriplio/ls:slring> 

the file of descriptions (the file created with DUMP- TEMPLATES): this must be loaded before the RSUBRs 

file. Then load the RSUBRs file (the file created by DUMP-RSUBRS): 

< F LOAD rsubrs:slr;Ilg) 

For maximum convenience, it may be necessary to put a FORM in files that create TEMPLATEs: if the 

TEMPLATE fi1es described here exist, FLOAD them; otherwise, <USE "TEMPLATE ") and create the 

TEMPLATEs from scratch. It is of course possible to Inanually merge the two TEMPLATE definition files 

(preferably by using GROUP-LOAD and GROUP-DUMP), so long as the TEMPLATE descriptions precede the 

TEMPLATE RSUBRs. 

TEMPLATE RSUBRs are created with GLUE bits, so it is possible to glue them into groups and to purify 

them. 
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7. The Assembler 
It is occasionally necessary to write MDL rOltltines in assembly language. usually to interface with a feature 

of the operating system not available in the interpreter. The MOL assembler (which is also used by the MDL 

compiler) provides this ability. . 

7.1. The Assembler 

The MOL assembler provides the MDL user with a means of writing RSUBRs directly in machine language. 

The assembler is also used as the object language of the compiler. 111is section is a description of the 

assembler. its use. and some of its pseudo-operations. 

7.1.1. General Organization 

The Mol. assembler is written in MDL to produce code that runs in the MDt environment. It takes 

arguments in the following form 

< FILE -ASSEMBLE illput-tUe.·slring 
olltput-jile:string 
qu iek: boolean> 

'nle arguments are an input-file containing MDt assembly code (possibly for several RSUB Rs), an optional 

output-file in which to put the binary output (by default the same file as input but with second file name 

"NB IN"), and an optional third argument which tens whether to use NB IN fonnat output, and which under 

normal circumstances should always be T. There are four other optional arguments which are the same as the 

second through fifth arguments of ASSEMBLE. 

<ASSEMBLE ~ 
locals 
messages 
list 
symbols> 

(All the arguments are optional with the exception of body.) 

bod)' may be a CHANNEL. in which case all instnJctions in the file associated with the CHANNEL are assembled, 
or it may be a structured object, in which case all instnJctions in the object are assembled. 

locals specifics the OBL I ST to use for local symbol lookup when the body is a CHANNE L. 'Ibe default is 
< 1 . OB LIS T > when the assembler is called. 

messages is a CHANNE l to receive error mCS8<1ges. etc. It defilUlts to . MESSAGE -CHANNEL. 

list is a CHANNEL to receive an assembly listing. If list is not supplied, no listing is generated. If list is a 
non-FALSE non-CHANNEL, and messages is a CHANNEL, then the messages CHANNEL will receive the 
address of each label. If list is a FALSE, then no listing is produced. 'tbe default is . L INE -CHANN~l 
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(lnitililly LINE -CHANNEL is FALSE.) 

symbols indicates if true that a DDT symQol table of all the labels for use with" ROB" (see section 7.2) will be 
generated. The default is . MAKE -SYM-TABLE (Initially MAKE -SYM- TABLE is FALSE.) 

7.1.2. The Assembler as a Program 

The assembler also exists as program called ASSEM, which encapsulates FILE -ASSEMBLE. 

7.1.3. Format of Assembler's Source 

The MDt assembler's equivalent of a line of code is a FORM. It assemhles FORMs into instructions in much 

the same way that a typical assembler treats Hncs ofsollrce codc. ATOMs at the top level (Le. not in FORMs) are 

treated as labels. The FORMs arc assembled based on the TYPE of the GVAL of the first ATOM in the FORM. 

The GVAls of ATOMs whose PNAMEs arc the PDP-]O instructions arc of TYPE OPCODE (PR IMTYPE WORD; 

the 'value word' has the 36 bit value of the instruction. For example. in 

<MOVE A* 1 (B» 

the value of MOVE (in the OP OBLIST) is IIOPCODE *200000000000*. This FORM is assemblcd directly 

into an instnlction. 

If the GVAL of the first ATOM in a FORM is something applicable (SUBR, FUNCT ION, RSUBR etc.) the 

FORM is EVALed and the resulting SPLICE of FORMs is assembled. This is how macros and pseudo-ops are 

implementcd. Notice that a pseudo-op or macro may produce no code by returning an empty SPLICE. 

7.1.4. Instruction Assembly 

Having determined that a FORM is going to assemble into an instruction. the assembler basically adds up 

the values of all the itcms in the FORM. In the case of items of TYPE OPCODE, a full 36 bit add is pcrthrmed. 

Items of TYPE ADDRESS refer to labels in the program. Since the code is an location insensitive and will 

move arouqd during garbage collection. references to labels must be indexed by accumulator Mt the base 

register. 'lbercfore. label symbols include an M in the left half and must also be added in with a full-word add. 

Items of PRIMTYPE WORD other than OPCODEs and ADDRESSes are ANDBcd with ·777777· before being 

added, and the carry from right half to left half is suppressed. When ATOMs are fhund in FORMs that are being 

assembled into instructions. spccial lookup rules arc in effect If the ATOM has a global value. that value is 

used. If the ATOM docs not have a global value but has a local value. it is used. If the ATOM has neither a local 

or global value, it is assumed to be a local symbol for this assembly. In t~~s cas:c the symbol value is used if it 

has already been defined, otherwise it is added to a list of as yet undefined symbols. 
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Objects other dlan ATOMs or PR IMTYPE WORDs cause the assembler to take special action. 

- LISTs are used to indicate swapping Icft a,nd right halves. For example 

<MOVE (1» 

would put the 1 in the index fi<:ld of the MOVE instruction (similar to MIDAS). 

- A VECTOR indicates a constant. The VECTOR may contain any number of FORMs to be assembled 
at the eild of the program. For example: 

<PUSH TP* [<1 (1»]> 

pushes a constant containing I in the right and left. halves. 

- A FORM is simply EVALed and the value returned is used. 

·7.1.5. Initial Symbols 

TI~e OBLIST structure in effect during assembly is 

(oj) IIldl DE FAUL T local roo/) 
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The OBLIST op is named OP and contains the PDp··10 opcodes, the MDt. accumulator definitions (in both 

accumulator and address fields), and the pscudo-ops. The OBL I ST mdl is named MUDDLE and contains values 

of many labels in the interpreter. This enables programs to do things likc (J RSr FIN IS), the standard way 

to exit from an RSUBR. When an instnlction is assembled lIsing a symbol from the MUDDLE OBLIST, a fixup 

is also generated so that. if the symbol gets a different value in a new MnL, the code can be fixed up when it is 

loaded. Local is· the user's local symbol OOL 1ST and rool is the ROOT OBL 1ST. 

As stated earlier, every accumulator has two symbols associated widl it, one for the address field and one 

for the accumulator field. This is because there is no syntax to specify which field is intended. The address 

symbol is simply the accumulator's name, and the accumulator symbol is the name with an asterisk (*) 

appended to it; c.g., A versus A·. 

7.1.6. Macro Writing 

Whenever an clement or subelemcnt of an instnlction is a FORM and the first clement of the FORM has an 

APPL I CABLE GVAL, dlC FORM is evaluated and the result (unless it is a SPL ICE) is re-evaluated as if it were 

in place ofLhe FORM. This feature constitutes the assembler's macro facility. 

For compatibility between 'top-level' macros, which generate whole instnlctions, and macros which 

generate parts of an instruction, top-level macros may wish to return several instructions. To indicate that 

what is returned is several instructions, it is neceSSc1ry to return an object of type SPL I CE (PR IMTYPE LIST). 

The clements of the SPLICE are treated as individual instructions. An empty SPLICE may be returned from 
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a macro which is part of an instruction, and the effect is as if a 0 were returned. This is the only SPLICE 

which may be returned from a macro which is a part of an instruction. 
, 

7. 1 .7. Pseudo Ope ~ations 

111e next part of this document will describe pseudo-ops available in the MOL assembler. rIllere is no 

difference between a pseudo-op and ·macro in the assembler except that the pseudo-operations are supplied 

by the system. , 

(T I T L E flame: siring> 

This is about the only required pseudo-op. It must be the first instruction to be assembled. It takes one 

argument. the name of the RSUBR being assembled. If additional TITLEs are found in a me being 

assembled, they arc assumed to both end the previous RSUBR and begin the next. rille assembler prints each 

TITLE on the messages CHANNEL as it is encountered. 

(SUB-ENTRY elllr,,:alom dec!> 

'1l1is pseudo-op is used to define additional RSUBR-ENTRYs for the RSUBR being assembled. The entry . 

argument is the name of the RSUBR-ENTRY and the optional dec! argument is a DECL for the entry. 

(INTERNAL -ENTRY elllry:alom args:fix> 

is used to create an INTERNAL -ENTRY for a GLUEable RSUBR. Its arguments are the name of thl' 

INTERNAL-ENTRY and the number of arguments that will have been pushed on the stack for it when it is 

called. Sec also section 7.1.9 for details on writing GLUEable RSUBRs. 

(DECLARE ("VALUE" d«l ded decl •.•• » 

is used to supply declarations for the RSUBR named in the TITLE. It must occur before any code-generating 

instructions. DECLARE takes a LIST as its one argument 'nle format of the LIST is as de~ribed in [3]. The 

string "VALUE" is optional; ifsupplied it causes the first dec! to declare the TYPE of the value of the RSUBR. 

P .. ach additional dec! is associated with one argument. Special STRINGs may also appear in the L 1ST with the 

following meanings: 

"QUOTE" The next argument isQUOTEd (not EVALed). 

"OPT IONAL " The rest of the arguments arc optional (the RSUBR must supply any defaults for these). 

"CALL" If this appears, it must be directly after the "VALUE" dec!. It says there is one argument and it is the 
FORM generating the can (see "CALL" for FUNCT IONs in (3D. 

"ARGS" This must be the last ST RING. It says treat the rest of the arguments in the FORM as a L 151 and 
pass it ac; the argument(sce "ARG5" for FUNCTIONs in [3D. 

" T U P L E" E VAL the rest of the arguments and pass them. 
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(END) 

indicates the end of an RSUBR or group ofRSUBRs. Only the text between TITLE and END pseudo-ops will 

be processed by the assembler. ,~1l1is makes it rpossibl~ to -intermix assembler source code and normal MDL 

source code in the same file (although assembly must be done before compilation in such cases). 

(TYPE -CODE tYpe.·atom> 

allows references to the internal TYPE codes for both system and user defined 'TYPEs. It takes one argument, 

the MDL TYPE name. For example: 

(MOVSI A* (TYPE-CODE FIX» 

pule; the TYPE code for F I X into the left half of accumulator A. 

(TYPE -WORD tl'pe:atom allY ••• > 
generates a reference to a word containing the TYPE code for type in the left half and possibly other junk in 

the right half. The first argument is the TYPE name "nd the rest of the arguments arc optional but ifslIpplied 

, arc added into the right half. If the TYPE is an initial TYPE and no right halfis generated. a reference to the 

'ST type' location in the interpreter is generated. For example, 

(PUSH TP* (TYPE-WORD FIX» 
(PUSH TP* [0]> 

would push a F I X 0 on the stack. 

(GETYP ill tvoe:atom> 

has the same form as a PDP-IO instruction. It gets the TYPE code for type into the right half of its 

accumulator from its address. This is done by generating an appropriate LOB (load byte) instruction. 

(MQUOTE object.·allY> 

allows the RSUBR to reference garbage collected space. It adds its argument to the RVECTOR (if it isn't 

already there) and evaluates to an address of the form oJJset{ R), pointing to the value word for object. 

( PQUO T E object.·alIV> 

is identical to «MQUOTE object:aIlY> -1> i.e. it points to the type-word, not the value-word. 'Ibis is a more 

consistent way to look at things. 

(IQUOTE object:aml label:alom> 

is like PQUOTE except that this will add a new clement to the reference VECTOR each time called. The 

optional label if given defines the ATOM to be a label referring to that clement. ~Ibis is the only way to refer to 

that clement again. 

(PSEUDO arg.·allY> 

evaluates its argument for il'i side etTecle; and assembles rio code. 
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<SIXBIT s.l!i!Jl> 

makes S I XB I T of the legal characters of siring. 

<SQUOZE string sqbits:word> 

The Mill Programming Environment 

makes SQUO Z E of the legal characters of siring and sticks the low-order four bits of the optional sqbils in the 

high-order four bits of the value. See the MIDAS Manual [4] for an explanation of the SQUOZE code. 

<BYTE boulldao':fix bl'le-size:fix location> 

Example: <BYTE 1 35 (C) 1> is like «*014300*) (C) 1>. 

<ARG argllum:fix> 

islike«AB) <* 2 <- .ar.gnum 1»>. ARGshould not be used in GLUEablecode. 

<STACK s),II1I:0I011l s),m2:atom s),m3:alol1l ••• > 

makes s)'ml a symbol for < (TB) 0>. s)'1112 a symbol for < (TB) 2>. sym3 a symbol for < (TB) 4>, etc. 

ST ACK should not be used in GLUEable code. 

<DPUSH ar. gm> 
<DPOP m,: llW> 
<DMOVE fK gm> 
<DMOVEM m,: m:u> 

arc the double-word PDP-IO instructions. For example, 

<DPUSH ac args> 

expands into 

'SPLICE «PUSH ac args> <PUSH ac args 1» 
<UNDEF? sl'mool:qlom> 

evaluates to true only if the symbol has previously in the code been used as a symbol. but has not been 

defined. 

< I F -NEEDED sl'mbol.·alom illslrucljew ••• > 

If <UNDEF? symbol> evaluates to true, then all the illslructiolls are inserted at the current location, otherwise 

they are not 

< * I IS E RT file-sDecs/ring> 

tak.es a file and reads instnlctions from it and inserts the instructions rec.ld at the current place. 

7.1.8. The Type RSUBR 

An RSUBR is a Mnl. object of PRIMTYPE VECTOR. The first element of an RSUBR is always of TYPE 

CODE (or PCODE). CODE is of PR IMTYPE UVECTOR, consisting of words or instnlctions. The second clement 

of an RSUBR is an ATOM which is the RSUBR's name. If the RSUBR has declamtions they arc the third 

clement 'lbc rest of the RSUBR contains MOL objects which must be referenced by the code 
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An RSUBR-ENTRY is a VECTOR of two or three items. The first item is either an RSUBR or an ATOM 

whose GVAL is an RSUBR, the second is an ATOM which is the entry's name and the third is a OECl for the 
r 

entry. The difference between an RSUBR and an RSUBR-ENTRY is. that an RSUBR always starts running at 

the beginning of the code when it is called while an RSUBR"ENTRY usually starts running somewhere in the 

middle of the code. 

7.1.9. Writing Gluable RSUBRs 

Certain conventions mllst be followed when writing hand coded RSUBRs in order to get the most benefit 

from GLUEing. If tlie RSUBR (or RSUBR-ENTRY) has" TUPLE" in its OECl, it is already in the best shape 

possible. In all other cases, the code after the TITLE or SUB-ENTRY pseudo-operation should simply push 

the argument') onto the TP stack and PUSHJ p* to one of the internal entries based on the number of items 

. on the stack. After the PUSHJ it should do a <JRST FINIS). An internal entry is set up by using the 

INTERNAL-ENTRY pseudo-op which takes two arguments: an atom and a fix. The atom acts as ifit were a 

label on the next inslnlction and may be used as a label. The fix specifics how many items (type-value pairs) 

are on the stack at this internal entry. In the simple case where there are no optional arguments, only one 

internal entry exists and its number argument is exactly the required number of arguments. If optional 

arguments exist, some kind of dispatch will have to be done. 

In the rest of the body of the RSUBR, no references to AB or TB (through the ARG or STACK pseudo-ops or 

directly) can be made, because after GLUEing their contents may be meaningless. All references to the TP 

stack must be indexed by T P. 11le usual precautions concerning the possible movement of code if an I NTGO 

or MCALL is done also apply (i.e. the use of <SUBM M* (P» at the beginning and <JRST MPOPJ) at the 

end of the code are essentially mandatory). 

7.2. Debugging Binary Code 

Binary co~e produced by the MDL assembler or the MOL compiler may be debugged with DDT, like any 

other binary code. However, an interfilce between that code and the DDT environment must exist. That 

interface is the" ROB" PACKAGE. It is obtained by 

<USE "ROB"> 

The symbol table optionally produced by the ,lssembler can be passed to DDT and at the same time the 

RSUBR frozen (moved out of normal garbage-collected space) by: 
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< R F R E E Z E name-of rsub,.'atom) 

Note that name-ofrsubrmay also refer to an RSUBR-ENTRY. 
r 

< RBREAK Ilame-ofrsub,.'alom) 

is similar. but in addition causes DDT to put a breakpoint at the first instruction of the RSUBR. 

If there is no symbol table. RFREEZE and RBREAK merely freeze the RSU~R and pass up symbols for the 

RSUB R name and any sub-entries. 

In all cases the symbols passed up are made up of the legal SQUOZE characters (letters, digits, ! \$, 1\%, 

! \.) of the name. up to six characters. For example the ATOM FOO-*BlECI1 becomes the symbol FOOBlE. 

(ADR objrcl:anv> 

returns the address of object as a F I X. For example. <ADR rsubr> would return the location of the rsubr in 

core. 

<RUNBREAK IJame-ofrsubr.'alom> 

clears the breakpoint(s) at the beginning of the RSUB R and of any of its sllb-entries. 

7.3. Unassembling Binary Code 

Converting compile! or assembled hinary code back into something resembHng the original assembler 

source code is an operation that is performed primarily in one situation: tracking down a MDt compiler bug. 

It is. however, almost invaluable in that situation. The PACKAGE containing the unasscmbler is "UNASSM". 

The main entry is 

<UNA5SEMBLE code:nub~o~gaww 
ou tput:challIlel-o~ sIring 
glue?: boolean> 

code is the objcct being unasscmbled. It is either an RSUBR (not an RSUBR-ENTRY, note), or an ATOM whose 
LVAL is a group (as created by GROUP-LOAD). 

output is where to put the output: if it is a 5T RING, then the output is put in a file with that name. If oulput is 
a CHANNEL, then output is done on that CHANNEt. Pille file is "code UNASSM" by default 

glue? (by default T) tells whether there are glue bits for the code loaded. If there are none. this argument 
should be given as a FALSE. 

The output produced by UNAS5EMBLE is like the MDL compiler's as.~embler input. with the addition of 

comments which give code and stack offsets for stack slots referenced. This information is useful in tracing 

exactly what is going on in the code, but it is not always accurate, since the compiler's stack model is 

sometimes too complex for the unassembler to understand. 
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MDL compiler bug reports are expected to contain MDL source and UNASSEMBLEd compiled code if 

possible. 

7.3 Unassembling· Binary Code 
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8. Informational Aids 
This chapter discusses a few programs, most written in assembly language rather than MDL, which are 

nonetheless of use to MDL programmers. Most are infohnati(~nal aids of one sort or another. They include: 

MUDCOM, a program for comparing versions of a MOL program. It is used by COMBAT (see section 5.2) to aid 
in the preparation of compiler plan filcs. It has several useful aliases. 

MAT, the MOL 'atsign' program, produces listings, indexes and cross-refercnce files for MDt programs. @, a 
similar program which is not Mm,-specific, will perform approximately the same tasks. 

MUDINQ is an intcrface to the ITS IPe device and is therefore a means of interacting with any MDL that has 
the IPC device enabled. It has an alias, STATUS, which is particularly useful for detelmining the progress 
of compilations . 

. 8.1. File Comparison and Checking with MUDCOM 

MUIX'OM is an assembly language program (not written in MDt), which nonetheless understands the 

syntax of MDI. programs. It is used for comparing two versions of the same program, and also (under the 

name MUDCIIK) for checking the syntax of MDL source files more rapidly than they can be loaded into a 

MDL. MUDCOM is not interactive; al1 instructions must be passed on thejclline. 

MUIX'OM understands the following MDL structures at top level: 

FUNCTIONs 
MACROs 
GVALs 
LVALs 
MANIFEST 
PACKAGE 
ENTRY 
ENDPACKAGE 
MSETG 

(DEFINE FOO •.••• > 
(DEFMAC BAR ••••• > 
(SETG MUMBLE •.•• > 
(SET MUMBLE ••••• > 

(MSETG FOO 1> is (SETG FOO 1> (MANIFEST FOO> 

The jcl for MUDCOM in the simplcst case is filename I ,filename2. MUDCOM will compare the two files and 

print out information conceming those structures it understands which have been removed, changed, or 

inserted. 

M UDCOM has a number of switches which can be sel They are given as / switch, where switch is the name 

of the switch. Currently the following switches are useful: 

T prints totals at the end of the comparison. 

L prints all FUNCT IONs and GVALs in the file. 
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C checks the file given for syntax (only one tile name at a time). 

M checks the files for changed MACROs',md MANIFESTs In this mode, MUDCOM will make a second pass 
through the first file given in the j~/, looking for all occurrences .of calls to changed MAC ROs and 
MANIFESTs. MUOCOM will consider FUNCTIONs making such calls as having been 'changed' and will teU 
which MACRO orMANIFE"ST caused the 'change'. 

The following other jel is understood by MUDCOM: 

(atom ••• ) appearing before the file names in the jel will cause MUDCOM to think that those FUNCT IONs 
have been changed and will print them as such. 

"filename" appearing anywhere in the jel causes commands to be read from that file until the end-of-file is 
reached. 

{filename ... ) is used to specify files to search in calls to MUDFNI> (see below). 

Aliases of MUOCOM: 

l. MUDCIIK. MUDCHKfilenamechccks a file for MDI. syntax errors. This is the same as 

MUDCOM Ie jilellame 

2. MUnI.ST. MUDLST filename lists all FUNCT IONs and GVALs found in the file. This is the same as 

MUDCOM IL jilelJQme 

3. MUDfND. : MUDFND atom. .. {file file} searches files for FUNCT IONs/GVALs caned atoms. It 
can be used fhr finding a F UNC T ION in a haystack~ 'Ibis is the St1lllC as 

MUDCOM (atom atom) {file jile} 

Since typing this can be tedious. it is easier to use the "f i 1 ename" convention and have a disk 
file containing the files to be searched (surrounded by (}s). Thus, 

MUDFND FOO BAR BLETCH "MARC;lORK FILESw 

wiUlook for the typical FUNCT ION names in the files specified in MARC; lORK FILES. 

8.2. The MOL Listing Program MAT 

MAT is a program for producing listings of MDt programs on the Xerox Graphics Printer (XGP) or a 

lineprinter. (MAT is short for 'MDL Atsign\ after the general listing program named I). 

8csidcs a listing of the program itself, MAT includes a symbol table -- a list of defined objects (arguments to 

DEFINE, SETG. etc.) and optionally across-reference listing -- a list of every place in the program each ATOM 

is used. MAT can also a produce a record fie, so that the next time MAT is run on the same program. only pages 

that have changed will be printed. 
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MAT is invoked with ajclline in the following format: 

MA T Irec= outputinput-jiles .•• / switches ••• - . 
More specifically, it takes any number of input files (~eparated on the jclline by commas) and produces a 

listing of them in the output file, with. options specified by the 'switches (each preceded by a /, and optionally a 

record file Irec (see section 8.2.4). 

The output file name defaults on ITS to xUllame; input @ or @XGP depending on whether the X switch is 

used, and on Tenex/fOPS-20 to input. MAT or input. XGP in the connected directory. 

8.2.1. MAT Switches 

The specific sorts of options available in MAT are controlled by a variety of switches which determine such 

thin~s as whether to produce a cross-reference listing, whether to usc the XGP as the output device, and so 

, on. The fol1owing switches arc implemented: 

IC 

causes a cross-reference listing to be produced. ~l1lis is a table showing each reference to each ATOM (other 

than SUBRs, FSU8Rs, and locals) in the input filcs. 

ID[file-name] 

specifiesjile-Ilame as the file containing the user's definitions. Definitions arc discussed in dc~il below. 

IF[text-!ollt, heade~folJt, commelll-Jont] 

specifics the XGP fonte; to usc in the output file. They arc respectively the font to use for the program itself, 

the font for subtitles and other headers, and the font for MDt COMMENTs and top-level STRINGs. 'lbe 

defillilt directory is FONT S and the default second file name is K ST. The default font is 20 F G. I F also causes 

a / X to be perfonned. 

I I [file-name] 

specifies a file which contains the names of input files. 1bis is in lieu of typing them all in each time MAT is 

run. useful for large subsystems incorporating many files. The input files listed should be separated by 

commas or carriage-returns. 

IN 

causes output of only the symbol tables and cross-reference listing (if specified). No heading or title pages are 

produced. 

/P 

On ITS, VAlRETs a : PROCED to DDT and continues. Useful for long MAT runs. 
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IQ [message] 

prints message at the bottom of each page. The default is a copyright message. 
r 

IR 

creates a record file (this is automatic if 'Irec=' is used) .. See below for details about record files. 

IS 

outputs each file in a multiple file listing separately. 

IT [ #lame/ "ame2] 

specifics names to usc on the title page (in lieu of the file names of first input file). 

IU 

prints a separate symbol table for each type of defined item in the input filc(s) (e.g. FUNCT ION, GVAL, etc.). 

IX 

declares that output is to be for the XGP. 'Illis changes the default output file second name to @XGP. If IF is 

. used, I X is done automatically. 

8.2.2. Subtitles 

Subtitles can be used by including STRINGs in an input file which begin with the word SU8TITLE. The 

remainder of the STR I NG will be uscd as part of the header of each output page until another subtitle is 

found. The STRING need not be a COMMENT. Subtitles may have a maximum of79 characters. 

Any file containing subtitles will have a table ofcontcnts at the beginning of the listing. 

8.2.3. MAT Definition 

The facility exists in MAT to cause user specified actions to occur at the time a specific A TOM is about to be 

cross-referenced. The most important usc of this is for functions which define things which the user would 

like MAT to recognize, for example, a function one ofwhosc side-effects is to Sf TG one of its arguments. 

When MAT encounters an invocation of the function FOO, where FOO has been defined to MAT, it runs 

code generated by the user's MAT definition for FOO, which causes various actions to be performed. 

MAT definitions arc always located in a disk file which is specified by the 10 switch. Each definition must 

be of the fonn: 

[name argJ arg2 arg3 ••• ] 

where name is the name of the item which is being defined and the args are action specifications as described. 

below. 
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The syntax of a MAT definition is somewhat complex. Basically, there are two types of actions which can 

take place: 'setting' an· ATOM to be equivalent to a specified type (i.e., FUNCT ION, MACRO, etc.) or 
r 

·cross-referencing' the ATOM (Le., making i~ appear in the cross-reference listing). 

rnle actual definition for an ATOM is a string of MAT action specifications, one for each argument in a call 

to that ATOM. For example, defining FOO to be 

[FOO SETG SKIP SETG] 

implies at least three arguments to FOO, the first and third of which should be treated as if they were SETGed. 

'Ihus, if 

(FOO FROB 1 MUMBLE> 

were encountered in an input file, it would be treated as though 

(SETG FROB allY> 
(SETG MUMBLE any> 

had been encountered. The symbol table would then point to the line on which the application of FOO 

appeared as the location of the definitions of FROB and MUMBLE. 

The fi>lIowing tokens arc meaningful action specifications: 

CRE F means to cross-reference this ATOM. 

SK I P means to do nothing with this argument (a place holder). 

REST means that the rest of the action specifications may be repeated for the rest of the arguments. 

name (where name is the name of a MDI. SUBR which causes some action to be routinely performed) means to 
act as though the ATOM had had that SUBR applied to it. For example, SETG will calise MAT to treat the 
item as if a SE TG had been performed on it Similarly, MAN I F EST will cause MAT to believe it 
MANIFESTed. 

ALSO means to do another thing to this ATOM. lbus, [SETG ALSO MANIFEST] specifics that the argument 
should be treated as though it were both SETGed and MANIFESTed. 

=xy where xj' arc two characters, causes a user defined symbol type to be created. In the cross-reference, this 
will appear as xy in front of the name of the ATOM. 

Any of the preceding tokens may have ! -oblisl added. This means that instead of the ATOM being set to 

the specified type, a/om! -ob/isl will be set 'Thus, for example, 

REST SETGI-FLAGS 

might specify a function which takes a LIST of ATOMs and performs 
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(SETG (INSERT atom (GET FLAGS OBlIST» any> 

on each of them. 
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[SPEC xy name] specifies name to be the 'expansion of xy for purposcs'ofthe symbol table. Namecannot 
have spaces in it 

Since not all items to be recognized within a function call are at top level, there is a facility for telling MAT 

to recognize structures. This is done by inserting the correct bracket (which MAT will encounter) around the 

part of the action specification referring to a stmcturc. For example. a dcfinition for GDECl (which is 

handlcd internally. howcv,er) might be ' 

REST (REST GDECL) SKIP 

which spccifies that the argumcnts arc alternately a LIST of things to GDECL and an argument which is 

unimportant 

A special case of bracketing is when the location of the structure is not known. In this case, bracket! 

means 'find the next object that starts with this bracket'. An cxample latcr demonstrates this. 

What follows are some examples from a real definition tile. 

[NEWSTRUC NEWTYPE SKIP REST SETG SKIP] 

NEWSTRUC ll1kes an ATOM which becomes the name of a NEWTYPE, the DECL for that TYPE (which is not 

interesting to MAT) and an arbitrary number of pairs of ATOMs (names of offsets in the structure) and their 

DECLs (again, not interesting). 

[FlAGWORD REST SETG] 

F LAGWORD takes an arbitrary number of AT OMs and SE TGs them something. 

[SPEC PG Pure-Gval] 
[SPEC 08 Object] 
[SPEC AC Action] 
[SPEC VB Verb] 
[SPEC OS Object-SynonYM] 
[SPEC AD Adjective] 

rlbese define the long descriptions fhr the newly defined symbol types created in the examples. 

[PSETG,=PG] 

PSETG takes an ATOM and a value and SETGs the ATOM (also putting it in a LIST of ATOMs to purify). 

[GET-OBJ "CREF"] 

GET-OBJ takes a STRING PNAME of an objcct and returns the object lois definition allows "object" to be 

cross-referenced here. Note that CREF is in quotes because the clement being dealt with is a STRING. 
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[OBJECT ["=9B" REST "=OS"] [REST "=AD"]] 

OBJECT creates objects which are referenced by GET-OBJ. OBJECT first takes a VECTOR of STRINGs, the 

first of which is the true object specifier (OB) a~d the r~st of which arc synonyms (OS). The second argument 

is a VE CTOR of ST RINGs, which are PNAMEs of adjectives referring to the object (AD). 

[ADD-ACTION "=AC! -ACT'IONS" SKIP REST [[ I "=VB! -WORDS" SKIP]]] 

ADD-ACTION creates ·verbs'. The name of the verb is the first argument, which is a STRING. ADD-ACTION 

SETGs siring! -ACTIONS to an item of type ACTION (AC). The second argument is not interesting. The rest 

of the arguments arc VECTORs, somewhere in which is a VECTOR ofa STRING and an uninteresting object 

ADD-ACTION SETGs this latter STRING (the PNAME of an ATO,.. in the WORDS OBlIST) to something of 

type verb (VB). This is about as complicated as a MAT type specification is likely to gel 

[tADD-ACTION "=AC!-ACTIONS ALSO =VB1-WORDS"] 

tADD-ACTION takes as its first argument a STRING which is SETGed both in the ACTIONS OBlIST and in 

the WORDS OBlIST, to,an ACT ION (AC) and a verb (VB), respectively. 

8.2.4. MAT Record Files 

Listing Record (or lREC) files. akin to @ lREC files, can be produced in MAT by includingfile= in thejcl 

line. Use of an lREC file has the advantage that future invocations of MAT using it need only output the 

changed pages of the listing. The l R E C file produced will be placed in file and contains all relevant jcl ' 

infonnation, so that future calls to MAT for comparison listings need only have file= in the jd line. Additional 

jcl may then be appended. There is, however, no way to turn otT flags once set up. Therefore, if a 

cross-reference file is to be used only occasional1y, leaving the cross-reference (/C) flag ofT for the initial 

listing and appending it at other times'is preferable. 

An alternate way of creating a Listing Record file is to use I R which is equivalent to 

inpul-fiie-jirsl-file-llame lREC= 

in the jcl. Obviously, IR is not sufficient for future comparisons. 

8.3. The MDL-IPC Device Interface MUDINQ 

MUDINQ is a small program that fonnulates, sends, and receives messages to and from MDI.s over the ITS 

IPC (,Inter-process Communication') device. The user specifies a target MDL process by its ullame andjllame, 

either on thejc/line or to MUDINQ directly. lie then inputs the message to be sent to that MDI.. The message 

sent is enclosed in an invisible protective shield (an ERROR handler and so forth) to prevent it from 

interfering in the operation of the target. The message is PARSEd and EVAled by the target, and the result 

put in a file which is printed by MUDINQ when it appears. 
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The most common use of this program is to answer the question ·What could my compilation (or 

whatever) be doing after all this time?' The answer may be obtained by MUDINQing a (FR&> or (FRAMES) 

at it 

Inquiring after the state of a compilation is such a common use of MUDINQ that there is an alias of it, 

STATUS, which MUDINQS a '(STATUS) (see section 5.1.1) at a compiler process and waits for a response. 

Finally, an alias of MUDINQ called WIIOM lists those Mol. jobs listening on the IPe device. 

For more details on the operation of the M ilL I PC interface, see [3]. 

The MDL-)PC Device I~terface MUDINQ 8.3 
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